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ABSTRACT

'lbe various factors affecting the optiaUJI

perforM~~Ce

of an

atoaic absorption spectroaeter with flow injection techniques
&re

described. These include the study of dispersion processes

in the flowing stre&a by lll&llipul&tion of the carrier tube
diaensions (di&aeter &nd length), the flow rate, the volUIIe of
saaple and physical properties of the solution such aa viscosity,
chsaie&l nature and level of dissolved solids. Investigation of
the peak shape produced by FIA-MS techniques le&ds to a siltple

exponential aodel proposed to account for the abeorba.nce-tille
behaviour. By detemining the volUIIe of the eypothetie&l wing
ch&aber, the aodel can be used for calibration :p1rposes and
prediction of sou of the experillent&l :parueters. 'lbe use of
this aodel in calibration techniques ia shown in the &naloguea
of reagent add1 tion aetbods and standard add1 tiona aethode
and in a gradient concentration aethod. The applicability of

the aodel and associated calibration aethode is described and
discussed in detail for the detemination of calciWI in iron
ore in which interference effects froa aluainiua and phosphate
&re

encountered and

&re

overcoae by the use of releasing agents,

and in the detel'llination of chroaiua in steel where the aajor

interferences

&re

froa iron and acids and are 'overcoae' by

addition of interferents. A brief description of solvent
extraction with FIA-AAS is given. Various factors affecting the
sensitivity of this technique are investigated for the aystea
by using copper, auoniua pyrrolidine dithiocarbaaate (Al'OO) and

4-aetbylpent&n-2-one (MIBK). The potential use of this technique
for separation aethods and analysis is discussed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1. Continuous Flow Analvais (1.2)

Continuous now analysis ( CFA) may be refened to as any process
1n which the concentrations of single or multiple analytes are
measured, uninterruptedly, in a moving stream of gases, liquids
or solids. The S&lllple is converted into a flowing stre&JII by a
pump system and the necessaey reagent additions are made by
continuous pumpimg and merging of the sample and reagent streams.
Finally, the treated B&lllple is pwaped to a now-through detector
and thence to waste.
Q.

tnk-lscrete S&Jlpling method, each S&lllple is maintained as a
sel*X'ate entity and placed in a separate receptacle. Dilution,
reagent additions and mixing are performed separately by
mechanically transporting the B&lllple to dispensing unite where
controlled additions are made to each S&lllple individually, and
each treated S&lllple is presented in turn to the detection unit.

Although the discrete method has the advantage in high sampling
rate and cross-cont&JIIination is almost entirely eliminated, the
discrete analysers are appreciably more expensive than the
continuous analysers, and the continuous analysers are
mechanically simpler than the discrete ones. 'Ibis is because in

2

the discrete method each analytical operation requires a

se~te

group of moving parts whereas in continuous now 118thod, only a
few moving parts are required to control the entire sequence of
operation, For example, in CFA, only one suitable peristaltic pump
is required for sample transport and reagent addition.

'l'he concept of CFA has been used extensively in clinical chemistry,
chromatographic separations and manufacturint; plant process
1110ni toring systems, CFA may be classified mainly into three

categories, namely, air-segmented flow analysis, non-segmented
now analysis and now injection analysis.

1.1. Air-semnted Flow Anslvsis (1.2)

Based on the concept of steady-state signal and air segmentation,
introduced b)' Skeggs, an automatic modular instl11J11ent known as

\het

AutoAnslyser was developed in 1957. Its widespread use in analytical
chemist:cy has led to the introduction of additional modules to
extend its range and nexibili ty, and more specific configurations
have also been developed for specific analyses such aa in bloaedical
analysis and process control analysis, The AutoAnalyser has been
developed and expanded from a sint;le-channel analyser in 1957 to
the sequential multiple analyser (SMA) with 12 sample channels, This

was introduced in 1967, 'l'he SMA was replaced later in 1974 with the
new c011puter-controlled sequential multiple analyser (SMAC) with
20 channels whioh is capable of 4o simultaneous assays at a rate
of 200 samples per hour (J),

)

Basically, the AutoAnalyser modules consists or the follovil]ga
sampler, proportioning peristaltic pwap, dialyser, heating unit
and detec;tion system, A schematic diagmm or a single-channel

AutoAnalyser is shown in Figure 1,1, In the sampling process,
samples are removed automatically and successively from the
container by means of a probe and are mixed with diluent and
reagents, and are separated by air bubbles, The proportioning
pwap propels the appropriate sample and reagents volume into
the analyser and transport the solutions and air bubbles thrwgh
the system at a fixed speed, Separation of the species of interest
f'rolll unwanted

~~aterial

is perfonned by diffusion through a semi-

pe:naeable membrane, In the dialyser unit the
and reagent streams

now

seg~~~~~nted

aamPle

concunently through two specially-grooved

Plates separated by the membrane •terials, A fixed period heating
unit is provided in the analyser consisting or a glass wing
coil immersed in a temperature-controlled bath, The detection system
JJBY comprise a colorimeter, :flame photometer, fluorimeter or uv

spectrophotometer or other types or detector.

The AutoAnalyser is designed so that successive samPles which pass
through the system are isolated from one another by the introduction

ot air bubbles into the tubing to avoid cross-contamination as
well as to promote mixing between samPle, diluent and reagents,

The 11ovement

or sample,

reagents and diluent

throuih

the tubing

is accomplished by means or a peristaltic pump, The diluted sample

then passes into the dialyser which contains membranes through which
the small analyte ions or molecules are tree to diffuse into the

reagent stream. The residual molecules remain in the diluent
system and pass from the system to waste. The analyte and the
reagent are pumped into the heating unit where reaction occurs
in the constant temperature

heating bath. Air bubbles are

removed to waste from the final solution before it flows to
the detector where a signal is monitored and •easured.

Waste

Waste
Air
Diluent
Sample

Reagent

Air

Pump

Dialyser

Heater

Detector

Figure 1.1. A schematic diagraa of a single-channel AutoAnalyaer.

Another important function of air segmentation is also to reduce
longi tudinsl dispersion of sample along the now line, which in
turn decreases sample interaction ( carryover) and increases

analysis rate. Sample dispersion in the now of air-segmented
liquid stream through open tubing for ideal and non;-ideal models
has been described by Seyder and Adler

(4,5). The models of

dispersion developed allow the prediction of saaple dispersion
as a function of all important experimental parameters such as

s
tube length, liquid viscosity , surface tension, liquid and air
segmente volume and liquid velocity.

1.2. Non-segmented Flow Analysis

The use of CFA without air segmentation or similar method has

probably been introduced since the end of 19th century by Stewart

(6) in measuring the mean speed of flow in small blood vessels.
Danckwerts (7) in his theoretical investigation of the distribution
of residence times in continuous now syeteiiiS and in ti'Jing to
exPlain how distribution functions for residence times can be
defined and JIBasured for actual system of open and packed tubi,s,
!as brought up the idea that a radioactive tracer could be injected

into the flowing streu of liquid and the concentmtlon of the
injected material in the exit streu could be IIB&Sured at variable
time. Taylor (8} injected a conducting potassium penlllLDg&nate

andkSedstop-watch to measure
lA

solution by means of a needle valve

the volume of the solution, into the tube through. which water

was flowing, At a fixed point the conductivity was measured and
the conductivity-time curve was plotted, The same method !as
also been applied in the investigation of matter in turbulent
now where brine was injected into a straight pipe containing
water and the conductivity was recorded at a fixed point downstream (9).

A non-segmented now has also been used by Levenspiel and Smith
(10) in their study of diffusion model for the longitudinal llixing

6
of fluids in now. A volume of pota.ssiUlll permanganate solution
'IllS

injected into the flowing water in the pyrex tube and the

concentration of potassium permanganate in water was measured
downstream by an emission type photoelectric cell. Bate et al.
{ll) have filled the tube with labelled iodide ions and then
displaced it by the steady flow of unlabelled fluid from a
reservoir in their study of dispersion of diffUsible ions in
fluid now through a cylindrical tube. Nagy, Feher and Pungor

{12,) have injected a small volume of active solution into the
stream of supporting electrolyte by means of a syringe through
a zubber tube inserted into the systea. A hydrostatic method
'IllS

employed to assist the now of supporting electrolyte and a

agnatic stirrer

'IllS

placed between the injection point and the

measuring cell to ensure the reproducibility of the

1111asure~~ent.

Stewart et al. {lJ) have described the prototype instnlllllnt of
non-seg~~~~~nted

CFA, its principle of opemtion and ita application.

'Die instnlllllnt consists of wo se:pamte flow systeiiSa the sample

flow systea which carries the sample solution and the wash solution,
and the reaction flow system in which the B&lllple is analysed.

'lbese two flow systeiiiS are connected by a stream B&lllpling valve,
which removes a fixed portion of the sample without air contamination from the sample flow system and introduces it into the
reaction now system for subsequent analysis. These' flow systeiiiS
are shown schematically in Figure 1.2. The sample now system
consists of a sampler connected to the stream B&lllpling valve
and a peristaltic withdmwal pump. 'Die reaction flow systea

7
consists of a pressurized substrata reseiVoir connected to a
line filter, a flowmeter, the streall sampling valve, a reaction
coil, a cooling coil, a colorimeter and a waste tank,

The sample solution is withdrawn by suction from a sample cup

alternately with the wash solution. A stream sampling valve timed
to the sampler is used to remove

a portion of the sample from

the sample stream and injects it into the reaction flow system,

Withdrawal
pump

Sampler

Filter

Flowmeter

Streaa
Reaction Cooling Detector
aaapling coll
coll
valve

Figure 1.2. A scheaatic d~ of continuous flow analyser by
Stewart et, al (lJ),
This avoids the introduction of air bubbles in the reaction flow
system which is introduced into the sample stream when the probe
moves from the sample cup to the wash cup and from the wash cup
to the sample cup, The portion of sample flows into the reagent
stream and :reacts with it in the reaction coil, cooled and detected
by the colorimeter before flowing to waste.

'

__ -

8
l.J. Flow In1ection Analysis

Flow injection analysis (FIA) has been introduced by Ruzicka
and Hansen (14) in 1975 as a new analytical technique for the

analysis of samples in - Q. non-segmented flowing stream. The
similarity of this technique with non-segmented flow analysis
can be found in the literatures long before this as has been
described above. Although the basic concept of FIA may be
similar to the work of previous workers on continuous flow
analysis and possibly

to the concept of liquid chromatography,

the precise requirements for FIA such as unsegmented stream,

reproducible sample injection and controlled dispersion
differentiate the FIA concept from the concepts of Hl'LC and
air-segmented continuous flow analysis.

'l'be difference between air-segmented CFA and FIA is that, in

air-segmented CFA, the sample is usually added in alternation
with wash solution to a reagent line, usually as a broad slugr
the combined stream after sample introduction is then segmented

with air bubbles and the segmented stream flows through the
incubation coil and into the detector. The final output sensed
by the detector and each sample curve shows a plateau and the

height of this plateau is proportional to the analyte concentration.
Although the use of air bubbles decreases the intermixing of the
samples in the flow system, and allows greater tl)roughput rates,
it adds a further level of complexity of the system in terms of
equipment, operator interaction with the system and hydraulic

9
performance, The approach to be selected depends on the throughput
:rate required, the degree of dispersion associated with a given
assay and the importance of the system simplicity. In FIA, the
sample is injected as a plug into the reagent stream and flows
through the coil and into the detector, A series of peaks are
obtained with peak height being proportional to the analyte
concentration. FIA has the purpose of analysing the maximum
llWIIber of discrete samples using the minimum amount of time,
reagent and sample solution when the sample zone dispersion is
controlled exactly to suit the detection method and chemistry
associated with it, A com:parlaon of the basic theory of sample
dispersion in CFA and FIA has been given by Snyder (1.5).
\

Although basically, the FIA system my look si11ilar to tbe
~pressure

liquid chromatography (HPLC) systea, they are

different techniques altogether because their principles
and applications are not the

Balle,

HPLC involves separation of

sample components based on their distribution be'bleen two
immiscible phases with miniMUII band broadening in order to obtain
adequate resolution of several components,

'lbese three techniques, namely, air-segmented CFA, HPLC and FIA,
are shown schematically in Figure 1.3. for comparison of their
principles, The most important common concept for all three
teclmiques is that the sample is treated in a closed, continuous
system, The aethods of transportation for liquids in the system
for these techniques are also very similar,

10

SUple

(a)
Storage
of
liquids

1-+-1~!!:.

17

InJec-

Se~HHtion
systea
coluan

H""'"i tion

1....a.... Detector
1 ,-

"

I; I

Sample

or air

(b)
Storage
or
liquids

Air

Sample

(c)
Storage
InjecHH Manifold
of 1-lH Deliver,yHH tion
liquids
systea
system

.

Detector

Figure 1.). Scheaatic depiction or principles for (a) lictuid chrou.tography,
(b) air-segmented continuous flow analysis, (c) now injection
analysis.
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Since its introduction, FIA has been developed extensively and
expanded very :nt.pidly, At present, there have been at least six
:reviews and reports (16,17, 18, 19, 20, 21) on this subject and
it has also .

arpe.ar~rJ

.. in textbooks (22,2J), The increasing

interest in FIA has been shown by the two International Conferences
on Flow Analysis in Amsterdam (24) in 1979 and in Lund, Sweden
(25) in 1982. Recently, fourteen papers on FIA were presented
at SAC BJ - an International Conference on Analytical Chelllistry
at Edinburgh University (26).

l,J,l, Basic Principles of FIA (2?,28.?Q}

A simple flow injection setup may comprise a peristaltic pump
to propel a carrier or a rsaaent at a coMtant rate, an injection
valve, a mixing coil and a detector, 'l'his is shown in Figure 1,4,

Saaple
~er ----+---~~--~

.F\mp

Injection

Mixing coil

Detector

valva

Fl.gure 1.4. A siJiple FIA

sys-te,-.,_.

The sample is introduced through the injectio~ valve as a plug
in a carrier or a reagent stream, it reacts with the reagent to

--~_..._

-~---

-

.-

form a compound which can be detected as it

p~.sses

through the

detector. The saaple and the reagent disperse within
each other and this process influences peak height and also the
overall change in peak shape, Dispersion, D, has been defined
as D • Cs Jcs, where cs is the original concentrs tion of the
'tit p
•
saaple and C~ is the concentration at peak maximum at the time
it is detected. Thus, the value of D renects how many times

the sample has been diluted during its transport from the injection

point to the detector, 'l'he peak obtained at a steady state value
when the sample is pumped into the stream,

a:.

is assumed to

be proportional to original concentration of the sample, cs •

•

and the peak height, ~· obtained when a vol111111 of s&llple is

injected into the carrier streu (e.g. water) is proportional
to

c;.

Thus, the dispersion • D, is the ratio of the two peaks,

i.e. • D • ~~·

The dispersion can be controlled and the

u.nifold of an FIA system can be designed to obtain a suitable
dispersion for a specific analytical application.

In FIA, the residence time is always constant because the carrier

or reagent is free from air bubbles and the now is constant,

During the residence period in the system, the analyte in the
sample is supposed to react with a reagent so that a detectable
compound is formed, Since the residence time is coMtant 0 it is
not necessary that this reaction rsaches coapletion, The yield of
the reaction can be improved either by increasing the residence

time or by increasing the temperature. The residence time can

---~~=-~=-~-~~~--~----~----------------------------------------------------~

1)

be increased either b.Y using a longer mixing coil so that the
distance between injection site and the detector is increased
or b,y decreasing the now rate or even stopping the now.

1.3.2. Controlled Dispersion

If a sample is injected into the reagent stream at dispersion

of 2, equal dilution of the reagent and the sample is obtained,
The dispersion value can be obtained

b.Y varying

the sample volume,

the coil length, the now rate or the reagent and the geometry

of the system. The residence ti11e of the sample in the system
111111t be long enough so that the chemical reaction can be allowed
to take place.

A defined dispersion can be obtained b.Y using two streams in an
FIA system - one carrier streu and one reagent stream. The
injection valve is situated in the carrier stream and i f the
flow rates are equal, a dispersion value of 2 is obtained at
the merging point.

If a sample plug is introduced in a tube through the injection

valve, it will be subjected to change due to the injection itself
as the plug is accelerated from zero velocity up to the now rate
of the propelling stream almost instantaneously, The injection
valve and the now rate cause the change of the concentration
profile of the sample plug, In the stream, the sample portion
is extended b.Y the convection process. The

ele~~~ents

of fluid

14

situated in the centre move faster than those situated much
closer to the walls, result

,"n1

f.. in a

parabolic now profile pro-

ducing axial dispersion and peak broadening.

'llle now can be characterized in terms of the Reynolds

numbe~,

either laminar or turbulent (:30). The Reynolds number, Re, is
given by Re • 4fVJCd'IJ where

f

is the density of the fluid in

gcm-:3, Q. is the fluid flow rate in ca3/s, d is the diameter of
the tube in cm, and \is the fluid viscosity in poise. For water

or diluted solutions, Re • 127Q/d. An unsegmented now such as
FIA is considered to be l.alllinar when lle~OOO and turbulent when
Re)JOOO, with a transition region when Re is between 2000 and

:3000. Tube curvature

and tube illperfections can contribute to

transition at lower Re.

Dispersion of the sample zone can be varied by changing the inner
diameter of the tube, the length of the tube, the pumping rate
of the carrier and the sample volume injected. An effective way

to decrease the dispersion is to use small-bore tubes but there
are limitations such as particles are easily stuck in very nalTOII'
tubes and the hydrodynamic pressure increases so that peristaltic

wlf/..

pump cannot be used. The dispersion increases /. the square root
of the tube length, thus, lengthening the reaction coil is an
inefficient way of promoting mixing in FIA system. The pumping
rate influences the dispersion only slightly for a given setup
and an increase of the pumping rate leads to increased dispersion.

An efficient way of changing the dispersion is

to change the

l.S
sample volume.

It the viscosity

from that

o~

o~

the sample solution

di~~ers signi~icantly

the reagent solutions the dispersion process lll&y

be seriously affected and erroneous results will be obtained.
This happens especially when the matrix of the sample and the
reagent solution are not the same. One way of avoiding this
effect is to use the Jll&trix itself as a carrier solution.

Another simple and efficient way of increasing the dispersion

....,"t/.
is by merging diluent streaa

J(

the streaa carrying the su.pl.e.

A more detailed disoussion on the dispersion will be presented
in Chapter ) of this thesis.

1.).). Componente of FIA Sxstem

a) The delivery system - The most frequently used device
is a mul tichannsl peristal tic pump. By using these pumps the

delivery nte can often be varied easily. The disadvantages are
that it is not completely pulse free and that the pump tubes
deterionte so that the now nJ.te changes. The peristaltic pump
cannot be used when the hydrodynamic resistance of the system
is large due to the presence of narrow tubes or closed-packed
reaction columns in the manifold.

Although most FIA methods now consume less than 2 llllmin-l of
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e&JTier or reagent, FIA methods with atomic absorption spectrometty
(AAS) requires at least a total of 4 llllmin-l in order to obtain
optiiiWI performance of the nebulizer,

b)

The injection system- A simple injection technique, namely,

direct penetration of a TUbber tube with a syringe needle
followed by manual emptying of the syringe has been described
by Ruzicka and Hansen (14). This approach was later refined ,

leading to the constTUction of a flap valve (16). Stewart et,
el (13) used a slider valve of the type usually employed f'or

liquid chromatography. So11e of these valves are

usual~

not

provided with a bJpass, which means that the carrier strea11 is
obetructed for a short ll8riod durlng injection. Another valva
1a a rotary valve which laa been described by Ruziclca &Dd Hanaen

(28), This valve is equipped with a bypass coU so tbat the oarrier
stream flows

continuous~

via the bypl.ss to the anifold while

the saaple solution is filled into the B&llple loop. When the
sample is injected into the carrier it is carried to the llllllifold.

c) The manifold - The manifold is usually constTUcted fro11
polytetrafluoroethylene (Pl'FE) or polypropylene tubes which are
fianged so that standard connectors can be used, The inner diametere
are about 0,4 - 1,0 .a in most cases, Confluence and divergence
of streams can be effected by using T connectore.

d)

The detector syetem - The detector systea may comprise aey

sensor suitable f'or use in a flowing streaa, The 11011t comaon
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detection systea used has been spectrophotoiiiStcy,

'lbe simplest FIA manifold has been shown in Figure 1.4 with a

single-line systea, This manifold is nonD&l.ly used for sillple
and fast determination where no reagent or only one reagent is

used in the system. It can be used as a sample introduction
method in AAS by injecting a small volUIIIS of S&lllple into the
carrier streu of water and the sample is propelled by the pump
to the nebulizer and the

name.

If a reaction is required in

the manifold, the reagent or the suple can be used as a carrier

streu and either one of them is then injected into the atreu,
li' aore than one reagents or reactions are required in the BJStsa,

a aore coaplex -.nifold has to be

delli8Ded·

Ita an exaaple, in tbe

detsraination of P"tosphats, two reagents are needed and thus,
two lines are conat:nu:tsd for the systea, 'lbe aalybd&te reagent
is first a1xed vi th the asCGrbic acid reagent, and then, vben the

S&llple is injected, it reacts in the lllixing coil and the detection
is Mde after a few seconds. The manifold for phosphate deteraination
is shown in Figure 1.,5.

Manifolds for stopped-now, intermi ttsnt pumping, merging zones
and solvent extraction techniques are shown scheme.tically in
Figure

1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 respectively. The firet three

techniques will be described later in the next section of this
chapter, and the FIA with solvent extraction technique by using
AAS as detection system will be discussed later in Chapter 7•
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1\uap

Detector

Figure 1 • .5. FL\ u.nifold for deteraination of

~phate.

_...,:h-•• -Tiller• ·-tf

s

Carrier

Reagent

Detector

1\uap

Figure 1.6. FL\ ll&llifold for stopped-now deteraination of

so21n wins.

s
Waste

l\uap1
Wash.

l\uap2

Detector

Figure 1. 7. FIA ll&llifold for interai ttent pwaping.
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1,J,4, Techniques in FIA

a)

Stopped-now - The idea of stopping a stream for a fixed

period of time is to increase the residence time of the sample
in the system so that the sensitivity of the measurement is
increased, and to save the use of the reagent. The stop can be
made as soon as the sample and the reagent solutions have been
mixed to a sufficient extent but at a fixed time after the

injection, When the carrier stream

cease.J to move, .the dispersion

of the sample zone will stop (except for a negligible contribution
from 11olecular diffusion) and dispersion will become independent
of tillS. 'ftlus by an appropriate choice of stop period the :reaction

tillle can be gained when the carrier stream does not aove, After

the stop period) the carrier st:reu ie restarted and the saaple ie
flushed out so that the peak can be :recorded (see Figure 1.6).

1he use of this techniqus has been described in some of the FIA
literature .(e,g, see :references 103 and 105),

b)

Intemittent pumping - It is used in order to enhance the

S&llple throughput by increasing the washout speed from the colla
and f'ro111 the now cell and to save :reagent. The manifold consists

of two pumpe which can operate independently(see Figure 1.7).
One pump is used to propel the carrier stream or

th8

reagent and

the second pump is used to flush the system with wash solution
(nter),

20

c) Merging zones principle - In this prlncA.ple the sample is
injected and the :reagents are introduced in such a -y tlat the
BIJiple zone meets the selected section of the reagent strsu
in a controlled manner, while the rest of the systea is filled
with wash solution. By using this principle, the consumption
of reagent is greatly reduced, This principle can be achieved
in two different waysa by intemittent pumping and by use of
a multiple injection valve, In the systea with intermittent
pwaping, the BUple zone is injected into a nowlng inert carrier
solution while the pump controlling the :rell€ent solution is stopped,
When the sample zone has reached the merging point, the puap
controlling the reagent is activated, delivering tb rell€8nt
for a preset period of t!M, whereupon it is stoppld again. In
the second '118¥, equal sample and rell€8nt voluaes are injected

into identical. now rates of ca:rrl.er streau 1 M:rge at the
•rging point after passing through equal lengths of tubing,
and continue d011nstrsu while being llixed and dispersed into
the st:reu. Figure l.Ba and 1.8b shOII the lllll.nifold of ~rging

zones principle by intenni ttent pumping and by use of a multiple
injection valve :respectively. The use of this approach can be
found in references (8J, 104, lo6, 107, &M 108),

d)

Zone-sampling process - This process utilizes the introduction

of well-defined aliquots of a processed zone into a'aecond carrier
strsu. The fi011 s;ysteDI coDiposed or at least two al.Jiost independent

parte, each of which behaves as a single fl.ew injection systea (Fig, 1.10),

The suple is injected into the fiTSt cs:rrl.er streu and, after a
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Fi8ure 1.8&. FIA u.nifold for aexging sones s;yatea
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Figure 1.8b. FIA u.nifold for the s;ynchronoua aexging of wo zones

in a s:yuetrical s;yatea.
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2)

t1111e interval an aliquot of the dispersed sone is taken and
introduced into the second carrier st:reu. A second sone is
established, processed and 1118aeured in a no-through detector
before going to waste. The selection of the portion of the
aliquot of dispersed zone depende on the ti• interval which
in turn depende on the pwaping rate and the size of the u.nifold.

'l'his process provides an efficent

~

of achieving a high degree

of dispersion than the use of vert allall injected volWIIes, long
coUs or

IIOT8

coaplex systea. This approach is also particularly

useful when the required S&llple dispersions a:ns verr different
for two simultaneous different dete:raina.tiona. ll7 eaploying
suitable values of tiM inte:rval, a calibn.tion graph with only
one standard can be obtained because each portion of the zone
corresponds to a different concentTation. A det&Ued study of
the boundary of the saaple zo1111 &Dd the carrier streaa can be
perfol'.'llled when a small fmction of the saaple soD& is injected
into the second carrier stre&lll.

U.e
'lbe use oftzone-su.pling approach has been deaonstrated in the
simultaneous detemination of aluminiWII and iron (107), and
· :potassiWII (110) in plant digests.

1.3.5. Applications

'l'he applications of FIA principles in

analytical

are mostly based on the types of samples to be

1118 thods

~ed,

the

manifold design and the detection system. The developaent of
the FIA methods depend on whether any reaction or reactions wUl

take place or whether any other analytical techniques such as

ls

separation or solvent extraction~nvolved. The detector to be
V:e
used witi}{FIA system depends on how the analyte or species to be
determined is 110nitored, Some of the 1108t important detection
techniques 1n FIA are spectrophotometr,r, fluorescence, chellilllllineacence, atoaic absorption, f'l.Uie photoJietly, potentioiiBtly
with ion-selective electrodes and volt.allllletly.

So1111 9f tba e:raaples of' the applications of FIA are 11uuarised

!a 'Dillle 1.1 balled on detection techniques and specie11 detemined.

Table 1.1. Species detem1ned by FIA.

Detection Tachniques
Spectrophotoaetr,r

Species

Reference

Acids

1:36, 140

Albuain

113,,129

Aluainiua

:J+.

Aaino acids

6o

Allllonia-.-oniua

52, 137

Aroutic sulphonyl

1.7]

haloaaines

lo6, 107' 151

2.5
Ta.ble 1.1 (continued)

Species

Detection Techniques
Spectrophotoaetxy

Reference

Boron

40

Calciua

66, 108, 1)), 1)4, 140,
144, 14.5, 1.58

Carbon dioxide

114

C~oride-chlorine

4), 45,

5?. !1}, 1)1,1)6,

140
Chrolliua

-Cobalt
Copper

49 • .so.

140

42, 44
41

Corticoeteroide

JJ

Glucoee

10.S, 119, 124, 14)

Glycerol

125

Iron

~. 107

Isoprenaline

1.5)

KetoiiiiiS'

47

Lead

101

Ka«nesiua

48, 1)2, 1)), 1)4, 144

Manganese

46,51

Mo1ybdenua

146

Nickel

44

Ni tra te-ni trite

)1, )2, )8, 109, 112,
115,_1)1

.sa. 61, 1:35. 1.58

Nitrogen

56.

OXygen

)9, 141

~b1e 1.1 (continued)

Detection Techniques
Spectrophotoaetry

Reference

Species
Hlosphate-phosphorus

31. 5),

ss. ss.

59.

61,

104, 126, 136, 14S, 1.58
Potassl'UII

61

Stronti'llll

1)2, 1)4

Sulphate

102, 111, 1)0, 1)1, 14S,
14?, 1,56, 16o

n.ctrocbe•ical

Terbutaline aulpb& te

151

Uraniua

152

Urea

34

Y&llldiua

)6, 101

Vater

3.5

Acida

69.

Mines and udno

12.76

12?, 128

acida
Arsenic

68

Ascorbic acid

64, 65

cadnua

11. 74.

Ca1ciua

66,69

Chlorideoocblorine

7.3. 11

Copper

11.

Ethanol

10

Fluoride

1.50

Hydrogen peroxide

148

Iodide

81

Iron

67

80, 82, 84

74, 80, 82

1able 1,1 {continued)

Detection Techniques
El.ectrochellical

Species

Reference

lead

71. 78

Ni tra te-ni trl te

62, 6), 168

Nitrogen

56.

Ni trophenol and

71

61

nitrobenzene
Organic

Fluorilletr,y

COilpounda

78, lS.

lbnicilloic acid

15

Potaaai\111

61, 62,

Sodillll

62

Sul:Plite

79

Zinc

71,82

Albwlin

10), 117, 1)9

69. 77

Drug-protein binding 142
Galliua

120

Glucose

118

Glycine

117, 1)9

lactate

116

Quinine sulphate

1)9

Urea

12), 124

Cad.JIIiUil

122

Cobalt

121

Fluoresce in

149

Sul:Plide

121

Triethylalline

1)8

Zinc

122

i

CheailUilinescence

'

!
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1.4. Fl.O!! Injection Analxsis with Atomic Absorption Spectrometrr

'l'here h&ve been some papers published on flO!! injection analysis
methods with atomic absorption spectromet17 (FIA-AAS) as a
,detection system. FlO!! injection lll8tbods are much more recognized

as a discreifle lll8tbod of sample introduction system to the atomic
absorption instrument, especially when a very limited dispersion
is required. There are several advantages in using FIA-AAS methods.
~olul/on .J

t:l.

When samples are inj.high viscosity or

, high solids contentj(a

Sllall volume of sample can be injected into the carrier stream
and it will be diluted b7 the carrier before it reaches the nebulizer
a.
and the name. Whenj,.reaction or reactions are required in the syatea,

euch as in the use of releasing

aeen~or

separation

of

the analyte

troa other Mterials or COIIpleution in solvent extraction, a
Y&rl.able degree of dispersion can be selected for the ]il&rticular
analysis.

A high dispel'S ion is required in the FIA-AAS system when it is
to be used for calibration methods {see Chapter 6). In order to
construct a particular calibration graph a wide range of disperaion
values is required. If the calibration graph to be constructed is
besed on the fo1'111B.tion of

a. concentration gnuiient of the analyte

along the stream, a high dispersion of the analyte in the system
is needed. If the calibration graph to be construcu;d is based
on the volume injected, a:ny suitable dispersion value in the
system can be selected. When the calibration graph is plotted,
i.e., absorbance against time or absorbance against concentration,
the linear relationship between absorbance and concentration is

assumed.

Dispersion in FIA-AAS can be controlled in the same way as in
other FIA syete!IIB. This includes

, controlling of the tube

diunsiona, i.e., tube length and internal tube diameter, volUIIIB
injected, now rate and the use of a real mixing chamber between
the injection port and the detector. While other factors mentioned
above can be used easily to control the dispersion of the sample,
the now rate cannot be used to vary the dispersion of the sample

to suit the requirements without affecting the optiiRUIIl perfo:nnance
of the atomic abeorption instruaent. FUrthermore, the variation of
the now nLts does not change the dispersion

of the sample very

IIUCh, thus, it aay not be able to give the correct dilution or
dispersion of the sample for a specific dets:naination, especially
when high dispersion becomes necessary. A real lllixing chamber
which~

be located between the injection point and the nebulizer,

can be used when high dispersion or high dilution of sample is
required in the system.

1.4.1. FIA-AAS Manifold

A simple

, FIA-AAS system may consists of a single-line manifold

as shown in Figure l.ll. The system may comprise a water carrier
stream or a reagent in the pelytetranuoroethylene {PrFE) tubing
with a suitable internal diameter, a pump to propel the carrier,
a S&lllple injection valve, and a dispersion coil connected to the
nebulil!ler of the instrument. This setup is normally used for very
simple and very rapid detenaina tions where no or only one reagent

is used. A more complex of FIA-AAS manifold has to be designed
for the detei'llinations that need more than one reagent or that
need other analytical techniques such as solvent extraction
(see Chapter 7) to be linked with it.

An FIA-AAS manifold used with merging zones principle has been

described by Zagatto et, al (8J) in the determination of calcium,
magnesium and potassium in plant material, The sample and the
rea.gent were injected into water carrier stream and the corresponding sample and reagent zones merged at the confluence point
and were directed to a dispersion coil before they reached the

name.

C&rrler

Waste

PUmp

Injection
port

Figure 1.11. Sillple system for FIA-AAS

Yoza et. al (84) have described a manifold for FIA-AAS by use of
air-compensation method for the introduction of the•carrler strsam
into the nebulizer. By using a three-way connector, the carrier

one
is aspirated through /.._branch

· into the instrument and at

the same time another carrier is nowing into the nebulizer from

the FIA manifold. Wolf arn Stewart (85) have used the now injection

principle for the automation of sample introduction in flame
AAS. Discrete llicro-volumes of liquid sample were inserted into
a flowing solvent stream which was pumped directly into the
nebulizer. Fulwaachi and Ishibashi (86) have connected the tenon
tubing from the sample injector to the nebulizer without the use
of peristaltic pump to propel the catTier. The carrier now rate
depended on the aspiration rate of the nebulizer which was controlled
by adjustment of the valve regulating the air now to the nebulizer.

'lbe use of FIA-AAS techniques as a sample pretreatment s;rstea

where liquid samples can be processed automaticall;r in order to
bring the concentration of the anal;rte and the interfering

substances to the aost suitable level for anal;ysis has been
described by Miodel and Karlberg {87}. Several lines were added
in the .anifold so tbat various steps of water streams or diluents

can be added into the supla. Layman, Crock and Lichte l88) have
described the use of IIUl tichannel psrlstal tic pW.p with a pneulllll.tic nebulizer for AAS and ellission spectrometr;r. 'lbe pump
simultaneously delivered the sample, releasing agent and diluent
to the nebulizer and thus, reducing sample preparation time.

1.4.2. FIA-MS Applications

Most of the FIA-AAS applications described in the ltteratlll"et
are based on a single-line manifold. A discrete volume of sample
is injected into the carrier stream, usually water, propelled
by the perlstal tic pump and flows through a length of tube to

the nebulizer. The more complicated manifolds are used when other

FIA techniques or analytical techniques are to be applied. A very
usefUl review on the applications of FIA-AAS based on these
techniques and the manifold designs has been given

cy

Tyson (89).

Some examples of the applications of FIA-AAS techniques are
presented here in order to show the versatility and flexibility
of the techniques in solving - _ analytical probleliiS.

An autoJB&ted procedure for siliiUltaneous detenaination of sodium,

potassium, magnesium and calcium in surface, ground and domestic
water has been described
solvente have been used

cy

cy

Basson and Van Staden (90).

Organic

Fukamaohi and Ishibashi (86) as

carrier stre&IIIB in the dete1111ination of trace

ele~~ents,

The use

of FIA-AAS techniques for studying 1118te.l-ligand binding in
clinical aaaples has also been described

cy

Renoe et. al {91),

where FIA was used as an interface between HPLC and AAS. Astroa
(92) has detendned bisliiUth

cy

using FIA-AAS uthoda with eydrlde

generation technique, whereas Rocks et. al (9J) have described the
method for direct determination of lithium in serum,

FIA-AAS methods with solvent extraction technique haw. been described

cy

Nord and Karlberg (94) , where ~ flow injection manifold for

automatic extraction of metal ions in aqueous samples into IIIBthylleobutylkstone (MmK) with ammoniUII pyrrolidinedithiocarbe.mate
(APDC) as an extracting ~nt was constructed, The organic extract

was led into the loop of an injector situated in an integrated
feed system of an AAS. Olsen et, al (9.5) have developed a technique

33
for screening of a large number of sea water S&llples while
determining their lead, cadmium, zinc and copper contents. An
on-line preconcentration method has also been developed by using
a lllicrocolumn of chelex•lOO resin (9.5).

Jacintho et, al (96) have proposed the use of flow injection
system with inductively-coupled argon plasma atomic emission
spectrometyY. 'lbe use of inductively-coupled plasma - atomic
emission spectrometyY ( ICP-AES) with FIA has also been described
by Greenfield (97, 98) and a method for an introduction system

for liquid Jdcrosamples in ICP-AES has been described by Alexander
et. al (99).

A generalized standard additions method has been uaed with ICPAES to overcolllll

~~atrix

and spectral interferences with ~~erging

zonss approach to demonstrate the method for analyses of nickel,
copper and zinc in alloys (100).
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Chapter 2

PRELIMINARY STUDIES

2. Methods of Sample Introduction

Methods of sample introduction into flame atomic absorption
instruments have become among the most important factors in the
development of flame atomic absorption spectrometry. Conventional
methods of nebulization seem

to have many disadvantages.

ofspeed and , . . uneconomical use of sample

The.

/ac.k.

in conventional

nebulbation methods. have led to a search for alternative methods.
At present IIIOBt of the 1111thods of sample introduction into the
flame are based on discrete nebulization, microsampling-cup and

continuous nebulization. With the exception of continuous
nebulization, the Mjor advantages of these techniques are that
they are very econoaical in sample consumption which is nol"'IIILlly
less than 100 )il' of sample volume, comparable in sensitivity
and precision with conventional nebulization, simple and rapid

in analysis.

The discrete nebulization technique has been used by Thompson

and Godden (1) in order to reduce the possibility of blockage

of the nebulizer system and the burner slot in the determination
of aluminium, arsenic and tin in a vert high content of iron.
The need for separation of the analyte from the matrix was

avoided by pipetting about 200 )11 of sample into a 20 ml disposable polystyrene beaker prior to nebulization into the flame.
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This technique has also been used successfully for the analysis

CP"ft.n-l;

of solutions with a high dissolved solidsj$2). A propylene
disposable pipette tip, which had a volume of 200 pl was inserted
into the end of the silicone rubber nebulizer uptake tube. By
inserting the end of the pipette tip below the surface of the
sample solution and removing it immediately as the sample reached
the start of the silicone rubber uptake tube, it was possible to
nebulize discrete aliquots of approximately 200 pl. The similarity
of this technique with the one that has been developed by Fry et.
al (J) is obvious. Instead of a pipette tip, Fly et. al have

used a vertically orientated microsampling cone {apex downwards)
which was connected to the nebulizer via the small bore plastic
nebulizer tubing. A sample volume of up to 10 pl could be delivered
into the cone and nebulized into the name without aey proble1111
from high salt or solids content or high viscosit,r. Another
microsampling cone has alao been developed for smaller sample
size and for ease in microstandard additions and microdilution.
Tsalev and Petrov (4) have introduced chlorinated solvents and
other organic extractants into the flame by injecting a sample
volume between 10 and 50 )ll. via a tenon sampling cup which
was attached to the end of the nebulizer capillaey tubing. This
method could overcome the unstable and noisy flame and also could
reduce the toxic products released, such as hydrogen chloride and

Jiloseene. aa a result of introducing the organic solvents.

A specially designed sampling cup has been developed for the
deliveey between 50 and 200 pl sample solution into the flame

( 5) • The cup has four shallow holes of 200 pl volume, made by
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drilling the plane surface of a teflon rod, 'l'he droplet of the
sample solution placed in a hole

with a micropipette was

completely aspiBted through a capilla17 tube, It was

claimed

that in pBctice, this method was superior to electrothermal
atomiEation in reproducibility,ease of use and rapidity of
measurement, although the smaller the sample volW1le introduced
into the flame, the worse the shape of the calibration gBph
obse:rved. Uchida et. al (6) have also developed a small teflon
funnel coupled directly to the nebulizer capillary for the
delivery of a SM.ll sample volume. By injecting about 60 pl
of sample, the steady state signal was achieved similar to that
obtained by conventional nebulization,

A systea for introducing the solid sample directly into the

name

without the

require~~ent

of prior dissolution has also baen

developed (7). 'l'he aaaple chamber which was built specifically
for the nebulbation of powder sample was connected to the
nebuliEer of the instrument by polythene tubing, The sample powder

was agitated with a solvent by vibration and a low oxidant flow
rate was adequate to carry the material to the flame, Although
the disadvantage of the discrete nebulization technique is that
the flow Bte of the sample solution depends on the oxidant flow

rate and the :reduction in the oxidant flow rate would disturb
the optimW1l fuel-oxidant ratio and thus, reduces the sigllal, it
has baen used widely in microdetermina.tion,r,

A comprehensive review on discrete sample nebulization in atomic
spectroscopy has been presented by Cresser (8),
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The introduction of a microsampling cup method by Delves (9)

in his detennination of lead in blood by flame AAS is another
new development of sample introduction system into flame atomic
absorption. Since the introduction of the injection method (10,
11) as a way of introducing au.ll BUple into the f'l.alae, the aicrosampling cup technique has been developed to achieve the same
aim. A sample volume of up to 5 )11 has been used successfully
in the microsampling cup technique for the determination of

ele1118nts which were easily volatized and atomized (12), Methods
of increasing the volatilization and atomization rates of sample
and reducing the possible interference effects of the matrix

have also been studied (13). The performance of the microsampling
cup technique has been evaluated by using different types of
lllicrosampling cup and different types of flame.

The aicrosampling cup technique has been used successfully in

the determination of cadmium (14) and lead (15) in biological
material which has required minimal contamination, sample pretreatment, speed of analysis and simplicity. The sample which was
homogenized with deionized water was pipetted into nickel micro-sampling cups, dried at 105•C and introduced into the flame
directly without any reagents added, Automation of the micro-sampling cup technique has been designed to eliminate errors
associated with IIIIIJlual injection and to reduce the overall time
of analysis without loss of precision (16, 17). The disadvantages
of dry ashing in electrothermal atomization and wet oxidation in
conventional f1alle AAS, namely the time involved and the risk of
contamination have been completely overcome by this technique.

Al. though the \ISe of this technique has been limited

detemination of more volatile metals, its

to the

advan~s

of giving

higher sensitivity tlian conventional nebulization, small sample
size, no reagents required, simplicity, rapidity and providing

a aore representative sample has made it very convenient to use
with flame AAS (18).

Gollieoelt aDd Spm {19) have used tbe techllique of oont11111oue
~~a'bulieatiOD

1n introdnoin& •tal obelatee in. ohlorinated

orpnio eol'ftllta 1nto tbe

na...

A l&rp &].aee wuel vaa

OODDaoted to tbe Da'bali.Hr oapil.la%7 aDd tbe eolutiOD 1n tbe
weeel wae foroed oODt111Uoae]7 1nto the DebaliHr 'b7 pr..IIUrieiJI&
tba air &1Ioft tbe liquid earf&oe. b

toldo pzodllct. releae14

u a %M111t of 1ntro411c1J!s tbe chlorinated orpD1c aolwnt. 1nto
tile flue aDd tbe lOif a'llllorptiOD eipal cauH4

'b7

tbe

ohlorlna~

~- ba'ft .a4e th1e t.chzdque 1ncoll'ftn.ient to ae with

flue AAS.

b

actnnt of FIA wbicb vaa 1ntroduoed b,r RuBiota aDd Bueen (20)

bu wideDed tbe scope or •thode of 1ntroduoiJI& ...plea into the
tlue. Ita O&}abllitiee aa a euple 1ntroduot1on ISJIIWa to aa117

inet.naenta baa .a4e 1t a

wrr

iaportant tool for anal7tioal

cbnietrr at preHnt. 'DWI tecbDique coa14 well euperel4e other
teolmiquee of ...ple 1ntroduot1on 1nto f'1ule AAS beoauae of ita
'ftre&tilit,r aDd nuib111t,r. b

tubiJI& wbiob le OODDected

between the eaaple injeotioa w.l'ft aDd tbe ne'bal.1Hr -.be it

wr.r

efficient 1n 1ntrodllc1D& euple eolutiOD e1ther aqueoae or

orpnic. ContiDUCWI Mbulisation of distilled water aa a. oarr1er
atreaa aba tbe cleaniag aD4 waebiag of tbe Debuliaer froa the
-

-fk,

rea14ue of the preTioue solution poeai'ble, Vith,(_injection ftlft
loc&ted ftl7 cloaed to the Mbuliser, practioall7, tbe dispersion
of tbe ...ple aolutlon in tbe oarrier atreaa ia ftr1 1Wte4,

thus, tbe Nna1Uvit7 can 'be acbieftd aa tm.t obtained in con-

YeDUoD&l MbuliBation or dborate Debulisatlon. Since a Np&T&te

pap la nae4 to carq tbe eaaple aolution in fiOif injection, tbe
opttaa f10if rate of tbe eaaple can be easUy oontrolled witb-

Cilt 41Btarbiag tbe fllll-addant ratio of the

n..e.

In a nq

OCDOIDtrated or Tiaooae ...ple aoluUon, the dilution

..u, perforMCi b.r

illcraaaiag

1111w aD4 tbe llllbuliNr. 'Die

the

O&ll

be

tube leagtb betwen tbe injecUCil

&rra~~p•nt

of the appaxatua 1e

atw,p'•• tbe a•aple aiM Ulld 1e 'fti7 -u with rapid aaap1e
1
illjeoUCil aD4 hiP reprodUilill
'1'b1e techniq~~e me been applied

f!.

eacc•aafU117 with .us (e.c. 21, 22, 23, 24).

In tbe prtNDt chapter, the

B)'lltna

of .US &114 li'IA-AAS

u.

opUaiNd with oalciua u a test ·' element. Factors nob u
laap current, adjuat.nt of ooucentric 1111buliaer oapilla17 Up,
aDI1 tbe leJIItb. of tu'biag are 1Jmlatipte4 for

.us, Factors tbat

affect tbe peak ampe and calciua siaDal in FIA-AAS 11U0b aa paapiag
rate, tube dfwBDBions and BUple voluae are aleo studied, 'Die
perfor.uoa of

FIA-.us

aDI1 diecrete 1111bulisaUon are coapared,

'Die effects of oarrler st.reaa aD4 ~ical properUea of tbe

eolution are daecribed.

2.1. Apptratp.

st.emw •""

Rewntt

A Sbandon Soutblm A))OO Atoalc Absorption SpectroMter.

A Gllaon lllnlpJla 2 periataltic paap,
AD Altex

aaple

tne 201•25, 8 port. injection n.ln with two external

loops(amwU~

AD BPLC 8

pen·•

operated),

1njectlon n.ln with

&ll

external eaap1e loop

(pwticall7 operated), IKidel 201-o6•
. . . . . lTFI

o.sa and 1.14 •

1Dtel'lllll. d!ueter. tub1ng aa tbl

luia for tbl flow injection a&lll:f'old8.

OQDMotora.
lleoorder,

Oalciua and .agneelua aolutloDII were pre:pared fToa 1000

P}a

of

atock ao1utlon (Bill Cbellloal Lialted),
Sodlua ohlorida, GPR 99·-" pure,
G17oerol,

98:1' pure.

1) "S~ atate• e1cn&lwaa ...-ared eltblr '117 paapillg tbl
at..Merd aolutlon direct

to the

nu.

or '117 1njeot1111 a ftl7

1&Tp wl- of at.anil•rd aolutiOD le.g. 1000 pl)

into tbe

oamer at.raa ao that tM oent.tal portion of tbe plU£ wu
not a1xe4 witb tbe ciarrier atrMa.
ii) "'oral aebullu.tion• ai8Dal vu -ured '117 aapiratiU£ tbe

solution i.Dto tbe aebuliser 'b)- tbe action of tM oxidant
flow rate.

lii) 11Na1m1MDt of abeorbanoe- each solution wu -ured at

l.eat

5 U..a

and 1D

~

oaaea 10.

o.,S8 a

iY) TubiU£- - t of tM tubiDg uaeclwaa

i.Jlterw.l diueter

(iDoludiJig aaaple loop), UDleaa otbe:nriae stated.

2.2. OP'iP1atiop of rmmwnt

'Die iDetn.Dt was opt!w'aed witb 10

wa oalciua aclution

IOOOrdiJII to tbe i.Jlatruotion •mal • 'Die effeote of

lap currant,

111bul.1Hr adjuat.nt and tM laagtb of tbe tubiJig OODJIIoted to
U. n.bullser nre ilmlatiptecl.

2.2.1. Effect of

A 10

P}a

Inp

CUrrent

caloi'llll solution wu nabulised

cU.rec~

to tbe flue

altel111Ltel)- witb tricU.atilled water at ftrloua opemtiU£ ournnte.

'Die effect of current on calciua abeorlla.Dce 1a abolm iD Figure

2.1&. 'Die abeorbanoe ia a linear flmction to the currant but

a

to high 110iae to signal ratio, the uae of low current 1a

110t

rec~llded.

vaa

5.0

'1'be current chosen for the axperbental worlc

IIA which had low 110iae

to

a~

ratio and gave reaaon-

.52
&bl7 high absorbance of oalcl\111,

Absorbance

o.eo

0.70

o.6o

o•.so
o.4o
).0

4.0

s.o

6,0
X..p current, IIA,

Figure Z.la. Effect of lallp current on calciUII absorbance.

2.2.2. iffeet of Capillary L!ggth at !lliser Bloclc As8e!blY

A 10 ppa of oalciua solutioD was nebul.111ed to the flAIIe alte:r-

mtel7 with trldistilled water at. ,S.O IIA 1aap current at. various
oapill&I'7 lengths which were lle&Sured fro! outside to the face of
the nabulizer lHe Figure 2.1b). this va.a perfo:med to avoid the
unneoaasaey extinguishing of f'1ue wbeD changing the oapillai'7
length.

Face of nebuliser
Capillary
Spray disperser
I

I

I
I

Acetylene jet
I

I

·;rJ

Length of capillary measured

YJf"-=1!----'1· o to 8. o u.
,.......,~~...!~~- 0,25 to 0 • .50 u.
Total length of capill&ey - 19.5 u,
Length of nebuliser froa face to face • 70.0 u,
Figure 2,lb, Mixer block assembly for AN>.

Absorbance

0.10

0.60

o•.so

o.~

s.o

6.0

8.0

g.o

10.0

11.0

Capillary length, u.
Figure 2.1c. Effect of capill&ey length on calciua absorbance,

Table 2.1. Effect of various oa.ptlla-cy lengthson the absorbance
of oa.loium.

CapillarT leugth,

Capillar,r length,

lllll

Absorbance,

IIUl

(.a.surecl ~- 1Daide)

(lle&8Ured fro1l outside)

A

5.0

4.5

0.4)6

6.0

J-5

O.SJZ

7.0

2.5

o•.sa5

a.o

1.5

0.5'78

9.0

0.5
-o.5

0.628

10.0

OSlO

Figure 2.lc shcnrs the effect of capillary length on calciua

absorbance. About 0.5 u

of the capillary projecting away froa

the face of the nebuliser gave a IIII.Xiaua absorbance of calciua,

It 11as tbought that at this length, a fine dispersion of the
solution 11as achieved and the efficiency of the nebuliser 11as
at its highest.

2.2.3. Effect.

A 10 Pia

ot C&pill.arl Tubipg

' oalciua aoluUOD

11&8

u.buli.Hd at. 2.5

qc.-2 air

preaaun with •z1wnw n-ter reed'ng at. ftrlous leagtbsof

aaplll.a17 tublJ!g.

'Die uptab rate

ot

the IIOluUOA wu at. opt.i.Jiua wbeD the leagtb

ss
of tbe tublag,.. between 2.5 aDd

5.0 eau ahon 1n

Figure 2.2.

I\ ,.. ava-eted that for UM in nomal. Debal.lu.tlon, tbe leagtb
of tbe tllblag - t not be loager than 10

ea in order to get tbe

anufactul.'e~,suptab rate between ).0

5.0 lllain-l for 41etllled

aDd

•ter. Aboft tllla leagtb tbe abeor'ba:aoe of tbe oalclawaa
~creaaed

due

aDd

hiP nollle 1ne1 ,.. obeernd. '1'h1a ,..

probab~

to low nptake rate and erratic perfonance of :ae'baliser.

'Die uptalat rate for trl41atilled water at 7.5 ea tube leagtb
and at axiam n - t e r rea41ag,.. ).60 lllaln-1 •

Air preuure • 2.5 ~r&oa-2 ~·x1.,. tloneter retd1'ft8}•
.Aoet,leM preanre • 0.5 tgc~a-2 at ).7 laln-1 •
laap CIUTBnt •

Slit width

5.0 IIA.

~'bml pue} •

lla'ft leagtb -

llOIIUlon 2 (0.) 1111).

422.7 u.

Barner be18ht • position 4.
C&pil.lu7 leagth • 9.0 ea

l-ured

f%'Oa oateide}.

'1'llbe leagtb • 7.5 ea (for noral Debal.iu.tion).

2.2.4.

Linear Bene

A series of calcium solutions was nebulized and the absorbance
olrtaiDed ,.. plotted aplnet tile ooDOentratlon of oalola.

Absorbance

o.so
0.70

o.6o
0.,50

0.40

0.)0

0.20

0.10

~------~-------L--------------~~--------------~--------------~
15.0
20.0

s.o

10.0

Figure 2.2. Effect of length of capillary tubing on

Capillary tubing, cm.
the abeorbance of calcium.

Absorbance
0.10

0.08

o.o6

0.04

0.02

•

•

Concentration, ppm.
Figure 2,), Linear range of calcium from 0,0 to 1.0 ppm.

Abeorlance
1.00

0.80

0.60

0 • .50

0.40

0.)0

0.20

0.10

o.oo
Concentration, ppm.
Figure 2.4. Linear range of calcium for three concentration ranges,

(0-

.s ppa.),

(0- 10 ppm.) and (0- 2.5 ppm.).

Figure 2.3 &rill 2.4 llhow four coDCentration ranges and their

l.inNrit,.

2.). Flow In:1eotion AJ!alnla

2.5

Figure

•114

Atqalc Abporptlop SP'ctrpaetrr

abcn tbe aanifol4 of flOII' injection uallala wltb

ato.lc a'beorptlon apeotro.tz7. 'lbe aarrier ao1ution la :lJUIIPed
through one or tbe ll&llple loops or tbe injection wJ:n (see
Figure 2.6) 'llblle tbe aup1.e eolution 1a injected into anotber

loop.

Br '1111i.Dg

tbe

ell~r

of tbe ftl'ft tbe Maple eo1utlon 1a

poei tionecl between the carrier eo1ut10DB and 1a swept into tbe
Qetea. 'ftle cU.apereion pooeu ooours between tbe injection w.lw
Ulll tM nebuliHr of tM ato.lo a'beorptlon apeotzo.ter.

P'1cm'e 2.6 llbon

a

tbe .Altex trpe 201-25 injection w.lw wozb

in the systea.

2.).1. Effect of Pw!pipg Ratt

'lhl perietaltio pwap waa oelfbratecl witb trlclietUled water to
find tM papi.Dg rate for w.rioue eoele :reaclinga of tM :paap

•ter
of

b7

u..

-urlng tbe wl.ae of the water

'l'be oelibratlon gza:pb ia alxMn in Figure 2.7.

A series of 100 )11 of

liT '11118

at a fiDel period

5 Ulll 10

ppa OllloiiUI eolutioDSwu injected

of tbe HH.C ftl.w. into tbe water oemer atreu 1 at

ftrloue :paapi.Dg rate. at 2.) oa tube lengtb. For CO!:par1eon 1
tbe eteaq etate ___ $~nal', _

waa alao MUured 'b7 paping,

- _,

Waste

Carrier

&np

Injection valve

Mixing coil

Detector

Figure 2.5. Manifold of flow injection anal)'llis with atomic absorption spectrometry,

Nebuliser

carrier
carrier

a) Sampling position

b) Inject position

Figure 2.6. Schematic drawing of a FIA injection valve (Altex type 201-25)1 a) Sampling position
and b) Inject position.

Scale reading
1000
900

Boo
700

600

.500
400

300

200

100

0

J,OO

7.00

a.oo

9.00

1o.oo

Flow rate, ml/min.

Figure 2.7. The calibration graph for perlstaltic :pump for various scale readings of the pump meter.

6)
direct to the

nue.

P'ipre 2.8 ebolra

-u. effect of puapillg rate on

the abeor'ba!lce of

calciua. '1'be optillua puapillg rate wu between 4.0 and 6.0 abin-1 •
At h18her raup than th1a puapiag rate, the effioieDCJ of the
nebaliB&tion prooeee wu decreued and tbws, a lower signal was
o'beernd. tbe decreue in efficieDC7 of the De'buliu.tion prooeu
,.. probab17 due to the foration of auch larger dropl.jlte in the

eprq obaaber.

2.).2. IUegt of

A

'Al'bt WmMion

•rl• of 100 Ji1 qt 10 PJ8 ~ciua IIOlution wu injected ,into

•ter oerrier etreaa at 'ftrloaa tube 1uctM linteDial. cliaMter
O.!j8- and1.14 •J t r . t.be inJection ftlft to the MbaliHr
at pmpillg rate of 4.9) abin-1 •

Figure 2.9 shows the effects of tube length and tube diameter

on the absorbance of calciUIII. The longer the tube length and
the larger the diameter of the tubing the lower the absorbance.

2.).). Effect of Saaple Voln•

A

•rl•• of YOlu8ee of 10 PJ8 oaloiua solution wu injected into

the water carrier etreaa at pmpillg rate of 4.9) Win·1 and
tube 1ellgth of 2.) ea. '1'be a'beorbanoe for

•tead7 etate and

DOra1 ne'bulieation wer. . . .ured for COIII*Tieon.

Absorbance, A

0.70
(a}

Steady state

0.60

(a}
lOO )11

o.so
0.40

Steady state

O,JO

(b)

lOOpl

0,20

0.10

0.00[___~~--~~--~~--~~~~~----~~--~~--~~--~~--~
8,00
9.00
10,00

FlGW rate, al/min.

Figure 2,8, Effect of flow rate on the absorbance of calcl'IIIIJ a) 10 ppm., and b) 5 PJIII•

Abeorbance, A

65

0.60

o•.so

0.40

O.JO

0.20
1.14

Dill.,

i.d.

0,10

o.oo

)0

60

90

120

'1\a'be lenstA, -ea.

Figure 2.9 Effects of tube length and tube diameter.
Absorbance, A

o•.so

1.14 .... i,d.

~___..__----:

0.40

~----------_.;.0';.;;.58;.,..ru.,

0.)0

0.20

0,10

o.oo ~--------~~----------~~-------~~
lOO
200
VolUIIIIt injected, Vi' )11
Figure 2.10. Effect of sample volume.

i,d.
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The steady state signals obtained were 0.4)3 absorbance

for

tubing with i.d. 0.58 mm and 0.489 for tubing with 1.14 ma i.d.
Figure 2.10 shows that about 200 )11 of calcium solution was needed
to reach 95.~ of the steady state signal for tubing with 0.58 u

i.d.

and about JOO pl was needed to reach the same percentage of the steady
state signal for tubing 1.14 mm i.d. This indicates that as the dis..
persion increases the volume needed to reach the steady state signal
also increases.

'lhe variation of dispersion as a function of volume injected and tube

length is shown in Figure 2.11 for selected values of these );8.ralleters.
Construction of such graphs enables appropriate values to be chosen
so as to achieve a desired dispersion.

2.).4. Shapes of Calibration Curve

lOO )11 of a series of concentrations of calciua was injected into the
water carrier stream at pumping rate of 4.9) lllain-l and at tube length
of 2.)

CJt.

Measurements were also made for the steady state and normal

nebulization absorbance.

Tne shapes of the calibration curve for direct injection of 100 pl

solution, steady state and normal nebulization are shown in Figure
2.12. About 90J' of the normal nebulization signal was achieved when
a 100 pl of 5 ppm calcium solution was injected. The percentage of the
signal obtained decreased as the concentration of the solution was
increased. When a 100 pl of 25 ppm of calcium solution was injected
only 81:1% of the normal nebullzation signal was obtained. The dispersion
has increased from 1. oB for

5 ppm calcium to 1.11 for 25 PPIII calciUII.

1

14

Figure 2.11. Variation of dispersion, D, measured as the

ratio of steady state absorbance to peak
absorbance with tube length, L, and volume
injected, Vi' Volume injected! A1 l)J B,
.501 and C, 200 pl.. 'lUbe length• 1, 2001

12

2 1 1001 and )

1

2,) cm.

10
2

8

6

4

c

2

~

0

l

lOO.

200

I

I

.so

lOO

400
)00
Volume injected, pl. I
200
150
'lUbe length, ea.

1

----------------------------------------------------------------------68
Absorbance, A

1.00

o.ao
0.70

0.60

0.)0

0.20

0.~--------L--------L------~--------~------~
10,0

20.0
25.0
15.0
Concentration of calcium, ppm.

Figure 2.12. Shapes of calibration cuiVes for calcium ton A, namal
nebulization1 B, steady atate1 and

c,

100 )11 injection.

2.}.5. E!fect of Vater,,.., Ur

Qnrier

M

In coaparing the sensitivity of

now

smys

tujection with liaited

dispersion, with non-disper.don S&llPle introduction, a serles
of volwaes of 10 pp!! calcium solution was injected b)' the HPLC

mw

at

now rate

of 4.93 lllla1n-1

am at

tube length of 2.)

ea in water and in air as carrier etrea.Da.

Figure 2.1J shows tlat the absorbance was o~ rsduoed b)'

the nter carrler streu

M

fare, the efficiency of the

c~parsd

now

llC in

in the etrsaa of air. 'Jhere-

injection with Uaited dispersion

ill as good as "JJorul.• discrete nebuli.zation.

2,),6, Fffect. of

Phy!j!!!l

Prgp!rt1!! of S9lutiop

'Die effect of b1lh dissolft4

solid~

inject1Dg 'ftrlows voluue of

0.5

PJa upesi1111 with 1Dcreaa1Dg

UOlmt of sodiua chloride at 200 ea tube leDgth aDd at S.SJ 111111.n•l

ot

now rate.

A coaparlson,... ..U 'b7 Masurlng the abaor'b&Dce

of the eolutioiiS

'b7 norul nebulisation.

Figure 2.14 shows the effect of injecting & saall vol'llllll of high

sol/d

d1ssolved

f- · into the

carrier st.rsaa of water, 'Die eipal

sra4uall7 increases as tbe percentap of eod11111 cblorlde increases,

111 DOrul nabul1ut1cn, tbe presence of eod11111 chloride did not
- • to help to incrsaas the upeai1111 signal. Altbcngh there
,.. no bul'118r blockage obse"sd when aapaai1111 in

2"

w/Y of

eodia cblorlda solution , . nebul1Hd nol"'l&llJ 1n thle experlaant,

70

Absorbance, A

o.6o

0.50

0.40

O,JO

•
0.20

0.10

o.oo
100

200
300
Volume injected, )ll.

Figure 2.13. Effect of carrier on the diepersion of

calcium solution1 A, in air stream, and
B, in water atreu.

Abllorba.nce, A

o. 70

r-

o.6o

t-

Figure 2.14. Effect of Balllple volume of 0 • .5 Jllll Mg in increasing amount of sodiUI'Il chloride.

Normal nebulization

o.so

r"

..

.

-

...

~pl

0.40

r-

.

100 pl
0.20 1-

A

2.5 pl

0.10 1-

...
o.oo

A

~

r

s. 0

I
10.0

I
1.5.0

I

I

20.0
25.0
Percentage of sodium chloride, %w/v.

tbe poaeibilif;J of 'lllmler blootap vben biPBr percentage of
eodiua chloride eo1ution ie nebuliHil 110~ 0 or wben it ie
•'baliHcl OODtiiiUOUII]7 into tbe

n.a.

OlD be &YOided

bJ

injeotizlc

a ...U WlUIIB ot the eo1ution into tbe oarrier etreu.

'Die etud7 of Yieooei

ftrloue wlUIIBe of

v

of tbe eolution wu carried out bJ injeoti111

o.s ppa -snniua

aolution in the inoreuiJII

percentage of gl7oerol at 200 ea ot tube liDgth
of fl01r rate. Mluure•nte

for

am 5SJ ~-l

bJ nonal •'balleation were ello

..U

~rlaon.

Figures 2.15 and 2.16 ehow tbe etteot.

uoant of s11aero1

011 U. ~

of~-~

w1ae

am

till

ot .apnia reepeotift]7.

P'1pre 2.1.5 ebon bolr ncnw.1 ne'hql1eation •tbo4 OOQ1.d not oope

with increuiJII Yiacoeif;J of the eolutioa &lllll Fipre 2.16 ebon
balr tbe W1U118 ot injectioa oan be oboeln to 11111t tbe req'llire.nt

for a :particular euple aolntion. l'or aaapll 0 it the

~

eolution ie too Yieooue 0 a ..U YOlUIIB of eaaple aolution oan
'be injected into the carrier etreaa ao that a 110re cl11utecl eeapll

aolution can be obtainld in tbe 1118teao

2.4. DiRSj!'piop •'!' ConelmiPM

'Die -

of 11111te4 diepereion in t10ir injection eaaple intro-

duction pl"C'Iidee the -

ad:•antece• u the cliecrete DBbulleation

tecbl11que. Aa edditioD&l. feataree 0 the eftecte ot eaaple Yieooeif;J
ie

sreatl7

redl1oed

am

the DB'baliser ie oontilmouel7 wubed with

C&Trl.er etreu. '1'be eeneit1Yif;J

01.11

be acbieftd eWlar

to tbat

Absorbance, A

0.70

Figure 2.15. Effects of ~~a~~~ple vol\llle and the amount of glycerol on the abeorbance of

0.5 ppm magnesium.

'

.500 pl

o.6o

o.so
0.40

O.JO

0.20

0.10

l---__.....-...----..---------"

lfonnal
nebulization
25 pl

o.oo L-----------L-----------L-----------L-------~-~-L----------~
20.0
10.0
)0.0
· 4o.o
SOIJ
lercentage of glycerol, % w/v.

ADSorbance, A

Jl

0.70

0.60

A

o•.so

c

0.40

0.30
Figure 2.16. Effect of suple volume in reducing the viecosi ty of
ll&llple eolutiona A, ~ of glycerola B, 2~ of glycerola
0.20

and C, !1$ of glycerol in

o. 5

PPift magnesium.

0.10

0,00&-----------~~----------~~----------~~----------~~~--------~~
Volume injected, )11

•
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obtained in cliecrete nebulisation if a 'fti7 abort tube bJII'th ia
UM4 'betnen the injection 'fal.'ft aDil the De'bul.izer, aDil eiallar
to tbat obtained in noral nebal.isation if

a~

larp

"tOJ.u. of IIIJlP].e solution ia injected 1Dto the oani.er etreaa at

tbat tabe leagtb. '11le preciaion na fOUDd abont

•*"""•rd clevi&tioll bue4 on peak beicht.
au be

eaail~

'ftrled

b7

rel&ti'ft

'11le eiM of the euple

cbazlgiDg tbe eup1e loop, and the

rate of tbe II&IIPl• doee not depend
'Die upteb rate oan be

~

euil~

011

now

the oxidallt flow rate.

opti•'eed

b7

adjuetillg the paapiJII

rate of tbe oani.er etreaa.

If tbe ...p1. 1a too

b

-traw,

cliepemion • 'Dl1a ia acbie'ftd

it au be clilutecl

b7 ~

b7

tbe 'tola.

colltroll1Dc

iDJecte4

aDil the Uabe bagth. 'Die iJI,jeotion of e"'ple aolution ie elQle
aDil

rapid, aDil tide hclnne tbe ..,.,,.., f'req•JIG7 ill tbe
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'?l!pter 1

SI!Q'LJriJP mm. FOR nmpiOI I1 FIA-MS

). Wro4uctiOR
'Die dietinoth• feature of

now

injeoti011 &D&l1Bia ia tllat when a

w1ae of eaaple is injected into the carrier so1utioa, the
dif'ferenoe in the initial concentmt10118 or an &Jal7te in tbe
carrier streaa &114 in tbe aa.pla so1•tioaa e a - OOMelltmtion

sra4ienta to 'be nta'bliabecl aoroaa tbe intarfao&al rqioa 'betnea
ihe
tM aaaple pl.11« &114 tbe carrier 411riltsAl'Hic!ell08 U. ia tile- fl01r

u..

fteoretioall7, wbatMr tbe OOII081ltmtioa profile of tM

.-p].e :pblc in tbe carrier solution ia C&llllaiaa or (a11ptJ7)

u

ae4 4apm!a on tile- f1.CIIr rates, dbluiou if t1111

1w'M8c ....

•t.hods of injectioa &114 4etaotioa. For exaapl.e, at 10ir fl01r

mta u4 wi tb1n specifie4 cliaauiollll of tabU., tM dieperaioa
of t1111 aaap1e

~

tbe carrier streaa is

Mi~

'b;r 41ftaaioll

&llll tbe coi!Centration-tm profile of tM auple pl11« d0111111treu

1a

ea...i&ll.

'Die 4iaperaioll proceaa in Jn1nar aDd turllalent f101re ill tbe
ta'be hall 'been described &114 41scuaae4 'b;r

aDd

experi•n~.

~1or

(1, 2), tMoreticall7

'faJlor 1111gpstecl tllat the dispersion of a

ao1•'bla •tter into the streaa of so1ftat in a oapillai'J tu'bs

wa 4• to the ooa'biDed acti011 of collftotion

~1

to tbe

axis &114 aolecul&r diffUsion in tbe I1ldia1 4iraoti01l which wu
c!eaori'bed 'b;r a 'Yirtual. coefficient of 4iffllaion, tlma, tM
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coacentration gradient. alo111 tbe tube wu con:nlld

'111

thie oo-

effioient of clift-.1011. Dtnctwerta ()) baa llliiP•ted tlat in

'••1•r

flow, there le a w.rlatioa ill nlooii;J' fToa till axle

to tbe wall of tile tulle, tbe central etreaa 11• of till fl11icl
.nJ1c tuter tbaa tbe -

nlooiV• while tbe f11114

DMr

wall lap 'bebiDcl. Ill tvbalent flow, till nlooiv le IIOre

tbe

m-

fora acrou tbe tulle. Ill a perfect ll1xiDc eitaatioa, llaJicltnria
llliCPBtecl that tbe equat1011 of till

41qna•,

Cltt'ft

i.e., F(l) • 1- e-Vt/Y, where

froa Ujectioa

to a.teotiOD, V la

tbe

wu represented u ..,.._

e le tt.

now

ul Y le the TOI.u. of tbe naael ooowpiecl

t1ae

taba

rate of tbe f11114

'111

tbe f11114. 'Dia

ellape of the N1qraa d8pellla 011 tbe clietri'batioa ot reeideDOeU... &Ill will ciTe a

coo4 deal of infoiWatioa

allollt the 'beba"fioar

ot U. fi-.14 t1olriJll thrwlh the naael.
Aa altanatift tr.t.at oa the cliaperaioa ot a aolat.e la a

f1ll14 fiOif1lll tll1'oash a ta'be baa 'beea cina

tM

cli~ioaa

'111

Aria (4). Al+boash

were pare]7 •the•tioal, tbe real.ta ban ebowll

tbat tbe clietrl'batioa of aolllte 111tiaete]7 tellla to JoiWal or
Guaaian. llate et.al (5) ba'ft abowa that tbe oo•'b1.ct effect. of
110leoalar cliff'aa101l &D4 -

transport allll the rate of chuge of

coaceatration cOillcl 'be represented ill the differential eqV&tiOD
fora u

~cfc\t • IJtlo -V('\)o),

eolllte, "\) 1a the

co~m~otion

wbere o la the c011011ntrat1on of

nlooi v &JIIl ty'le tbe Diff'lleiOil

CoeffioieDt.

Z..,.upiel &D4 SJdtla (6) ba'ft eugeated tbat ill tbe atreul.w
flow of fi11ida

tbroaP pipes,

the lo!llita41.u.l •1rllll la ai~
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dM to the fllaid wlooli;J gra41enta whlle l&tarallliltiJII la a
renU of

110~r

41ft.1oa. 'I'M -ntn.UOB diatrlllatiOD

la a fUDoUoR of U.. allll lenath of tbl pipe 11Hd &114 la siwa

u

1

-;====·
~1t(v.t/V)(f\/UL)

-(1 - v.t/l)2
exp .;....__

•

4(v.t/V)(DifUL),

where Vi la the Tolue illjeotad, L la tbe length of tbl pipe,

V la the Tol- of the pipe, t la tl•,
dlaparaloa coefficient allll
wbere

'Q

Ula

11,

la lo!llltudill&l

tbl awrap wlooi tJ

la fl.u14 fl.Oif rata ill ft)/aao) in ft/aao &114

(• ult/V,
X •

Ut.

' b abnau of tbe CODOeDtn.tiOD proflle 1acrMaae with n,jUL
8111! for WIT ..U Tal- of ~/1JL, tbl profile appreaobn to

loraal or C...iaa
fwUml

~~~~at

to

OU'ft.

Vbte~loncer pipe

la

..a,

tbl loJIIi•

aixiJic effect will be ..Uer rel&Uw to tbl total
of fllli4 bllt lateral llilti!ll wUl be sreatar with raapeot

lollliWJMl

llixliiC 8111! tbe .aa.1 will becoae aore reliable.

A siaple IIOdel of the 'farl.&UOil of tbl c<moentratiOB u a result
of solute illjeoted into tba stirred tank reactor h&a been described

(7, 8}. 'Die aatbe•tical IIIOdel for this systea

h&a

been developed by

Van De Vuaee (7). Chase (9) h&a coMtructed the IIIUl.tiple gradient
illatruaent coMlsting of ten airtight llix1Dg chaabers collllllcted in
'

series ill such a aanner tllat the rate of nuid transfer between
chaabaz:ria practicall1 i:ldepalldent of solution dsns1t7. The
1Jid1Tidual. chu'ber gradients ware th!loreticall1 derived and
ezperiraentall1 verified. 'Die dariTed curfts allow tlat tbl coDoeatn.tioa of the effiuent la a flmctioa of arnaeat YOl- 8111!
Wtial cba•ber aolutioa coacentn.tiOB. 'I'M geaaral eqaat1011 of

t11a altiple pwlient dnice baa been &iwn u

wbere

0a

ia U. oonoentratiOil of U. effl11ent 1

~

ie U. concen-

tration of tbe reeenoir eolutioa 1 Y1 ie U. YOl- of effluent,
Y11 ia U. Tol- of e&cb llixia& cbaaber &Ill!.

~

ia U. iai ti&l

coDCentratioa of tbe nth llixiJt« cbuber. 'Die solution for &111
i!l!iTidtaal llixias cbaa'ber &Ill!. for U. coatrilllatioa tro. U.
rne"oir nre aleo ci'fta.

lfiiQ et. al (8 1 10) ban acble'ftd a fair]7 &oocl approxiatioa to
U. ..uure4 re.1 ooaditia. with theoretical OODCentratioa

'f&rlatiOM 1lue4 Oil U. follodJ!S aanaptiouea U. rate of iajectioa

-

coaataat, i.e.,

41reotioa of flw

a

BO

OODOeatratioa &r&41eat,... forMII iD tbe

the pblc of llqui4 1 tbe llixias of tbe eollltioa

in tbe :reactor . . iaetaatueou aa4 t.ba ooaoentratioa of tbe
eolutioa

••rsillc frOII tbe reaotor wu alwqa equal. to tbat

prew.UiJis iaeide U. reactor. 'l'be coaceatration 'f&rlatioa hall 'been
&i'ftD ..

for U.

fallhc peat, where 11 ia tbe aaouat of 111.11ple iajectecl into tbe
11111tea, u ia tbe flw r&W 1 1: le U. U. required 11)" tbe portion
of liquid coat&laiJ!S the injected ateri&l to t:rawl"H till croea~tioa of tbe ta'be preced1~¥ tbe etirril~& 1Dlit 1

v11 ie

tbe '901-

--
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'Die liDear -nlatiOIIIIhip 'llet.Hn tbe loprltJia of tbe COiloelltr&tiOil

ot tbe aol'lltiOD &114 tbe t1M bu alao 'lleell ebolnl {10) troa a
eiaple •tbeatical IIOdel tor tbe OODCelltratioD-tiM protil..

wbea a e..U YOlue of

eewpl e

or reapnt ia illjecte4 into tbe

carrier aol'lltiOD atren1as at a coMtut flaw rate illto a e:t.irr.a

u a f'lmctioa ot ti.M, i.e.,

or

loc

c•

loc

C: - Jl.loc
e
,11

wbea tbe atirre4 tult ill f1l.le4 •P with a aaaple aol•tioa of

ooaoantratioa

C:· • 1a tbe flow rate, Y11 1a tile n l - of atirr.a

tulc - t o r Ull t 1a ti.M.

S,..trl.Cil. sradieat.

profile•, which oaa 'be deecrl.W 1IJ' a

C....iall CUft, rill 'be o1ltaiDe4 wit.h tu'llea of l.a1:p leactb &Dil

e..n d.iueter at low

flow rate, while at aborter leagth &114

l.al:pr d.iueter of tu'llea,
procluced wi tb u

U~~J~~Mtrlcal.

sratienta will 'be

iDcreaei'QS dqree of diapereioll &1111 decreaai'QS

ablmeaa .. tile leugtb of tile tube ia iDcreaeed (11). '1'111• sratea

oaa be ducrlW '111 a tuk-in-eerlea IIOdel (12) u follon

wbere t 1 ia tbe ..u reaideiiCe t1M ot Ule ...ple ill oDe ~
thetical tut, I 1a tbe Dllllber of the• tub oontailli'QS tbe
aaple SOIIIIo

C: ia tbe orldllal co-ntration of the injected

8J

euple solutloa &D4 t la tbe
I • 1, tbe well-llixlld

ooacentratlon

~eat

~eat

~entt

C•

oM.a'ber holdl.Dg ti•. For

obalaber 7ielda a P1I'I exponential

C:·exp-tli. 'l'ha, bJ ftl7111& the diueter

and 1eqth or tube which aoooll04&tes the oarrler streaa &D4 se:r.wa

u the cbealoal reactor for tbe injected suples &1111

bJ appropriate

selection or the linear "f''lool v of tbe reagent streaa &1111 suple
volu.e, a wide rauge or ooDCentratlon gradient. of II&IIPle within
the carrier solution oa.n be obta.ined {11).

'Die si11ple IIOd.ele

to describe the concentration profiles with and

wltbout the lneertlon or a llixlq chuber haw also been given (1),
14, 1,5). 'fbe concentration profiles have also been intluenclld bJ
Ylsooelv, specific gra'Yi't7 &D4 teaperatun or tbe solution u
well as the detection s15te• used (lJ). So. of the theoretical

upeote of the dispersion pbeno•na. in l!norl'binc tbe OODCeDtratlon
protllls ill f'lolr iJljeoti•

~la

haw bHJl 4eeorillecl aa4 Ukatelld

1ll cla1a11 (16, 17,18,19, 201 21). Both atraicht and ooill4 tUn
haft .... ~ ~161 17) &D4 aillple expn8210IIII 'build

Jn1•r

no. baft

Oil

beea giwa. 'lbl 1ntlu1101 of injection, txua-

portatloa or II&ILple aol11tlon 1 clateotloa 117Btea aZIIl TOluae of tha
supll oa tha reepo-

or

Clln811

lave beea explaiDed theoret1call7

and expert.n~ (18,19). Pardue and Fielda

a w.rlable t t . tinetlo aoclal to nal•te a

l22 1 2))

b&Ye 1111114

siql~el

and

chlal-cnJDnel flew injection 1178WM whlob 1DC1'1111e a gradient

Mnber. '1'be 1118te• were naluated au'bject1veJ.7 &1111 sealqantl1atlveJ.7 '117 ne!Jlr the ~lcal. aoclal 1 atbe•tloalequtlollll,
OODOIDtratloa-tt. profUn, experillen1al c!a1a and fom&l. clafWtlon.
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12le cliapemioa 11091 la larp]7 1IHd i.D alactrocblllliatrr {8,10,
1), 14, l.S), •·~·, aape~t17 (24) and_ coul011etry (25)

i.D titri.MU,O (•·~·•
of n'batmtn (27).

n,

am

26) &lld la atoppacl-fi01r ·~tic ueq

Stnart ud Roee!lfal4 (28) baft aed gmclieat

ooliCentratioa teolmiq11e witb oolori.Mtrlo, fi'llO:ro.trlo, coDI!acto•trlo u4 flue eaiaaiOil detector to de1101111tmte tba uaef'UlDeu
of tbia •JIItea.

),1, :Buig Kodtl for Diapeniop

).1.1. Exponenti&l Gradient for a Single Mixing ChaJ!lber

!be dispersion effecte- due to injection, carrier tubing

am

detector of the i1111t.nment are considered to be due to a single
well-stirred wix1ng challber of volUM V tilat produces a concentration gradient

<- l'1pre ),1).
u

111/ain.

c
1----V

Figure ),1, Dispersion effects are considered

to be due to a single

well-stirred llixing chamber of voluae V that produces a
concentration gradient.
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If a voluae of

v1 of COIIC8ntration c: is injected into the carrier

etrea11 of concentration

rat.e

c! nowing at a ra~ of u, then,

-

B
c••
u

-

c.u

dc/dt

-

c:.u/v - c.u/v.

dC

-

dt

of II&BB

inflow

and if the concentration in the aixing chamber is C, then,

rat.e.

of

III&BB

outnow

().1)

..!L (c: - C)

V
V/u

-

5

ic/(C:-

V/u ln.(c:- c)

When t -

- ln

-

Jdt

t +k

o, c - c!

- V/u ln

lrt

C)

I

(c:-

-

c!>

Cc!- c) +

1n

(c:- c!>

<C:- C~)
Cc:-

k

(J.2)

•

ut/V

C)

-

exp(- ut/V)

ut/V
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c • c: - (c: - c!)exp( -ut/V)

(J,J)

When the concentration of the carrier streaa is zero, Le.,

eR11 • o,

equation ( J. J) beco~~~es

C -

c: [ 1

exp( -ut/v)]

-

At peak ll&lCiiiiWI, Vi •

ut

thuS

Max

(J.4)

equation (J,4) becoiiSS

(J.S)

Dispersion is defined as the mtio of concentmtion injected to
the concentration at peak uxillwl, i.e., D •

cJ'c;. On arrange-

•nt of equation (J,S), Disperaion is given aa

(J.6)

Froa equation (J.6), it is clearl)' shown that dispersion is a

1/o-lvme_ t:Yec.tf!P,

function of

!1• J

I

and voluae of

I

ai.Ying chaaber, V. Equation (J.S) can be written in the fo:na of

s
ln C

p

•

'lbus, a plot of ln

s
ln C

11

c;

- u.t

y-x

s
.ln C•

vs. tll&lC will give a linear :

graph with slope equal

to J!rln

c: ,

and intercept at concenV
tration axis at ln Cs. Once the voluae of llixing chamber is

known,

•

the dispersion and tiM

to peak IIIIIJtiiiiWI can be easily

predicted for various voluae$injected.

,

I
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3.1.2. ExponentiAl Gradiapt for Dptl Mix1nr Cbtaber of tJneallAl

Vol,.,

'lbe concentration gradient produced aa

s:Mul t of using two

&

llixing ch&Jlbers is derived bel01r (see Figure ),2).

M,.

R

M.,

dC

v2

•

c.2

10.

)

.

/1('!

vl

A

c1

Figure ),2, Concentration gradient produced for two mixing chambers.

When a volUM of solution
the -

nows

volUM will enter

out fro• the ldxing ch&Jlber

"z fro•

change dC in concentration c
1
1
tbe llixing ch&Jlber
will be

"z,

reservoir, R, so tbat the

w.l!i

tiae. at a

now

rate u, in

"z

(3.7)
By se~&rating the varlablesand integrating, we obtain

- 1n

(c3 - c7 )

-

ut/v2 + I.

or

To deteraine the integration constant, boundary conditions
t • 0 is used, therefore,

(:3,8}
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on substitution in equation (J,8} gives

For the next mixing chaaber, i.e., '\• the

8&118

principle is also

applied, i.e.,

(J,lO)

c7

But

•

'

CJ- (CJ- c2 }exp(-ut/V2),

'lhua, equation (J,lO)

beCOIIBB

dC/u,dt + C/Y1 •

CJ- (CJ - c2}exp(-ut/Y2)

(J,ll)

'1
tU.dt/V1
ut/V1
• exp
.

'lbe integrating factor for equation (J,ll) is expJ

B:r multiplying equation (J,ll) with exput/Vl, we gat
dCx.exput/V1 + ex. exput/V1 • CJ,exput/Vl - (CJ - C2)exp(ut/Vl-ut/V2)
u,dt

i.e.,

v1

1

cx.exput/V1- C.yexput/V1- (~- c )v .v .exput( 1/V1 -l/V2) + K"
2 1 2
V1(V2- V1)

Cx • C)- V {C)- C ),exp{-ut/V ) + K",exp(-ut/V1)
2
2
2

(3.12)

(V2 - Vl)

By using boundary condi tiona, t • o,

(3.1))

K'' • CL
-l. - C) +V2{C) - C2 )
(Vz - V1)

On substitution in equation (),12), this gives,

~- ~(vz-v1)-Yz(~-cz)exp<-ut/V2)

+

<s- ~)(v2-v1)exp(-ut/V1) +

(vz- v1)

When

~

- C

0

,

(vz-v1)

that is the initial concentration and the carrier

concentmtion is equal to zero, i.e., c2 •

~

•

o,

ex • C V [1- exp(-ut/Vz})- c v [ 1- exp(-ut/Vl})
0 2
0 1
(Vz - Y1)

(3.14)
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or

C • C V [1 - exp(-ut/Vz)] X

0

2

c V [ 1- exp(-ut/V1)]
0

1

Vi is the S&llp1e vo111Jl8 injected into tbe carrier streu, and at
peak u.xiiiWI, tmax • Vlu, thus,

(3.15)

If' concentration is a linear f'wlction to absorbance, equation (3.1,5)

beco.es

(3.16}

For two llixiDg challbers of equal vo111118s, V , tbe concentration
at the outlet is given as (29)t

•

(3.17)
and for n mixing ehamberea
n

C • Cn+1 • exp(-Vi/V1 1 )~cn+ • Ci)(Vi/V111 )n-i
1•1
(n - i)J

1

(3.18)
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J,2, Apparatus, Standards am Rey;enta

a)

Apparatus

A Shandon Southern AJJOO Atollic Absorption Spectroaetar.
A Gilson ainipuls 2 peristaltic pump.
An Al tax type 201-25, 8 port injection valve with two external

BILIIple loope (manually operated),
Anachea PTFE tubing as the besis for the flow injection aanifolds
with 0 • .58

1111

internal diaaeter.

Connectors,
Recorder,

b) Standards and Re!f!jenta

calcha solutions were prepared froa 1000 ppa of stock solution
(BDH Cheaical Liaited),

J.J.

Meadring the VolUJIII of Hmthet\cal Mixing Cbubsr

A chart recording for the steady state cotx!.itions of 10 ppa calciUlll
at flow rate 82.2 )ll/sec., tube length 2,J

CJI,

was obtained at 1

ea/sec, chart speed, A chart recording for lOO)ll of 10 ppa
calciUlll , injected into water carrier streaa, at the

saJIB

conditions

as above was also obtained, Typical chart recordings observed are
shown in Figure 3, J.

Froa equation (J,4),

---------------~-----------~,I

:I

I!
._. 'Jl/32
1.5/16 """'~--;

7/8 \..'Jfu, r-

0.60.5

0.,560

Absorbance

Absorbance

r

r
t
a) A steady state signal,

t
b) A signal for 100 pl of 10 PJIII calciUIII,

Figure 'J,'J, Typical chart recordings for a) a steady state signal and b) a lOO )11 of 10 PJIII calciUJII.

9J

If absorbance is a.linear function of concentration,.

(J,l9)

where A is the absorbance at ti11111 t, A: le the absorbance at ste~
state, u is the flow rate, t is the time at absorbance A and V is-f~vc/u,.,~~.of
the hypothetical mixing challber. B;r rearranging equation (J,l9),

we get

u

When A- .&:t'2• t • V,ln 2/u or V • ut/ln 2,

When .l • JA:t'4• t - (2Y ln 2)/u or V • ut/(2 ln 2) and so on.

'lberefore, the volume of mixing challber can be calculated for the
w.rious values of absorbance from the steady state, Table (J,l)
shows the Yolu.e of V obtained for various values of absorbance,

Table 3.1. Volumes of Hypothetical Mixing Chamber for various
values of absor'llallce.

A
t
(sec)
V

(Jll)

A:/2

JA:/4

7A':f8

1.5A:.Il6

JlA:,tJ2

0,4

o.6

0.9

1.4

2.0

47.5

J5.6

35.6

41.5

47.5

'lhe_ average value of V ia 41.5 )11.

On substitution of equation (:3.,5),

By using the average value of V,

D •

[1- exp(-100/41.5)]-1

•

1.10

Coapare with the experimental value in Figure J.J,

J.4. Factors Affectine; on the VolUIIe of the Ripotbet1£'1 Mixing
Cbpber

3.4.1. Flow Rate

Since the optiiiiUII now rate ha.s to be ma.intained in AltS during
the experiment for obtaining high sensitivity, the effect of

now rate on the llixing ch&lllber volUIIIB waa not studied in great
detail. . However, an experiment was carried out with 10 ppa
e&lciua solution at various now rates with a tuba length of
2.3 ca and an injection volume of 100)11. It

'11&8

found that

&a

the now rete waa increased, the volue of llixing chubar slightl:y
increaaed. 'lbis

'11&8

because the slops of the rising part of the

peaks increaaed when the now rate

'11&8

increased. Table (J.2)
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shows the effect of flov rate on the voluae of llixing chaaber.

Table J.2.

Effect of flow rate on the 'foluae of llixing dhaaber.
'

Flow rate,

89.7

107.8

125.8

147.8

165.8

187~8

~.3

63.0

67.1

65.9

72.2

6L2

u, Jll/sec.

v,
Jl].

3.4.2. Tube

·-

length

In studying the effect of tube length on the h;ypothetf:cal llixing

challlber, chart recordinga of the steadf state signal for 10 ppa
cslciUJI solution for various tube lengtha at constant now rate,
i.e., 89.3 )11/sec., were obtained at 1 c.{sec. chart speed. AM11sb
of individual
Table

C11rft

for each tube

le~

gaw tbe reeults sholrn in

(3.3). Theoretically, when the tube length is increased,

the slope of the rising J:art of the curYe will decrease due to
the dispersion processes and thus, the voluae of the llixing

chamber increases.

Table 3.3.

Effect of tube length on the volume of 111ixing ch&llber,

Tube length,

cm.

v.

2.3

44.0

20

40

60

63.9 84.8 84.5

80

100

150

75.5 92.2

89.1

200

104.2

J,4,J,. Volwae of rn1ection

'lbe volUJIII of aixing challber can &l.so be measured froa a series

of injected volwaes and the corresponding peak abeor'l».nce, A plot
of tmax against ln(A!/<A: - A;)J, has the slope equals to V/u.

In this experiment a series of volUlles of 10 ppa calciua solution

was injected into a water C&ITier stream at constant now rate
(i.e., 87,0 )ll/sec,) at several tube lengths, 'lbere was a slight
change in flow rate due to length of the saaple loop tubing. 'lbe

flow rate was slightl;r increased when longer tube length (i.e.,
large volu.e injected) of saaple loop·was used. Table (3.4), (J.S)
and (J,6) sbCIII the wl-s of aixing ch&llber obtained for a series of

tube lengths( i.e., 2.J, 100 aDd 200 ea) using a ssriee of YOlu.!:injected.

Different vslues of volwae of lllixing chaaber were obtained when
different methods of

obtaini~~~~:

tillS were used, In the first 1111tbod,

a steady state signal was obtained at fast chart speed and the tillS
taken to reach a certain peak absorbance was plotted against
lm [ A:/(A:- A)]. In the second method, a series of volUIIBSW&s
injected and the time to reach the peak absorbance for each volwae
was measured and plotted against ln [ A:/(A: - A;)J, 'lbe difference
in volWIBs of the mixing chamber were more pronounced at longer
tube lengths. 'lbis was probably because the rising part of the
peak absorbance obtained for a series of vol1.111es injected was
slightl:r deviated froa the rising part of the abeor'l».nce of the
steady state signal due to dispersion processes and siaultaneousl;r
reduced the peak absorbance. Figure J,4 shows this effect for a

Atlaorbance1
A

1000 )11

Tille, t
Figure

J,4. Signals obtained for a aerlea of voluaea injected into a water carrier atreu
at tube length of 200 011., aDd at fi011 rate of .So22 111/llin,

series of volumes injected.

J.s.

Use of Hrpothetical Mixing Chamber for Prediction Purposes

The experimental results for several parameters in flow injection

analysis were coapared with the theoretical calculations U,r using
the volume of hypothetical 11ixing chamber measured for three
different tube lengths. 'lbe voluae of hypothetical mixing chamber
was calculated fro• a step change in concentration from zero to
a steady state signal. Based on this value the voluae of injection,
dispersion value and tu.x were calculated as followsa

a)

'l'be voluae of injection, Vi' was calculated froa equation

Vi • V.ln [

A!f(A:- A;)), where A; was

the absorbance at peak

!!!MX'mn• when Vi was injected.

b)

'nle diape:rdOD value, AJ~• was calculated froa equation
1
A!fA~
exp(-YJ!'V)r •

• [1-

c)

-

A8 )1fu,
p 'J
8
8
where Ap and A11 were the absorbance of volume injected and the
steady state signal.
t

max

was calculated froa equation t

.

max

• V.ln [A8 1(A8
'Ill

•

-

'lables J.4, 3.5 and J.6 show the reeulte obtained for the calculation of these

para~~eters.
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Table 3.4.

Comparison between calculated values and experiaental
values of volUM injection, diapersion and taax' for
tube length 2.3 ea.

Volume of iliing chamber, V, lliuured • 51.0 Jll•

D• A::/~

V, pl
Exptl. +

Calcn.+

13.3

tmax., sec.

Exptl.

Calcn.

Exptl.

Calcn.

16.1

3S7

4.81

0.4

0.2

24.8

23.3

2.98

2.83

0.5

0.3

49.9

54.6

1.62

1.'71

o.6

0.6

101.3

104.5

1.19

1.20

1.1

1.1

149.5

11!4.1

1.09

l.oB

1.2

1.6

205.5

183.6

1.o6

1.03

1.8

1.8

298.4

-

-

-

-

-

501-5

262.6

1.02

1.01

2.2

2.)

1001.3

-

1.00

1.00

4.2'

-

+ Exptl.• Experimental.
+ Calcn.• Calculation.

Table 3.5.

Comparison between calculated values and

expsri~~~ental

values of volume injected, dispersion and tiii&X., for
tube length 100 ea.

Volume of mixing chamber, V, measured • 93.6 pl.

;

100

D• Aj'A;

V, p1

t

III&Xo

, sec,

Exptl.

C&1cn.

Exptl.

C&1cn,

Exptl.

Calcn,

1),)

11.2

8,90

?SJ

0.9

0.1

24.8

14.8

6.84

4.29

1.0

0.2

4q,Q

)6.)

),18

2.42

1.)

0.4

101.)

72.6

1.8.5

1.51

1.6

o.a

149 •.5

108.2

1.46

- 1.2.5

2.0

1.1

20.5 •.5

184 •.5

1.16

1.1)

2.)

2,0

298.4

214 •.5

1.11

1.04

2.6

2.2

.501 • .5

)88,8

1.02

1.01

).7

4,1

1001,)

-

1.00

1.00

4.6

-

Table ),6,

Co11parison between calculated values and experi~~ental
values of volU118 injected, diap.mloA and tu.x., for
tube length 200ca.
Vollllllll of aixing challber, V, lle&Sured • lll.2 )11,

D• A:;A;

V, pl

t II&Xo , sec.

C&lcn.

Exptl.

Calcn.

1.7

0.1

6.94

a.as
s.oo

1.9

0.2

)4.8

).72

2.76

2.0

0.4

101,)

66.9

2.21

1.67

2.2

0.7

149 • .5

109.0

1,60

1.).5

2,4

1.2

205.5

1,58.6

1.)1

1.19

2.7

1.7

298.4

249 •.5

1.12

1.07

2.9

2.7

.501 •.5

512.0

1.01

1.01

-

4 • .5

1.00

1,00

-

s.s

Exptl.

Calcn.

Exptl.

1).)

11.2

10.42

24.8

17.)

49.9

1J,oo1.3

-
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As shown in the tables, when the tube length is increased, the

agreement between the calculated values of all p&ralleters above
and the experimental (measured) values gets poorer. 'l'tds is

probably due to the dispersion processes which has been described
earlier which deviates the rising part of the peak and reduces
the peak absorbance, As the tubs length gets longer, the dispersion

gets larger and the peak shape tends towards Gaussian. Thus, the
exponential equation which has been derived cannot be applied. An
altsrnative equation between exponential and Gaussian needs to be
derived and verified.

'1he breakdown of the model betlleen exponential and Gaussian for

longer tube length or high dispersion was not studied. It is
suggested that at longer tube length, the voluu of llixing
chaaber comprise two parts 1 the volUM of ming chuber of the
nebulizer of the instrument and the volUM of llixing chuber of
the

now

injection manifold. A suitable equation for this model

may be derived based on the above suggestion and III&J' be verified
with the experimental results.

).6. Use of H:ypothetical Mixing Chamber for calibration Purposes

The volume of hypothetical mixing chamber can be used as the basis
for calculating the concentration of a series of volumes injected
into the carrier stream. By plotting the absorbance of each peak
produced from a series of volumes injected against the calculated
concentration, the calibration graph can be constructed from a
single ,concentration solution. Below is a procedure to construct
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a calibration graph froa a single concentration of selution U,r
ueing the volUIIS of hnlothetical aixing chuber aa the basis
of calculation.

a)

Obtain a value of the hnlothetical aixing ch&llber, V, froa
the analysis of the step concentration change to the steady
state curve.

b)

Use the value of V to calculate t fro111 equation

t •

V.

where

c)

ln

[A:,t(A:- A)]/u,

Aand A: are

obtained fro111 experiiiiBntal values.

Use the value of t and V to calculate concentration,
equation C •

0:[1 -

exp( -ut/V)] , where

c:

c,

froa

is the ini ti&l

concentration of standard and u is the flow rate of the
carrier.

d)

Plot a graph of1 absorbance, A, against concentration,

c,

for

a series of voluaesinjected.

For eX&Ilple, a series of volUJtes of 10 ppa calcillll solation was
injected into water carrier streaa at tube length 2.) c111 and at
flow rate 90.0 )11/sec.(See Table ). 7). Figure ).5 shows the
calibration graph obtained froa varioas volumes of injection
with the concentration range froa zero to 10 ppa calcium (see
Chapter 61 Section 6.5.).
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Table 3.7. Concentration range obtained from a single 10 ppa
calciWII standard,

VolWIIe, Vi, J11

Absorbance, Astd.
p

Concentration, C~td,

13.3

O.l4o

2.8

24.8

0.168

3.4

49.9

0.310

6.2

101.3

0.420

8.4

149.5

0.460

9.2

205.5

0.470

9·4

298.4

0.479

9.6

501.4

0.488

9·8

1001.:}

o.soo

10.0

Abeorbance, A
0.60

0 • .50
'lUbe length • 2. J cm.
Flow rate • .5,4.5 ml/min.

0.40

0.20

0.10

o.oo

1.0

2.0

J,O

4.0

.s.o

6.0

8.0

9.0

10,0

Concentration of calc;ium, ppm.

F1gare J,.s. A calibration gtaph for calcium obtained from various volumes of injection based on a single
concentration of calcium (10 p:pD),

'.
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Chapter 4

AfPLIQATION OF A SlMPr.IFT!ID MQDE[, FOR P!SP!RSION -

DETEI!MINATIDN

OF CALCIUM IH IRON ORES

4. Introduction

'llle detei'IIIination of calcium. in iron ores is always subject to
various interference effects from other components present in
them. The interference effects on cal.ciUII can be divided into
two general categories; depressive effects and enhancing effects,
Depressive effects are usually related to the formation of involatile or thei'!IIally stable compounds such as calciua-alUlliniUII,
calciua-phosphate and calcium-sulphate compounds, in which the
production of free c&lciua atou in the :f'l&lle is greatly reduced,
tlms, decreasing the sigllal fro• calciua. The high salinity of
the solution due to high content of sodiua chloride also depresses
the calciua signal because of the reduction in nebulization
efficiency.

Enhancing effects are normally due to the releasing action of the
reagents on calcium. or the suppression of ionization of calcium
by the reagents. La.ntha.nulll is a typical example of an enhancing

agent due to its releasing agent action. It also acts as an
ionization buffer. Lanthanum which is more easily ionized than
calcium, suppresses the ionization of calcium and causes the
ionization equilibrium for calciu. to be shifted towards the
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formation of neutral atoiiiS, thus, increaaint: the production of
free calcium atou in the flute and therefore, enhanoillf: the
calciua signal. Although_ enhancing effects are always favourable
in the determination of calci1111 1 their presence in the s&Jiple
solution has to be matched with the atandards used, or otherwise,
inaccurate results would be obtained.

Both types of interference effects have been investigated extensively and methods of overcolling them have also been suggested,

Rocchiccioli and Townshend (1) have shown that moet of the interferer.ces on calciua, such as aodiua, magneaiua, lantbanull, strontiua
and bariua reached a maxi.aua effect and foned a plateau region when

110re of them were added into the calci1111 solution, except silicon,
aluainiua and iron. 'l'he7 have also suggested how the rats of atom
production accounted for the bending of the calibration curve of
calcium towards the concentration axis. "nle efficieJIC1 of various
cationa in removing anionic interferences has been explained and the
mechanisms of various enhancing and depressive effects have also
been proposed (1). The behaviour of calciwa in interfering systems
such as hydrochloric acid, sodium chloride, acetic acid, aluminium
and phosphate has been investigated and possible mechanisms have

also been suggested (2). 'l'he mechanism of the formation of the
thermally stable calcium phosphate compound has also been studied
by Stojano•ic et. al (3) by titrating calciwa chloride solution

(acta as a releuin« ele~~ent) with magnesi1111 chloride (metal
solution) and phosphoric acid (acts as an anion inhibitor) solution,
and the tit:raM was aspirated simultaneously into the name (i.e.,
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the changes in magnesiwa signal were recorded). 'lbe re leas :ID«

element, i.e. , calciwa, wlll for. a stable coapound with the
anion, i.e., phosphate, during the vaporization of the particle,
leaving the metal, i.e., magnesillll, unbound. The reaction can be
generally represented by :3Ca2f- + (:J!g2f- +

+

~) ~ ~(P04)2

JMg2f- • The magnesillll signal measured increases during the

titration until the total amount of calciwa has reacted stoichiometrically with the anion, then decreases as it reached the titra2
tion end-point where the inhibition effect (2POt + :3Mg +_,.

~3(P04)2),

is again present. The reaction between calciwa and

phosph&te was found to be complete and the equllibriWII was established with the formation of tricalciua phosphate. David (4) has
expl&ined the mechaniu of JIB8!18Si1lll chloride and sulphuric acid
in controllinlr the interference froa pbospboms, al.uainiua and
silicon on calciua signal. Be

111lgg8Sted

tbat, since both an anion

and a cation are essential, two solid pbases -..,be forlled when

11a.ter was evaporated froa droplet of sample solution, phosphoms,
al.UIIiniua and sUicon entering one solid pbase and calciUIII the
other. When combined in different solid phases, pbosphoms,
aluminiUII and silicon may not be able to inters.ct with cal.ciua,

even in the vapour phase after volatUization.

Several methods of overcolling these interference effecte have been
proposed. Solvent extraction techniques have been used to re110ve
iron, chromium, al.uainium and other cations before determining
calciwa by flame AJ..S

(.5, 6). Atsuya

and Goto (7) have used plasiiiiL

jet spectrometr, to eli.lllinate the interference effecte of alulliniUII,
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silicon and iron, and to reduce the fluctuation of the curve far
calciWI in the detemination of cal.ciUll in iron ores, Hwang and
Sandonato (8) have investigated the effect of :fuel-oxidant ratio
in llinimizing the chemical interference_, on calciWI. They suggested
that the use of lean ai:r-acetJlene name was preferable to :fuelrich air-acetylene flame in order to reduce the interferences
although the latter flaae gave better sensitivity, Attempt has also
been made to eliminate soe of the well-known interferences bJ
using strontiWI chloride, eth7lenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA),
aooniWI fluoride and llixtures of these

r~nts

as suppressing

or releasing agents with air-acetJlene and nitrous oxide-acetJlene
fla.aes (9, 10), ~lor and Belcher (U) have suggested that the use
of the higher teaperature nitrous oxide-acetJlene nue was necessary to overcoiiS the interferences, however, sodiWI and strontiua
were required as well in order to suppress ionization effects. The
interfering effect of the ugnesiua •trix on cal.ciWI has also been
eliminated bJ the addition of

~iodic

acid and hydrogen peroxide

to generate iodine in the cal.ciWI solution (12). The mechaniSll of
the effect of iodine on cal.ciua was not discussed in this paper.

A comparative s'bld)' has been lll&de for strontiWI chloride and
lanthanum chloride as releasing and suppressing agents for the
interferences of phosphate, aluainate, aUicste and sulphate (13).
,5-sulphosalieylic acid and potassiWI chloride have also been used
effectively as protector and ionization inhibitors using airacetJlene and nitrous oxide-acetylene f'lalles (14). A series of
reagents has been studied to ainillize the effect of al.uainiua on
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calciWII (1,5). Sou of the alkali metals have helped to alleviate
the depressive effect of alwdniwa. Interferences fro• vanadiwa,

sodiwa, barlUit and phosphorus have been effectively overcome b;r
using lanthanull chloride (16).

A standard method for sample dissolution for the deteraination of
calciWII in iron ores b;r flame AAS has been described (17) and the
sample preparation techniques have also been reviewed extensively
(18). A method of sample dissolution in the present of high
content of silica was also suggested.

4.1. Flow In1ection Analogue of Standard Additions Method

'lhe interference effects of phosphate &Dd alu.iniwa on calciUJI

tf.e

have been successf'ull1 overcoH b;r using "flow injection analogue
fhe..
ofA,stanil&rd additions method. In this ethod, a sample carrier
stream is puDIPed through the flue while a series of standards
is injected into it. The signal recorded would be the difference
in concentration between the concentration of standard and the

concentration of sample. The method works perfectly well with
phosphate as an interferant which exerte a constant depressive
effect on calciWII above a certain phosphate to calciu. ratio.
AlU!IIinium which does not give a constant depression on calcium
has to be overcome b;r addition of a releasing agent into the

ssmple solution. The workability of this method depends on the
dispersion of the reagent or standards in the fl011ing stre&ll,
and the amount of interferant or reagent present in the sample

,•
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solution. Thus, the syate. IIWit be

des~d

so that when the

standard solution is dispersed in the flowing streaa the
interferant to a.nalyte ratio never falls below the value required

to give a constant depression. 'lbe saae is also applied to the
~nt

used, where the rell€"nt IIIU8t not f'a1la below the uount

required to completely release calciua from the interaction of
interferant ( aluminiwn).

4.2. Basic Model for Dispersion

If a step concentration change froa

c! to c! is made immediately

prior to a lllixing chaaber of voluae V in a streu. flowing with
velocity u, then the resulting concentration (C)-time (t) profile,
is given b.r the following equation (see Section 3.1.1.),

c. c: - (c: - c!>exp(

-ut/Y)

(4.1)

R
If the concentration in the flowing stream, C111 , ie zero, this

reduces to

C•

c! [1

-

exp(-ut/V)]

(4.2)

If a volume, Vi' is injected into the flowing streu then the

time for the absorbance maxilllwll to be reached will be Vtfu•

substituting this in equation (4.2) gives

(4.3)

11)

Dispersion, D, is defined as the ratio of the injected concentration to the concentration at peak II&Xi.aull, i.e.,

c:/c;, thus, froa

equation (4.))

(4.4)
If a series of standards is injected into the continuousl:r flowing

S8lllple stream, then , this s:rstea provides the analogue of standard
additions method. At the concentration of peak maxiiiiWII,

c;, equation

(4.1) applies 8.nd the maximua change in concentration, AC, is given
byAC •

c;

-C:,or

AC +

{4.5)

Combining equations (4.4) and (4.5), this gives

(4.6)

B1 assuming that absorbance is a linear function to concentration,
then,

(4.7)
'lhus, a plot of t.A against Cstd would give a straight line and

would intercept the
AA •

std

Oa C

•

c8 td axis
s

C11•

at concentration

c:,

i.e., when
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4.). Apparatus• Standards and Reagents

a)

Apparatws

A Shandon Southern A:3:300 Ato11ic Absorption

Spectro~~&tar.

AGilson minipuls 2 peristaltic pump.
An Altex type 201-25, 8 port

injection valve with two external

sample loopS' (manually operated).
An HPLC, 8 port

injection valve with an external sample loop

(pneumatically operated), model 201-o6.
Anachem P1'FE 0.58 ma internal diameter tubing as the basis for

flow injection manifolds.
Connectors.
Recorder.

b) Standards and Reae;enta

CalciUII stock solution, 1000 PJa (BDII Cheaical Lillited), diluted
as necessary.
lanthanum chloride solution, I&Cl:3. ?H2o • 10 " w/v La (BDII Chemical

Limited).
5-Sllphosalicylic acid, c6K:3(0H)(coOH)so H.2H2o.
3
PotassiUII chloride, 99.8" pure {Fisone, AB).
Strontium chloride, SrC1 .6H o, 98" pure (BDII Chellical Limited).
2 2
Hydrochloric acid, :32 "w/w, (sp. gr. 1.16).
Nitric acid, 69-71" w/w, (sp. gr. 1.42).
Perchloric acid, 71-7:3 "w/w, (sp. gr. 1.70).
Orthophosphoric acid, 88"

w/w,

{sp. gr. 1.75).

11.5
H;ydrofluoric acid, 4o " w/w.

4.4. Interference Effects

4.4.1. Phosllha.ts

'lbe effect of phosphate on the calciUJI siDI&lwas i.Dvestig&ted

bf injecting .50 p1 of 20
increasing

a~~ount

pp11

stand&m calcium solution containing

of phosphate in the fora of phosphoric acid,

into a stream of trid.istillsd water
10

pp111

am

into a carrier strsaa of

calciUII solution, at paaping rate 4.9)

ril/-.h

&!Id tube

length of 4o ea. For coaparison, lle&SU%'SMnts were also perforasd

b:r

the nol'.'ll&l nsbulization aetbod.

'lbe effect of phosphate on the calciUJl 11~ with a carrier

strs&lll of trid.istilled 11atsr is shown in Figure 4.1&. Figure
4.lb shows the effect on the calciua sigD&lwhen calciUJl stand&:nill
in the presence of phosplats are injected into a carrier strs&lll

containing calciUJI. 'lhe steady state sigll&l for 10

was 0.498 absorbance

pp11

calciua

and the dispersion was 2,o8. The curve

shows that the carrier signal has been reduced bf about tiro fifths
in the presence of phosphate.

'lhe effect of the dispersion in the flowing streaa on the shapes
of the calibration curve was studied by injecting a series of
standards calciUII into the carrier streaa of 20 ppa calciwa &Di

4o

pp11

phosphate at various tube length. Figure 4.2 shows the

Absorbance, A

o.ao
0.70

0.60
Normal nebulization

o•.so
0.40

.50 )ll of aolutf.en injected
O.JO

0,20

100

Figure 4.la. Effect of :Pwsphate on calciua signal.
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00

900

1000

Concentration of phoephate f.n 20 PPII Ca, PPII•

Ab&or'bance, A

0.20

0.1.5

0,10

o.o.s

-o.o.s
Figure 4,lb, Effect of Jilosphate on calcium when injected into 10 ppm
-0.10

-0.15

-0.20

calcillll carrier stream.
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ADaorbance, A

0.20

0.15

0.10

o.os

s.o

15.0
20.0
25.0
calcium concentration, ppa.

-o.os
-0.10

-0.15

-o.zo

-0.25

-O.JO

Figure 4.2. Effect of dispersion on calcium signal when cal.ci1111 standards
are injected into 20ppm calcium + 40 ppm phosphate.

effect of the dispersion on the calciua signal. As the dispersion
is incraased the shape of the calibration curve becoaes 110re
linear. Although the dispersion has been increased up to 4.64,
the curve doss not intercept the concentration axis, at the con-

centration of the fiowing streaa. This is because the BJIOunt of
phosphate present in the fiowing streaa was not enough to give
a constant depression on the calciUll signal and therefore, as
the standards were injected into the carrier streaJI, the phosphate

to calciWR ratio fluctuated along the curve of the interference
graph of phosphate on calciWR as shown in Figure 4.la and 4.lb.

If the uount of phosphate in the fiowing streaa

11811

on the

plateau region of the graph, and when the standards were injected
into the oarrler stre&ll would give the s&lle interference effect on
csl.ciua-1 a constant depressive effect was obtained.

Figure 4.) sbows how a now injection S:JBte• can be used to coapensate for the interference of phosphate on calciua when a constant depression froa phosphate is achieved. A series of stand&l:ds
11811

injected into the flowing streaa containing 10 ppa calciua and

5JO ppa phosphate at various dispersions. 'lbe

graph intercepte at

the concentration of the fiowing stream when a critical value of
the dispersion is reached. 'lbe critical value of the dispe:rsion
is achieved when the standards injected experience the same con-

stant depressive effect as does the fiowing strea.m. At a verr
l.illited dispersion, the calibration graph haa an s-shape because
the stand•rd solutions do not received the same depressive effect
froa phosphate. 'lberefore, when the concentration of the standard

Absorbance, A
0.16

0.12

0.08

o.o4

D • ).4)

-o.oa
-0.12

Figure 4.). Effect of dispersion in overcoming the interference of phosphate
on calcium (carrier streaa containing 10 ppm calciua + 500 PPI phoB}:tlate).
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is incrased, the interference effect (i.e., due to the phosplate
to cal.ciua ratio) 'YILI'ies according to the concentration of
standard, thus, the

B&ll8

effect of interference is not achieved

for a series of standards,

Figure 4.4 shows the effect of the amount of phosphate in the

carrier stream on the calciua signal as the tube length is 'YILI'ied.
'lbe curves were obtained by injecting a series of 100 )11 of 10 ppa
calciua solution into the carrier streams containing increasing
uount of phosphate, At a very limited dispersion, the interference
effect from phosphate in nearly insignificant although the uount
of phosphate hila been incre&8ed. nrl.s is probably due to the reasoDIJ
of incoaplete lllixing between phosphate and calciua because of brief'
mixing tills and insufficient &IIOUI1t of phosphate to react rlth
calciua. 'l'his

qpe of injection shows another

llethod of' deterllining

euples by flow injection techniques, i.e., by injecting a series
of' ·standards and s&llple solutions under the influence of an
interferant or reagent in the carrier streu. nrl.s is analogua
to Mtching the standards to the 8&JIP].es with respect to this
interferant. 'lbe method will be discussed further in Chapter 5·

4.4.2. AluminiWII

'lbe interference effect of' aluminiua on cal.ciua was studied by

injecting a series of SO )11 of 20 ppa calcium containing increasing
concentration of aluminiUJt into a carrier stre&ll of water or 10 PPII
of calciua solution. For comparison, measurements by normal
nebulization were also carried out.

Absorl».nee, A

o.6o
0.50

o.4o

1~;=========::::::::----------~------------~------------~~----~2~·~J~c~•~~

0.)0
20.0 ea
0.20

0.10

o.OOL-----------~----------~L---------~~----------~~--------~
20
40
6o
80
lOO

Fhoephate concentration, ppn.

Figure

4.4.

Effect of phosphate as a carrier streaa on calcium absorbance for two different tube lengths.
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Figure 4.,5 shon the effects of alUllliniwa on calciwa signal

when calciua in the increuinr; concentrationsof aluainiua were
nebulized conventionally and when they were directly injected
into the carrier streu of tridistilled water. 'nle interference
f'roa aluainiwa does not produce a constant depression or plateau
region on calciwa signal. 'nle calciua signal drope practically
to zero absorbance when the concentration of al.Ullliniua is increased
up to 1.50 PPI•

Figure

4.6 shows the shape of the curve when calciwa in varying

concentration of aluainiua was injected into the flowing streu
of calciua solution. 'lbe steady eta te signal waa 0, .5.51 absorbance
and the dispersion was 2.01. 'lbe calci11ll signal drops to zero

absorbance (i.e., coapletsly depressed by the al.uainiua) when the
concentration of aluainiUll is abcmt than 1.50 ppa al.though the
initial total calciWII concentration used was JO PPI•

'nle possibility of using a bracketing standard uthod in a now

injection systea is shown in Figure 4. 7&· A series of .50 )11 of

40

pp111

al.wainiWI with increasing concentrations of calciwa was

injected into a carrier streu of 20 ppm calciwa and 40 ppm
aJ.Ulllinium. Since both the standards and the carrier stream contained
the sa.me concentration of aluminiWI, the concentration of calciwa

in the flowing stream was accurately recovered. 'lbe slight initial
curvature observed is due to complete depression of the calciua
signal by al.Ulliniwa. This is further illustrated in Figure 4.'7b,
when a series of calciua concentrations in a fixed amount of

Abeorb&Dce, A

o.ao
0.70

o.6o

o•.so

Figure

4.s.

Effect ot' aluminium on calcium absorbance, (a} by nornal nebulization

and \b) when .SO )11 ot' the solution was injected into water etreu.

0,10

80

lOO

120

140
160
190
200
220
Concentration ot' aluminium in 20 ppm calcium, ppm.

Absorbance, A
0.30

0.2

A o.oo~----~----~J-----,J----~J---~,d~---,~----1114od.----,li6on---~18tro~--~2~ooo----2zz~o

Concentration o£ aluminium in 20 ppm calcium, ppm.

-0.10
-0.20
-0.30

-o.4o
-o . .so
-0.60

Figure 4. 6. li:ff'ect of alUDiinium on calciua absorbance when injected into 10 pprt calcium
carrier stream. (Tube length •

4o ea., now rate •

4.93 al./min., volUIIIe • 50 yl).

1Z6

Abeorbance 1 A

0.40

O.JO

o.zo

0.10

Concentration of calcium in
40 ppa aluminium, ppa.
-0.10
Tube

-o.zo

length- 40 ea.

Flow rate - 4.9J ml/min.
Vol\lllle injected - .50 )11

-O.JO

Figure 4.7a. A bracketing standard method in flow injection
system. (Carrier stream containing ZO P.PI
calcium + 40 ppa aluminium).
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Absorbance, A

o.eo

0.60

o•.so
0.40

0.)0

0.20

Tube length • 40

l~ow rate •

Cll.

4.9) ml/min.

Voluae injected • .SO Jll•

0,10

o.oo
10,0

20,0

)0,0
40,0
SQ,O
Concentration of calciua in
40 ppa aluminiUJB, ppllo

Figure 4. 'lb· Effect of alWIIiniua on calci1111 absorbance,
(a) by normal nebulization, and (b) when .SO
pl of solutions were injected into water
carrier stre&lll,
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alW11ini1111 (i.e., ~ PPJI) was injected into a water carrier atreea,
and when it was nebulized normally.

'lbe interference effecte caused by alUJdniUll and other ele11ente

which do not produce a constant depression or plateau region
haw to be overcoae by either JR&tching the standards and the

S&lllples, or by the addition of releasing agente before the now
injection B&lllple introduction systea can be used, 'lbe addition of
reagent by a now injection technique is achieved by using the
reagent as the carrier

strea~~

as opposed to the noraal

~nt

addition aethod where the reagent is added to the standards and
the saaples, 'lbe advantages of this technique are, of course,

as well as saving cheaical reagent, it also ll&kes it possible
to use the standarda for the &D&lysis of other aetrof aaaplea.

4•.5. Use of Releasi!!f! Menta

Sewral types of relsasing agente have been used to overcome the

depressiYe effecte of aluaini1111. Before the reagent can be used
for real suples, ita effect on the analyte to be detel'llined has
to be examined,

Figure

4.8 shows the effect of lanthanum chloride on the absorbance

of 10 ppa calciUJI and 10 ppa calciUJI with 20 ppa aluainiUll, 'lbe

grap show that about JO;C enhancement of the calciUll signal
llhen lanthanwa is added into the calciUlll solution is obtained, 'lbe
interference effect of allllliniUll was completely eHW1wiated when

Absorbance, A
0.70

{a)
{b)

o.6o

0.50

------------------------- -------------

0.40

0.30
Figure 4,8, Effect of lanthanum chloride on the absorbance of calcium,
(a) 10 pp11 calciWD + 20 pp11 aluminiWD, (b) 10 ppa calciWD,
by normal nebulization,

0,00~------------L-----------L----------~----------~----------~--------~
0.05
0.10
0.15
0,20
0.25
0.30
Percentage of lanthanum added, %wjv.
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0.2qC w/v of l&nthanua was added into the solution.

Figure 4.9 showa four calibration grapba obtained by wsing l.an-

thanua chloride as a releaaing agent to overcoae the influence

of aluainiua on calciua signal by using now injection tecbniqws.
Graph (a} was obtained when a series of calciua standards in
0.2,C w/v lantbanua was injected into a caiTier streaa of 10

w-

calciUII, 20 PPII aluainiua and 0.2,C w/v l&nthanua. 'Ibis is sWlar
to normal reagent addi tiona method where reagent is added to both
standarda and B&llples. Graph (b) was obtained when a series of
calciUII standards was injected into the carrier streaa of 10 ppa
of calciua and 20 ppa of aluainiua. Since no reagent was ad"ei!
into these solutions, the calibration graph does not intercept
at the concentration of calciua of the flowing streaa, but intercepts at about 2.5 PPll at the concentration uis. 'l'b1s means tbat,

cml1 about 2.5 ppa of calciua was available free wben it was nebulized into the

na.e.

'l'be rest of the calciua has interacted with

alwdniua and foraed stable compounds. Gza,ph (c) was obtained
'llhen a series of calciua standards was injected into the flowing
streaa of 10 ppa calciua, 20 ppm aluminiua and 0.2,C w/v l&nthanUII.
'lhe interference effect froa alWIIiniua was completelJ eliminated
and the amount of l&ntharmll used was

greatl1 reduced,.

For com:parison, graph (d) was obtained when a series of calciua
standards was injected into the carrier streaa of 10 ppa calciua.

Figure 4.10 showa tbs effect of ]$ w/v ,5-sulpbosaliqlic acid and

and o.lqC w/v l&nthanua as protective and releasing agente for 10

Abeorbance, A

1)1

0.28

0.24

0.20

'1\lbe length • lOO era.
Flow rate • 5.30 ral/min.
Voluae injected • 25 ).11.

0.16

o.Ji
0.08

o.04

Concentration of calcium, ppm.

-o.04

-o.oa

Figure 4.9. Effect of lanthanua as a rele_asing
agent to overcome the aluminiua
interference on calciua a Cal:rier;

-o.l2

(a) and (c) 10 PID ea + 20 ppm
Al + 0.2,!iC w/v I&, (b) 10 ppa ea +

-o.l6

20 ppa Al, &!Ill (d) 10 ppm ea,

Standards; (a) Calciua (aqueous)
+ 0.2,!iC w/v La, (Jt) ,(c), and (d)
-o.20

-0.24

Calciua (aqueous).

Abaorballce, A
0.40

o.)O

o.SS a.) for gra:Pl (a),
cm. (i.d. o.SS a.) tor graJil (b),

Tube length • 40 cm. (i,d.

100
0.20

and 6o cm. (i.c!. 1.14
graph

(c).

Flow rate • 4. 9) ml/ain.
0,10

-0.20

u) tor
{c) D •

.1

Volume injected • .SO Jll•

Figure

4.10.

Bf'teote of ,5-sulphoaalicylic acid and lanthanum in overcoming
tbe aluminium interference on calcium signal for various

-0.)0

-0.40

dillperaiollllo (Carrier containing 10 PJIII calcimn + :1% w/v
5-Bulphoaalioylic acid+· o.~ w/v lanthanum + 20 ppa al1111inium).

)d

1))

PPill calciua in 20 ppa aluainiua solution at varloua diapersio,._
1be addition of .5-sulphosalicylic acid to the saaple solution
has reduced the aaount of' lanthanua used by half coapa.red with
ths aaount of' lanthanua needed in the absence of' .5-sulphosal.icylic

acid. It 1e interesting to note that even at a dispersion of' lBBs
than 2.0, the concentration of calciua in the fiowing strea11 can
still be •recovered.' by using these reagents, although the shape
of' the calibration gralh is slightly curved. A llixture of o.~ w/v
of' ,5-sulphosalicylic acid and 0.~ w/v of' strontiWI chloride was
used in the dete1"11lination of' calciua in iron ores and satisfactory
reaul te were obtained.

4.6. Procedure

4.6.1. §!•ple piaao1ution

a) FQr »ritiah Cheaig?] Stand&rds JOJ (BQS JOJ) - Iron Ore Sinter,

'1he saapl.e was weighed accurately (between O.Ol to 0.02 g) into
a lOO al. beaker and S al. of concentrated hydrochloric acid and
l ! l of concentrated nitrio acid wen added, 'Die beaker, covered
with a watch glass,

11&11

heated gent.l1 for )0 to 60 ainutes until

about l or 2 al. of the solution

11&11

left, 'l'be solution

11&11

trans-

f'erred quantitative:cy to a 250 ! l voluaetric fiask containing o,.,C
w/v of strontiWI chloride and o.~ w/v of ,5-aulphosalicylic acid

the
in the filllll solution. The solution

'11&8

diluted toA'IIJ&rk,
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102/1 apd 178 ( Bc;ii 102/1 !IJ!d
Iron Ore and, Iron Ore Sinter

b) For Brltieh QbemiW StAMnrds

!CS

178) - l!orthamptonshire

About 0.20 g of ll&llple was weighed accuratel.7 into a 2.50 1111 tenon
beaker and 10 Ill of concentrated h1dmcblor1c acid, S Ill of concentrated nitric acid and 5 al. of hJdronuorio acid were added.
'l'he beaker, covered with a tenon lid, was heated for 1 to 2

houre until about 1 or 2 Ill of the solution was left. 'l'he solution

was diluted to 100 Ill. in a wlUJIPtric flaalca 10 Ill was transferred
to a 100 Ill volumetric flask. 'l.'he solution was diluted to J!!&rlc
containing

c) for

'Die

o.)C w/v

Sta.ndard

of lantbanua iD tbe< f1nal. solution.

Solutions

ata-d·m cal.ciua solutiou were

prepared

bT dilutiag

the

<Blciua stock solution (1000 ppa) with tridistUled water to
give a raup coBCentmtion between 9 and 2.5 pt:a.

4.6.2. Meaaure111ente

'Die ~~&~~ple solution was puaped continuousl7 to the nebuliser of

the atomic absorption spectrolll8ter while the

into the fl.011ing streaa and the

s~s

s~

were injected

were obtained on a chart

recorder. At first, both of the valves (i.e., IIIOdel. 201-96 and
IIIOdel 201-25) were used, but because of the valve IIIOdel 201-96
ptOved not to be resistant to the lllixture of acids used, the use

of it was abandoned.

1).5
The following now injection paraaetere were eaployed for tlle

deteraination of calciua in iron oreas

Tube length •

200 cat i.d.

lolwae injected •

o•.sa u.

1~0 )11.

.5.30 111/ain.

Pwaping rete •
Dispersion •

.50 and

•

4

The flue conditions were eaploJed as described in the PrelimiD&rJ

Studiea ( see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.).).

4.7. Resulte and Discussion

'lhe results obtained for the &DalJsee of eoae of tlle B!S iron ores

axe given in Table 4.1. All of tlle results obtained for the suples
were analJBed at least four tiaes and were calculated with

9-"

confidence interval.

'lhe slope of the calibration graJh obtained for the BUples was

slightly curved (like an S shape), and this MJ give an erroneous
result if the gra:Pl is not interpolated carefully. The slightly
curved shape of the graJil was probably due to the disproportionate
of the enhancing effects of the reagents used between the BUple
and the standard solutions. The sample which was mixed with the

reagents experienced the maximwa enhancing effects froa the
reagents and as a consequence, the saaple signal was greatlJ
enhanced. The standarde which were injected into the saaple containing reagents streaa, did not experience the maximua enhancing
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effects froa reaf;ente in the carrier streaa, especially when the
nsiclence tilles of the st&lldarcle in tM· carrier streaa wen abort,
or when the dispersion of tbe steD4ard.s

111.11

liaited. 'lbis problea

could be overco• bJ increasing the dispenion value to 4 or aon,
when the stendarcle would be four tilles diluted aM. llixed with the
and the s&llple ••

n~&gt~nte

the
'nl.ble 4.1.

Deteraination of ealciua in soae BCS iron ores bflnov
-{l,e,

, ..

injection analogue oftstanda'rfl sdd1 tiona aethod.

Sallpl.e

.

I

C&lciua pnsent, "

C&lciua fo'IDIIl, "

+

n

BCS 303

14.0

14.0 :t. 0.)

6

378

4.7

4•71 O.l

5

BCS

2.89

BCS 302/l

2.~

»-

:t. 0.08

+ Results van calculated bued on 9!JC confidence level 'b7 using
equstiona
)l

•

i 1 ts/nt, when s

ia the

~

standard

deviation, n is the nuaber of axperillente, t ia a IIIIJlber of ltuclent'a
t,

x is

the measured 1181.11 and )1 ia the troe 118&11.

'!he use of releasing agents in this work was necesa&rJ in order

to

overcome the interferant& pnsent in iron ores beca.use standard
edditiona alone would not work. The releasing agents used were
found to be suitable in eliainating ell the intsrfennca effects
in this work.
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Several conditions have to be ut for the accurate deteraination of
calci1111 in iron ores bJ a now injection suple introduction syaUI•,
i.e.,

1) 'l'he dispersion IIUBt be designed
suple experience the

8&118

80

that the standards aM the

effects. 'l'his can be done either bJ

changing the volUM injected or tube length, whichever is

possible.

ii) 'l'he concentration of reagent or reagents added into the sample
solution must be eiiO\Igh to overcou completely the interference
effects and to give the sue effects to the injected standards,

Ui)

In the case of interferents that give

the uount of the interferant added

a coll8t&nt depression,

to the

~~&~~ple

solution .ust

be such that when tbe stand•rd is disperaed in the flowing
streu, the interfered to cal.ciua ratio never falls below the
value required to give the coiiBt&nt depression.

iv)

'l'he pumping rate of the suple solution IIUBt not be lees than

the aspiration rate of the nebuliser of the instru~~ent in

order to get

maximn•

peak height.

4.8, Conclusions

'l'he now injection standard additions method has the advantages over
the conventional normal nebnlization method and the normal standard

additions method in a

we:r thata it ll8es

the sue standard solutions

for a n1111ber of samples, tbus reduces considerably the uount of

1)8

volWIIetric manipulation necessary1 it is an interpolative Jllethod,
thus increasing the acc:umc:r over the norul. ext.mpolative J11ethod1
file. mt..tl.od
it is also possible to
use.Ain the alternative configuration, i.e.,
saapl.e is injected into stand&rds used in turn as a carrier. 'lbis
11111thod also reduces the aaount of reagent used b;r addition onl:r to
the suple rather than to saaple and standards in the norlllll methods.

jjlthough the flow injection stAndard additions method has several

advantages, two probleiiS arise froa the method, i.e., it requires
preliminar;r experiment to deteraine the ratio of interferant to
analrte-as well as the dispersien value in the carrier strsaa, and
al.though the releasing agents ueed overcoae the interferences in
the saaple, the enhancing effects of the releasing agents

higher signal than the

p1re

anaJ.:rte sboul.d

to the false measureunts of

produce. 'lbis

u.:r give

a:r lead

the signals of the SB.IIple and standards.
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Cl!apter 5

AJ'l'LIUID. 01' A SIMfLIFIED

KlDEL

FOR DmPJ!:I!Sm!! - DE'lERIUXATIO!!

OF CHROMIUM IX STEELS

5· Introduction

A procedure for the determina. tion of chrolliua in low-alloy irons

and steels

ey

air-acetylene flaJie AAS has been described

ey

Kinson,

Hedges and Belcher (1), 'lbe procedure involved the dissolution of
B8111ple in a mixture of phosphoric-sulphuric acid before atollization.
It waa claimed that the method waa :rapid, preliw'n&rJ separations
were not required and the accuraq obtained

1f&8

well within tbe

perllieeible range for routina detendna.tiona. 'lbe interferences
caused

ey

tbe presence of eo11e utals such aa iron, nickel, tungateD

and molybdellllll wc.re accoaodated

'b7 preparilllt calibration stand&rda

of the same composition aa tbe saaple being analylsed..

Barnes (2) in hie determina.tion of chrolliua in steel

ey

flue AAS

used aluminium and &DIIIOniUll chloride to reduce the depressive effect
of iron. 'lbe effects of

name

conditions, acids and alloying elements

such as molybdenum, manganese, nickel and tungsten have also been
investigated. 'lbe effect of iron and the use of aluminium and auoniDa chloride in overcoming it have been studied under various flaJie
conditions. 'lbe optillwl conditions for the determiD&tion of chromiua
have been investigated
solution

III!Ltrix,

ey

Feldllan and l'uniy (J).'b7 studying the

fl&llll composition and solvent extmction procedures.
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The analysis of chroaiua in iron &Dd steel bJ f1alle MS has been
reviewed bJ Scholes ( 4),

Maruta, Suzuki and Ta.keuchi (5) have exuined the interferences

of hydrochloric, perchloric, nitric and phosphoric acids and have
tried to elucidate the mechaniea of their interferences on the
flame AAS of chromiUII. They suggested that the enhancing effect

on chromiWII bJ hydrochloric acid was due to the chlorinating action
in which formation of the chlorides of this element have relatively

are. -

low melting and boiling points, which _ ;(_--

also related to the

rate of vaporization. The oxidation of chrollitm bJ perchloric acid
enhanced the chromiua signal &!Id the production of volatile coapounda such as oxychloride u:J also have contributed to the en!w.nce•nt. The depressive effect e&ueed bJ phosphoric acid was due to the
for-.tion of thermally stable coapounde. The signal was also depreaaed
in nitric acid solutions in the lover region of' the f1aae but showed
little interference effect in the upper region of the flaae,

Cationic interferences have also been studied bJ Yanagiaawa et. al.

(6) under various name conditione. They found ttat chrolllillll was
subject to serious interferences in fuel-rich flames, Fbr example,
sodium, potassium, strontiua, zinc and tin showed pronounced
depressive effecte in the lower region of the fl.ule, Besides the
temperature of the

name,

the formation of mixed oxides may also

contribute to the interferences. 'lbe enhancement effect caused bJ
bariua, aluminiua, magnesiua and calciua was suggested due to their
presence in large amount in the solution and tlnls, would compete with
chroaiua in the formation of stable oxides, ao that, tM production
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of chromiUll atollS was enhanced. Iron was found to depress chroaiua
(III) but enhanced chrollliua (YI). 'l'he depression increased with the
increasing of iron concentration and it 1111L7 be derived froa the
formation of non-vola tile compounds with chroaiua such as chromi te,
since iron and chromiUIIl have similar properties.

'lbo11erson and Price (7, 8) have overco11e the interference of iron
on chromiWII

ey using perc:l\loric acid in

and a nitrous oxide-acetylene

name.

the dissolution procedure

It was suggested that the use

of perchloric acid as the final medius has the advantage that it
causes the least interference of all other couon acids uu4.

'lbe aechanisa of interference of iron on chroaiua absorPtion have

been investi8ated

ey Roos

and Price (9). 'l'be;r suggested that the

controlling factors in the depression of chroaiua by iron were
p.rticle si11e and volatility, and the rate of evaporation of aerosol
p.rticles in fl.ue determined the overall :pattem of interference.
'l'be aspiration of chromilllll-iron solution would cause relatively

large dried particles in the fl.ue which, after reduction

ey

ths

flame gases, would consist of chromiua (boiling point 2480•c) in

less volatile matrix of iron tboiling point

Jooo•c).

Atomiation

of the chromium in the &1l:-acetylene flalle would therefore be
considerably impaired. In the nitrous oxide-acetylene flame (7),
this depression was not observed because the vaporization was
complete. Incomplete vsporization of particles in the flaae _,
•
tn
result~ noticeable departure froa proportionality between absorbance and concentration.
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The releasing effect of a..oniua chloride on chroaiua in the

presence of iron in an air-acet;rlens fl.ue hall also been investigated

117 Jlooe (10). He suggested that

chroaiua

117 &liiiiiOniua chloride

waa due

the releasing action on

to a distillation effect

rather than to changes in particle size caused b:T the rapid
volatilization of &lllllloniua chloride in the matrix. Partial
saturation of the &IIIIIIOniua chloride vapour (as it distilled froa
the clotlete) with chromiua and iron as chlorides would lead to
the enhancement of both of these elements, However, since the

concentration of iron in the clotlet waa greater than that of
chromiua, a IIIUch larger proportion of the chromiua actually
present in the particles would accom:pe.ey the auoniua chloride
during the distUlation. Under these conditions, enhancement of
chroaiua would be far greater than that of iron.

A 1111thod involving the use of an ah-e.cet.)'leDe f'lalle and•
incoporating B-hydroxyquinoline as a releasing agent to suppress
metallic interferences in the deterllination of chroaiua in steel
has been asCribed by Ottaway and Pradhan (11), Iron (IIl) was

completely removed under optimum and fuel-lean f1aae conditions,
but not under fuel-rich flame conditions. A complete oxidation of
S&lllple is necessary to convert iron (u) to iron (III), since
oxine (8-hydroxyquinoline in hydrochloric acid) does not remove
iron (ii). Oxine also enhances the signal from chromium, Addition
of &lllllloniua bifluoride (NH HF ) and sodiua sulphate to suppress
4 2
the diverse effects of elements on chromiua in the determination
of chromiua has also been recouended by Purushott&ll, Naidu and
Ia1 (12). Bifluoride forme complexes with so11te 1118tal lone such as
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iron (III) and tin (IV) and precipitates e&lci1.111, ugnesiua,
W-riua and lead, and thws, reducing the total ion content of
the S&lllple solution, Alllloniua bif'l.Uorlde, not onJ.7 suppresses
the interferences from foreign metals and metal ions but also

enhances the absorption of chrolliua. '!be use of h;JdroX)'lallilll!l
CD"CJHions
h;Jdrochloride (NH 0H.HCl) under fusl-rich fluae~in the detez2
aina.tion of chromiua in steel has been suggested by Pandey et,
al (13) in order to elimina.te the depressive effect of iron on

chromiua signal.

Fogg, Soleyanloo and Burns (14) have overcome the interference
of iron by III&Sking the iron with fluoride after extraction with
4-~~ethyl-2-pentanone 0

whereas. Donaldson (15) has oxidized

chroaiua (III) to chrolliua (VI) with eerie auoniua sulphate
before extracting it with cbloroforll contal ni 1110 tribenzyl••illl!l,

Green (16) has observed the effect of oxidation state in the
deteraination of chroaiua in perchloric acid aedia and ha
suggested that the addition of h;Jdrogen peroxide overcomes this
problem and ensures conversion of all chrolliua into chromium
(III) state. Creaser and Hargitt (17) have found that variation
in pH can cause a small but significant interfereiiCI!I when chromium
(VI) was deterained by an air-acetylene flame, The interference

fP.t-

-

is due to~CI:ilz. ~

ero42- + H+ equUibriua,

The signal of

chromium decreases as the pH of the solution increases, Thompeon
(18) has studied the effect of different oxidation states on the
shape of the calibration graphs of chromiua under various flame
conditions in the air-acetylene flame, The use of fuel-rich air-
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acetylene flame, optimised. for aximla chroai1111 sensitivity in
the deterlllination of chrollli1111 waa not recolllllended because the

ce.libration graph found Wlder theee conditions exhibited regions
near zero and. negative slope. The effect waa IIIUch aore pronounced
for chromiwa (III) th&n for chrolli1111 (VI) and it waa thought to
be caused by the kinetics of the reactions resulting in the formation of free chromiua atoms in highly reducing air-acetylene
flame.

Aggett and O'Brien (19 1 20) have stlulied the formation of chromillll
atou in an air-acetylene flame· froa seveml pure chromi1111 coapounda and. in the presence of matrix electrolytes. The .ajor
cause of differences in tbe atom fozation behaviour of the coapounda investi8a.ted waa tbe cheaical nature of the species

on droplet desolvation and. also the

118&11

fon~~ed

particle size. Botb of

these factors affect the rate at which subsequent therll&l. decoaposition takes place. In tbe presence Of

alkali IIIStsl

salts the

formation of chrolli1111 atoms in an air-acetylene flaae- is aodified
in different ways tbat depelld on the behaviour of the salt in the

fla.mes. Chloride and nitrate systems telld to reta.I:d atoa formation
in the lower J!egion of the flames because of the relatively low

volatility of the salts or their oxides. The chromiwa atom precursors are eventually released higher in the flame as much smaller
perticles than those formed in the absence of matrix. This leads
to enhancement of absorbance signal along the flame axis.

Nall, Brumhead and Whitham (.21) have described a scheme for the
deterllination of chromiwa in all types of steel by Using an air-
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acetylene flame, whereas Cobb, Foster and Ha.rriaon (22) have
determined chrollliWI in steel b7 using a nitrous oxide-acetylene
fl.alle. 'lbe nitrous oxide-acetylene fl.&lle eliaina.tea the interference of iron because of its high teaperature •. Price (2J) has
discussed dissolution methods in the anal;ysia of metals in steel.
A general method for the determination of all ele11enta of interest
in steel samples has also been described (24).

5.1. Basic Model for Dispersion

'Ibis chapter describes the determiiiation of chrollliWI in steel
in air-acetylene flame b7 using now injection sallple introduction a;ystea. 'lbe dispersion process in tM .caxri-.r atrsall
betlfeen the point of ll&llpl.e- injection and the detector is controllfMl,t. eoapea&t. for 'Uia -.trix interferences so that the

standards and sample solutions always experience the sa11e satrix
effects when the absorbance is sad&.

'lbe concentration-time relationship when a step change is made

in concentration from zero to

C: has been given in Chapter 4,

Section 4.2, page 112, and the concentration at the peak maximum,

C:• which occurs at a time equal to V/u is given b7
rf__ •
p

c8ID. [1 -

(5.1)

exp( -v ./v)]
J:

Equation (5.1) shows that i f volWie Vi of an analyte solution is
injected into a carrier stream containing water, the abaarilance
signal equivalent to concentration

c;

will be observed on the
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chart recorder of the spectroHter•

.5.1.1. Reagent Addi tiona Method

If the carrier streu contains a reagent of concentration

eR,
11

then, as the S&llple plug passes through the "iliing challlber",
the reagent concentration varies according to

CR

•

c:.exp(-ut/V)

(.5.2)

and the reagent concentration at the peak maxi1111111 is given bJ

(.5.J)

'lbe dispersion of the reagent, DR • is given b7

(.5.4)

'lhus 0 coabining equationa (4.4.) in Section 4.2 page llZ and (5.4)

DR •

D/(D- 1)

(.5 •.5)

Fro111 equationa (.5.4) and (.5 •.5)

(.5.6)

If a lll&trix co111ponent or an interlerent which gives a constant

depression on the ana1Jts (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1. ,page 115)
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is used as a rellf>ent in tbe carrier streu and i f the depressive
effect is constant at interferant to analyte

111&88

ratio, Hi/a'

and i f the IIIOSt concentrated standard used in the calibration
1a c~td •• then equation (5.6) can be generalized to

(5.7)

'lhus, the relation between dispersion and peak concentration

enables the minimum interferant concentration at the peak to be
calculated,

5.1.2. Analogue of Standard Additions Method

When a stend•-ni of concentration Catd, is injected into tbe
carrier atreu containing the

~

eleMnt at concentration

c:, the concantmtion at peak u.xbaa is the total contributions
froa the concentration of standard and the concentration of cazrier,

i.e.,

(5.8)

'lhe change in concentmtion, b. c, at peak maxiiiiWII is equal to

C - Cs, thus equation (5.8) becomes
P
m

(5.9)

1.50

'lhus, equation (.5,9) becomes

A plot of AC vsrsus Cetd, would ints:roept the cetd, sxis at
concentration c:. If abeorbance ie a linear function to concentration, then

(.5.10)

wbez:e t.A is the obeerved change in absorbance and k is the pro-

portionality constant relating absorbance and concentration.

If the concentration of a staM•rd, Cstd,, is lower than the con-

centration of the S&lllple carrier streaa, c:, then the change in
concentration or abeorbance ( f. A or t:. c) at peak IIIBXiiiWI, will be
negative, and if cstd:> c:, then f. A or AC will be positivs, and
also if Cstd. • c:, then AA or t:.C will be zero,

In order for the method to compensats for &rrf intsrference effect

in the sample, the dispersion IIIUSt be designed so that intsrference

effects in the sample stream operatss to the same extant on the
injected standard as it does the sample,

If the concentration of top standard used in the calibration is

c~td,, combining equations for dispersion, (.5.4), (.5 •.5) and (,5.8),
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(.5.11)

'lhus the concentration of interferent

c;

at tbe peak axi1111111 IIIUSt

be

(.5.12)

and, from eqU&tions (.5 • .5) and (,5.6), the miniiiWI concentration of

interferent in the sample carrier streu can be calculated as

(.5.1J)

,5.2. Apparatus• Standards and Reagents

a) Apparatua

An Altex type 201-2.5 8 port injection val'nl with 'blo external

S&lllple loops (manually operated).
AGilson minipuls 2 peristaltic pump.
Anachem PTFE 0.,58 mm internal diameter tubing as the basis for

flow injection manifolds.
Connectors.
A Shandon Southern AJJOO Atomic Absorption Spectrometer.
A Recorder.

b) Standards and Reagents

Chromium (III) st&nd.ards were prepa.red by dilution of 1000 PPII

1.52

stock solution (BDH Chemicals Liaited).
Iron (III) solution was prepared by diesolving Ule appropriate
111110unt of high-pn-i.t7 iron granules (British Chellicals Sta.rvl•rd

149/'J) in ~hloric and nitric acids (21).
l(ydrochloric ('J~) 1 nitric ( ~) and sulphuric ( 98:') acids froa
BDH Chemicals Lilli ted.

Hlosphoric (6o;C) and perchloric (7o;C) acids froa Fisons Chellicals
Limited.

'lhe flame conditions and the

now

injection parameters used in Ule

dsterllination of chromiua in steal were as followsa

now. rate • 8.2 l/llin.
Acetylene now rate • 4.9 1/llin.

Air

I&llp current •

6

Burner height •

4.2 unit.

IIA.

Monochromator band pua •
Wave length •

0.18 na.

351.9 na.

Pumping rate • 5.95 al/llin.
'lUbe length

•

200 cm.

Volume of injection •

50 Jil•

For the standard additions method the carrier stream was the
sample solution containing the necessa:ry 111110unt of iron and for
the reagent additions method the carrier was an iron solution.

15J
.5.3. Procedure

In the prelimin&ey" studies, the optiiiiUII

naae conditioiiiS were

obtained according to the instruction manual and tbe pwaping
:rate, tube length and volwae injected were varied to give the
appropriate dispersion {see Chapter 2).

In the studies of interferences of iron and acidity, increasing

amount of iron or acids or both were added into a fixed concentration of chrollliWI. For the study of the effect of fuel-oxidant
mtio, the acetylene flow rate was varied fro• 4.0 1/llin to .5• .5
1/lllin in the presence and absence of iron.

Four types of mixture of acids were investigated in the dissolution
of steel B&llples, i.e., a llixture of lhosphoric-aulpburic-nitric
acids (1), a mixture of ~hloric-nitric-percbloric acids (7),
\

a 11ixture of sulphuric-nitric-hJdrofiuoric acids (15) and a llixture
of hydrochloric-nitric acids (21). '!be dissolution procedure by
Na.ll et. al (21) was chosen for the deteraination of chrolliWl in
this work because of its simplicity and suitability for the steels
under investigation.

'lhe absorbance measurements were made by injection of a series of

!IJ )11 of standards into the sample carrier stream containing the
appropriate amount of iron (to give a constant depression on the
chromiWI signal). In the reagent additions method, standards and
S&lllple were injected into a water carrier containing the appropriate amount of iron.
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A dispersion of 4 was obtained when

50 p.1 of suple was injected

into the carrier streu at tube length of 200 ea.

5,3,1. Disso1ution frocedure for British Chemicals Stamards
S&mples ( BCS)

Weight of sample useda BCS 220/2, 241/2 and 261/1 •

BCS 251/1 •

0.2 gram,

BCS 2.54/1 •

0,4 gram,

BCS

255/1 • 0,5

0,1 gr&lll,

gram,

10 1111 of hydrochloric (sp, gr, 1,18} and 5 Ill of nitric (sp.gr,
1.42) acids were transferred to a 2.50 Ill Pl'FE beaker containing
the suple. 'lbe beaker, covered with PrFE cover, was heated
gently on a hot plate for 30 to 45 llinutea, until about 5 1111 of
the solution was left. Another 10 Ill of IQ'drochloric acid was . ·

added to the beaker and heated for another 30 to 45 ainutes,
'llle solution was cooled and was then transferred into a volumetric

flask. For BCS 220/2 and BCS241/2 1 the solution was transferred
to a .500 1111 volumetric flask containing sufficient uount of
iron so that the final solution contained .500 ppm. For BCS 261/1,
the solution was transferred to lOO ml volumetric flask, diluted

with tridistilled water to mark, pipetted 1 a

25 1111 aliquot was

transferred to a SOO m1 volumetric flask containing sufficient
iron so that the final solution contained 500 ppm. For BCS 251/1,
2.54/1 and 255/1, the solution was transferred quantitatively into
a 100 ml volumetric flask and made up to volume.

--------
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For the reagent additions method, the blank solution 111111

pre~d

in the same manner as the saaple containing the appropriate &IIOunt

of iron in the final volUIIIe. Since there w1111 sufficient amount of
iron in the blank carrier streaJII to give a constant depression, all
Gt

the samples were prepared b:T diluting them with tridistilled

water to volume without the addition of external iron solution,
1111 in the analogue of standard additions method.

A series of standard of ), 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 ppm of chromium
solution 111111 prepared from 1000 Plll chrolllic nitrate stock solution
in lM nitric acid,

b:T diluting it wi t.h tridistilled wa tar in 100

I'll

volumetric flask to the necessar.r concentrations.

5.).2. Absorbance Me118Uie118nta

In standard additions method, sta!ldArda were injected iJito the

sample carrier stream and. the changes in absorbance between the
sample and the standards were plotted against the concentration of
the standards. 'The chrolllium content of the suple w1111 obtained
when the change in absorbance was zero, i.e., at the intercept
on the standard concentration axis.

In the reagent additions method, a series of standards and sample

were injected fnto the blank carrier solution containing the
appropriate amount of iron. 'The normal calibration graph was
plotted and the chromiwa content of the sample was obtained by
interpolation.
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5.3.3. C&lcnlntions of Re•ent for St&ndard Additions and Reae;ent
Additions Methods•

The minimWII

111&SS

iron to chrolliwa ratio which was necessal'J to

give a constant depression, Ri/a' was found to be 30 to 1 as
shown in Figure 5.1. 'lbe top standard used in the calibration
sequence was 21.0 ppm, and the concentration of the chromiWII in
the sample was expected to be about 10 PPJI•

For standard additions method, equation (5.13) applies,,i.e.a

c! •

Ri/a [ c~td. /(D - 1) +

-

30 [ 21/(4 - 1) + 10] -

c:]
3o(7 + 10)

-

510 pp.

'llle miniiiWII concentration of iron needed in the saaple carrier

streu to give a constant depression is 510

p~. 'lbus

the

500

ppm of iron added to the 8&111ple carrier solution was more than
enough because there was alwa:ys so1118 iron alread7 present in the
S8111ple itself,

For the reagent additions method, equation (5.7) applies, i.e.a

•

30

X

21/(4- 1) •

210 PPJI•

lhus, the miniDIWII concentration of iron nseded in the blank

Absorbance, A

o.40

0.10

200

400

6oo

800

1000

1200

1400

2200
2000
1800
Concentration of iron added, PlD•
1600

Fie;ure 5.1. 'lbe effects of iron on the absorbance of a 10 P1D chromiUIII solution. (X) fuel-

lean flame. {A) fuel-rich flaae.
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cariier stream to give a constant depression is 210 PPII•
5.4. Results and Discussion
By using a perist&ltic pump at the appropriate pumping rate, the

aspiration rate to the flame was greatly improved and could be
'

varied very easily to give maxiiiiWII chrollliWI sensitivity, When a
e.
deu;:iWII lamp was used for determining background correction,

no sign of scattered light or molecular absorption was observed
in the sample,

Figure

5.1 shows

the degree of depression of iron on chrollliua

signal increases sharply as the uount of iron was added and
levels off at 30tl mass iron to chroaiua ratio. The depressive
effect was more significant in fuel-rich f'l.&lla tmn in fuel-lean
air-acetylene flame,

'lbe effects of hydrochloric and nitric acids in the presence and
absence of iron can be seen in Figure 5.2. In the absence of iron
both acids had little effects on chromiWII signal, This little
effect is probably due to the change in viscosity or surface
tension of the solution. On the contrary, in the presence of iron,
chromiWII signals in hydrochloric and nitric acids were severely
depressed, but the extent of the depression in each llll!diWII was not
the same. The releasing effect of chloride was observed in hydrochloric acid mediWII, whereas, a complete depression was observed
in nitric acid mediWII. Depending on various other factors, such as
in the presence or absence of diverse cations or anions, different

Figure

5.2. 'lbe effects of acids on

the absorbance of a 10 ppm chromium solution in

the presence and absence of iron. ()() chromium in ni trio acid and (A.)
chromium in hydrochloric acid in the absence of iron, (0) chromium
Absorbance, A

0.60

in hydrochloric acid and (a) chromium in nitric acid in the presence of

1000 p];a iron.

0.10

o . o o ' - - - - - - l . . . - - - _ J L _ __ _ __J__ _ __L_ _ _____J
1.0

2.0

).0

4.0
Concentration of acids, Molar.

5.0
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acids give different effects on chromium signal •

Figure

5.:3 shows

.

the effects of fuel-oxidant ratio

on chrolllium

signal. The chromiUDt signal was severel:y depressed under fuellean but not so severely under fuel-rich air-acetylene flames.
The optiMU!II fuel flow for the dstemination of chromiUDt was at

4.9 1/min which was slightly fuel-rich flame. It was found that
in the presence of large &JIIount of iron, a cut-Dffpoint was
observed at this fUel flow. This odd behaviour of chromium has
been discussed by 'lbompson (18) and is thought to be caused by
the kinetics of the reaction or mactions msul ting in th! fo:t'll-

ation of free chrollliUDt atoJIIS in highlJ reducing air-acet:ylene
flalles.

In finding the most sui table 11ethod of dissolution of steel

S&lllple with less interfemnces froa acids,

~e

mixture of

}\ydrochloric-nitric acids was found to be satisfactor:y because
'

of its simplici t:y, spsed and sui tabili t:y for the S&lllples under
investigation. 'lbe other three mixture of acids either needed
extra precautions in handling them or needed further treatment
to complete the dissolution procedure. 'lbe presence of sll&ll
amount of undissolved silica did not affect the result obtained.
'lhis was proved by filtering the undissolved materials and
treating them with hydrofluoric acid. 'lbe results obtained
suggest that this extra procedure was unnecessary (see Table 5.1).

Typical examples of signal observed and the calibration graph in
the flow injection analogue of the standard additions method are

Figure

Absorbance, A

5.3. Effects of fuel-oxidant ratio. (X) 10 PID chromium, (.A) 10 PID chromi\111
and 160 PID iron, (o) 10 PID chromium and 660 PID iron and (D) 10 PID

o.6o

chromium and 1160 PID iron.
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shown in J'igure ,5.4 and Figure .5 •.5. The results obtained for a
IIU!Iber of of B<5 Steels containing froa

0.1~

to

17.~

of

chroaiua is shown in Table .5.2. Additional iron was added to
the first three saaples to achieve the necessaey JOal irona

chroaiua

III&SS

retio to give the IIIILXillllla interference effect

on all the standards 1n the calibration sequence. In the experiments described here the saaple solutions were diluted so
that the chromium concentration was about 10 ppm and sufficient
iron (Ill) solution added so that the final solution contained
an additional 500 ppm iron. This together with the iron already
present in the saaples was considered to provide an adequate
'safetJ margin'. As can be seen froa figure 5.5, satisfactory
results could have been obtained if the 1.5 ppa standard were
considered the 'top' standard and so, in fact there vas a considerable safetJ -.rgin. 'Die other three saaples contained a auch
higher ratio of iron to chroaiua and thus the dispersion could
be decreased while still achieving the nscessaey axi11111a depres-

sive effect. 'lbe effect of a change in top standard or sample
concentrations on the concentration of interferent necessary for
the successful application of the standard additions method can
thus readily be calculsted. Siailar calcullltions can be perfomed

for other interfering components of the solutions. In this study,
it vas necessary to ensure that the effects due to the hydrochloric

and nitric acids used in the dissolution procedure (see Figure
,5.2) were taken into account when the final acidi t:r of the saaple

solutions was considered.

Figure

0.40

5.4.

Typical chart recording for the flow injection

standard additions method. 'lbe steel Balllple

contained about 10 ppn chromiUIII and the injected
O.JO

standards covered the range o-21 ppa in J PPII
increments.

0.20

0.10

AA

0,00

•1

min.

I

-0.10
Tube length • 2.3 cm.

-0.20

Flow rate •

5.95

ml/min.

VolUIIle injected • SO Jll•
-O,JO
Scan

.....................------------------------------------Absorbance, A

o.4o

O.JO

0.20

0.10

J,O
Concentration of chromium, ppn.
-o.lO

Figure

5.5.

A typical calibration plot for the flow injection
standard additions method (AA, change absorbance

vs. Cstd., concentration of standard), 'lbe sample

concentration,

c:,

on the Cstd, axis.

is obtained from

the intercept
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In theory the equation could be used to calculate the dispersion

necessa:cy for the 111ethod to work for given values of the other
puueters. Rearrangeunt of equation (5.13) givesa-

(5.14)

'lbe value of D,

bJ definition, cannot be less than 1, so it is

immediately apparent that there· is a lower lilllit for c! (equal
to c!.Ri/a) for successful application of the method. However,
as c! approaches this lilli t the value of D required becoaes very
large and there are two practical difficulties associated with

large values of D. Firstly,

ibe

sensitivity, i.e. the slope of

the calibration plot, is inversely proportional to D and thus

as D increases, seneitivity decreases and the uncertainty in
the interpolated value at /1A • 0 (see Figure 5.5) increases,

EventuallJ, of course, at large values of D,

AA becoes in-

distinguishable froa the noise on the signal.

The second problea concerne the

W&T in which dispersion is in-

creased. If D is increased bJ increasing the length of tubing
between injector and nebuliser then the peak is broadened and
thue the tiDIB between injections JIIUSt be increased to avoid

carry-over, and cross contalllination. If D is increased bJ
decreasing the volume injected then precision becoll!es a problem
as small changes in the volume injected cause large changes in
the value of D (see Figure 2.11, Chapter 2, page 67). There is
also a miniDIUII volUIIIe which can be injected due to the mode of
construction of the injection valve. There are thus a number of

Table ,5.1.

Reaulta for

~is

of British Cheaical Standard

Steela 'bf treating with

~nuorlc
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sc1d for coaplete

dissolution 'bf the F1011 Injection Standard Additions
Mllthod.

'

~

Certified value, :C

Saaple

Chroalua folllld,

BCS 22.0/2

.5.12, ,5.14, ,5.16

,5.12

BCS 261/1

17.4, 17.6, 17 • .5

17.4

Table ,5.2.

Results for an&l1'eis of British Cheaical Standard
Steela 'bf the Flow Injection Standard Additions Method.

ChrolliUDI folllld, :C

Saaple

±. 0.1•

Certified value, :C

n

BCS 241/2

s.JI+ ±. o.02

s.Js

s
s

BCS 220/2

,5.1)

±. 0.02

,5.12

5

BCS 25!/1

0.51

±. 0.0)
0.27 ±. 0.01
0.19 ±. 0.0)

0.51

2

0.27

'l

0.19

'l

BCS 261/1

BCS 2!P/l
BCS 2.55/1

•'lhe terliB

'±.'

17.4

17.4

indicate the 9!Z' confidence lillite about the

118&11

for two to five replicate analyses.

Table 5.3. Results for analysis of British Cheaical Standard
Steels by the Flow Injection Reagent Additions Method.
'

Sample
BCS 261/1

ChrolliWII found, ~
17.4

±. 0.1

Certified value, :C

'Yl

17.4

5

BCS 241/2

s.JI+ ±. o. 01

5.35

5

BCS 220/2

5.12

±. o.o6

5.12

5
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practical restrictions on an upper value of D and so it appears
ssnsible to select D with due regard to sensitiviqo, peak width
and precision and then to calculate the concentration of inter-

ferent required froa equation (,5.1)). 'lbis 8'1 ean that interferent has to be added to saaples, if ths concentration is not
high enough, as vas done in three of the saaples described here.

Table
for

s.J

shove the results obtained 111 reagent additions llethod

com:~;arison

with standard additions method. A dispersion of

4 vas used and thus the concentration of iron added to the carrier

was 210 PPII or greater.

Rea.rrange~~ent

of equation (.5.7) ginsa•

(.5.1.5)

'lhus, the value of D cannot be less tlw.n 1, and as

c:

approaches

zero the value of D becoiiSs very large, and the· same difficulties associated with 1a%ge values of D occur.

j.,5. Conclusion

There are several advantages in using reagent additions and
analogue of standard additions in flow injection-atollic absorption techniques. In both methods, the standard and S&llple solutions are

al~

in the

S&liiS ~~atrix

effects before the absorbance
c.onCU\vc.1:\o"
llfl&Surell8nts are made. 'lbe calculation of unknawnk111 interpolAtion is an advantage over norll&l standard additions IIBthod which

•
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uses a less accurate extrapolation technique, 'nlese aethoda also
reduce the lll&llipulation of voluaetric glassware and thus, increase
the speed of operation &nd reduce the &IIOWlt of S&llple, standards
and reagents used,

Ttro conditions deteraine the success of these Mthoda, i.e.,

i) 'l'he correct dispereion IIUSt be used for the S&llple &nd the
standards with dus reg&Zd to sensitiviocy, peak width (or peak
height) and precision.

11) 'l'he easure1111nt DIUSt be ads on the plateau of the plot of
the interfering ele1111nt (see Figure ,5.1) 0 i.e., the carrier

111111t allf81S contains enough amount of interfering eleaent
or eleaente in order to give a constant depression for all
the •hnd•rd &nd the suple solutions,

'lhat the firet condition is obtained can be deterained froa the
s!Bpe of the celibration graph1 i f insufficient dispereion is
used, a slightly S shape calibration graph is obtained,

Several minor probleu are observed in these methods, i.e.,
uncertainocy in determining the absorbance of the chrolliWI S&llple
in the standard additions method because of noise levels, a blank

solution with the appropriate uount of interfering eleent JIUSt
be used as carrier streu in the reagent additions method and

measureunte are always JBde in the presence of interferences,
thus, decreasing the sensitiviocy of the chrolliWI signal.
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!'!!tpter 6

!511!JIS

Of

CALIBRATIO!

6. In\r!!duotiop

'1be aiM or this chapter is

to deao:aatrate

Be'ftral

•tll!!da or

co:aatruotiD« calibration gra:pba for e'l&l.uation or 1l1lkrunm conoentratiODSof ll&llple 'b,r now injection •thode and to diecaaa
tbl ctaracterletiee of each of tbe calibration graph in atoaio

abeorptiOD epactt'OII9t1'7· '1be usefUl r1J16e or tbe grapbe aDd tbeir
lllli:tatio:aa are aleo cUIICUBII8d •

.AccordiD« to :Beer's Iaw tbe a'baorbuae of u a'baorbilts spaoiea
1e proportioD&l to ita

~ntration

and this

'bf a straight lille 1 on a oallbration graltl 1

C&D

be :representee!

tbroagb a earl• of

abeorbuce 1 conoentrati011 poillte. AeaaiD« tbe calibration ie
linear between tbe origill aDd tbe alleorbe.Dce-coDCentration poillta
of et&lldarde, tbe OOIICBntration of aD 1IJIJalown solution

C&D

be

o'bta.iDad. froa tbe calibrati011 graph bJ illterpolatiOD. Often tbe
linear relationehip between tbe abeorkllce and tbe coDCentratiOD
1e

ODl7

true at low abeor'b&llce nl.u1111 and denatio:aa froa l1nearl't7

towards the CODCentretion axie are 1l81l&l.l7 apparent ae the

abeorbance inc:reaeee. '1be :reaeon for tbe non-liM&ri 't7 of tbeee
calibration graphs taw been diecueeed in eo. textbooks (e.g.,
1, 2). 'lbie graphical cunature 111111t be accouodated either by

:reduciU« tbl CODCentratiOD range being studied or bJ resorting

to electronic

E&DS

of coapaneation.

'
I

'

1'7)

C:.Diral~,

the unknovn coDCentration of an

111 three technique& in MS. 'Dieaa are

&D&l7te cube dete:ndned

the et.aDdard wortiag curnt

Mthod, the standard ad41tiona •thod an4 the intel'll&l etaDdarda
Mtbod. 'l'ba laet of theM •tbc4a la ueed 110re

eaieeion

~le

frequn~

in

becauae of the difficultJ of MUUriDg aore tban

cae ele•nt at a ti• 111 absorption.

6.1. Stand&rd Working Cgm M!tbo4

'lhe - t oo-n technique for quanti tati'n

&Da~ia

is to oon-

stract a standard workiag curnt uiag knolm &IIOUDte of the deaired
ele•nt in a solution with a siailar ooapoaition to the unlmown. It
la oritioal U..t the coapoaition or the •trix of the et&Ddarda be

u oloae u poeaible to that of the unknown, becauae different
aolutioua baTe different tJpes of interferences that affect the
abecr'bance.

If absorbance le a linear function of ooDCentration, the geDeral

fora of the equation of a straight llDI le represented u

llbere A is the absorbance at concentration

c, •

is the slope of

the calibration an4 b is the intercept on the abeorbance axis
11oiL
due to~laru<. Idllal~, the calibration line :passes through the

origin and fol101111 the equation of A •

.c,

but beoauea of the

existence of unoartaintiH in the poiDta aloDC the calibration
cane, caused

111 s:rate•tic an4

randca errors an4 alao there

-.:r

be a aipificant bl&Dit absorbance, the first equation is aora
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Asterdenboe (J) has augpeted tbat aeftral statistical co!lditiona
ban to be fulfilled firat in order to pt accurate nnlte froa a
calibration

curft.

'lbe precision of the concentration ftl.uee

1111ch better than the precision of the

~~eaaureaent

ftl.uee. Values fou!ld for the abeorbanoa for
at the -

11&11

of the abeorbance

~arallel

dateTilinationa

concentration ftl.ue b&Ye a Ganaaian distribution. 'lbe

ata!ldard deYiation of the IIB&BUTed absorbance Yaluea IIWit be the
B&M

for the whole r&n«e of concentration Yalues coYBrad 117 the

calibration

cuTYB,

i.e., the ata!ldard deYiation of the abeorbanoe

aboul4 be i!ldependent of concentration. '1'he influence of the

distribution of calibration III&IIUJ'ellente O'ftr the concentration
r&DPo the location of the concentration of the ll&llple within

thia range aDd the muiber of replicate ll&llple -'III'Bllente b&ft
alao been diacueaed aDd conaidered UDder certain co!lditiona (4) •.

'lhe non-linearlt;r of tJpical calibration plote for atollic abeoxvtion
apectro~~etera

aDd the possible biaa iDYOlftd in drawing a BIIOOth

earn through the calibration points leada to significant errors
in esti•tion of the aet&l content of teat solution. A eiaple

mmerical llethod for eYBlnation of data froa AJ.B which

&UUlleB

an

exponential relationahip between absorption reading aDd concentration
IBs been described 117 Andrews aDd Jontt (.5). 'lbe exponential

expreaaion for the calibration

A • A• [1- exp(-BC)]

CUTYB

waa giYBn as

1

.
llbere A is the absorption reading of a solution with •tal concentration C, A•ia a paTIIlleter baYing the di~~enaion of A, and.
B ia a paraaeter haYiug the innrae

di~~enaion

of

c.

'lbis expression

can be linearized for fitting to a aet of data to fi!ld the eatiatora

------------

--
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of the paraMtere in the equation. Criteria for the goodnlllll of
fit between equation and the data were cliscuased,

Ha~ and O'Hanr (6) S'ft used-

simultaneous multielement

atoaio absorption with a continua source to exteDil the liM&rl V
of the calibn.tion cunes in

high~

concentratioM, 'lbe

adftntage of a continuua source when Ulllld with a wa'ntlength

dulation technique is that absorption M&aureMnte can be Jl8de
at a series of wanlellgthe at selected distances :f'roa the centre
of the line profile. A tecbnique for an exteMion of calibn.tion
curres

'bT

ueiD« the Zee.an effect haa been described

and StePblna

(?).

b7 Veinot

By applying a magnetic field to the light source

and by increasing its strength the upper limit of the calibration
curve may be extended without moving the spectrometer off the
optimum resonance line. This technique is of potential value in
extending the working range of AAS especially for instruments
employing the Zeeman effect for background correction.

Mluldel and Lii!Dig (8) ban studied a basis

for judging the

reliabilit,' of the slope, intercept and aq value derind froa
the calibration line

b7 using the method of joint confidence

regions. The point& for slope and intercept were obtained by
least squares method and the joint confidence region was constructed

bJ using these points and some other qll&llti ties in the eqaa.tion
of ellipse.

1?6
Aarena (9) has suggested that the efi'ect or the number and
&n'allge1111nt or the ca.libration stsnd&rda in experiments, known
as the experillental. design, on the calibration graib influenced
the precision with which the pe.rueters of the ca.libration line

can be

esti~~~&ted,

A general theoretica.l approach or the experimental

design has been developed and applied in a variety or si tuationa
which involved the conatruction or a calibration grapn over a
finite range of concentration. 'nle optimised design would have
the most benefit where only a limited number of stsnd&rda was

poasible or desirable. The precision obtsined

b7 using this design

would becou less and less as the nuaber or calibration stsnd&rds
increased,

Schllartz (10) has described that in a linear calibration curve,
the unknown value of the analyte, Xi' can be ca.lculated froa the

equation Xi • i + ty;- j)/b, where i and

1 are

the averages or

xi and yi respectively, b is the slope and Yi is the

measure~~ent

response rroa the analyte. Methods or estill&ting confidence liaits
associated with xi in linear and non-linear calibration curves
have also been described (10).

Some factors affecting the shape of analytical curves in AAS have
been discussed in detsiled

b7 Rubeska

and svoboda (11), Factors

related to properties of spectral linessuch as the hypertine
structure or the line, the ratio or the absorption and emission
line widths and the resoll&llCe line broadening and line shift in
the absorbing medium have been considered. An empirical equation
expressing the analytical curves for different ratios or eaission
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line width to absorption line width has also been given. Soae
factors causing the bending of the analytical curves in atollic
emission flaJie spectroaetl'1 such as self-absorption, ionization,
coapound

fo~tion,

variation in solution now rate and atolli-

zation efficiency,entrance optics and the effect of measuring
spectral line llllltiplete, have been described bJ Vickers, Rellington
and Winefordner (12). De Galan and Samaey (lJ) have proved theo-

retically and demonstrated experimentally that the atomic absorption analytical curves would be bent towards the concentration
axis if mora than one spectral line emitted bJ the source of
radiation falls within the spectral bandwidth of the instrument,
unless all radiation is absorbed in the flaJie to exactly the sue
extent, Incoaplete volatiliu.tion which
teaperature

-r also

-r 6e due~

' the flaJie

lead to the bending of the anal.ytical curve ( lJ).

'1he effect was aore significant in the presence of ilnterferlng ions

in the S&llple matrix or if the concentrated analyte solutiona

were eaployed (lJ), A reduction of fl.ue path-length bJ rotation
of the burner head in flaae AAS has also affected the linear range
of the analytical curve ( 14}. Rotation of the burner

, may

increase the linear range at the upper end of the curve and II&Y
also increase the linear range at the lower end of the analytical
curve (14).

Van Dalen and De Galan (15) have proposed the fo:nnulation of
anal.ytical procedures involving flallle AAS that tske account of the
sensitivity, precision and shape of the analytical calibration

graph. It has been suggested that the analytical procedure should
not be limited to the linear portion of the calibration grsph, but
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rather to the useful concentration range that was derived froa the
the acceptable precision (lS). General procedures for measuring and

maximizing precision in calibration graph analysis based on confidences-t:ati ~f/cS
band
-/have been presented (16, 17, 18). In calibration graph
analyses, confidence bands around both the sample signal and the
calibration graph can blr calculated to yield a confidence band around
the predicted concentration and to estimate tha precision of the sample
analysis.

Butler (19) has discussed the iaportance of analytical range and has
•
proposed that it be defined in tel'IIB of the best precision of measurement obtained over a concentration range multiplied b.1 a factor acceptable to the anal1'at. The factor causinc a decrease in precision of'

•aaurement at lower and higher concentration ranges with respect to
MS and AES using inductively coupled plas11111. source has also been
discussed (19).

Kateman (20) recently has sUIIIII&rlzed soae new developments and
modifications of well-known calibration techniques in analytical
were.
chelllistry. 'l'be three main lines of development A in statistical
methods, in mathematical treatment and in hardware for correction of
interference effects.

'lhe calibration b,Tlinear regression and

b.1 calculation of the slope

and intercept from the means of replicates blanks and top standards
has been discussed

b.1 Hilton et. al (21). The rectilinear range

has

been described as the range of concentration over which the slope
and intercept of a calibration line were not significantly different
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for the two methods at the required confidence level.

6.1.1. Least-souares Method (22)

If there are n J;aire of data(<;_,~), (c2 ,

Az)• ........ (en,

An)•

where C is the concentration of the analyte and A is the absorbance
1118asurement, and there is a linear relationship between the concentration of the analyte and the absorbance measurement, the equation
of the calibration line will be in the for11

(6.1)

A•mC+b
where

11

is the slope and b is the intercept on the absorbance

axis. a is calculated from the equation
•

-~ci --C)

(Ai -

A)/~Ci

- c)

2

(6.2)

where C and A are the meana of the Ci and Ai data respectively.
Intercept b, can be calculated froa equation b • X - m~, where
has been found, Substituting

I- .C

11

for b in equation (6.1), gives

the equation of the line as

A-

A-

m(c -

c)

(6,J)

Datailed discussion of the calculation of the best straight line

bJ the method of least squares has been given by York (23),
Wentworth (24, 25) and Pattengill and Sands (26),

6.2. Standard Additions Method

In the standard additions method, known amounte of the element of
interest are added to the sample analyte and the increase in
signal is measured. Each solution is diluted to the same total
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volUllle and should have the sa• final composition (except for

analyte concentration).

If the absorbance is linearly related to

concentration and if the concentration of unknown is ex and the
concentration of added standard is Cs' then,
C/(Cx + Cs) • A/Ax+s' and Cx • Ax.cJ(Ax+s - Ax)

(6.4)

where Ax and Ax+s are ths absorbancesof ths unknown and the
unknown plus standard respectively. Alternatively, a series of
standard additions can be made and a calibration graph can be
constructed to find the concentration of unknown. 'l'he unknown
concentration can be obtained at the intercept of the extrapolation
line at ths concentration axis, i.e., when AJC+s

~

0, equation

(6.4) becoes ex • -cs.

Although the main advantage of the standard additions JDethod is
that the 1111.trlx reui.ns constant for all S&llples and standards,
the accurac1 of an extrapolation method is never as good as an

interpolation method because ths val.us found JD&Y be be well include
background and scatter signals.

A statistical approach on the evaluation of the standard additions
method in AAS using linear regression &nal18is has been discussed

b7 TiD, Diehl

and Ha.rbach (27, 28). Franke, de Zeeuw and Hakkert

(29) have evaluated and optimised the standard additions method
for AAS based on the assUlllption of the equality of ths coefficients
of variation rather than ths equalit7 of the variance. The optiDIWII
can be obtained by applying a single addition of the largest
possible concentration of standard within the linear range of ths
response concentration curve (29). An approxim&tion to ths experi-

••

pret-1Siot>
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mental error of the standard additions aethOd based on linear least
squares regression has been presented

'111 Larsen et, al (30),

Several possible variations with linsar and non-linsar response
instruments for the standard additions 11111thod procedure have been
presented by Bader ( 31), Among the varla tions presented were
continuous variation of standard at constant total volUllle,
continuous variation of. unknown at constant total vo1Ullle 1 continuous variation of both unknown and standard at constant total
volUllle, variation of volUllle of single addition of standard and
variation of total volwae with continuous variation of standard,

6,J, Internal St&ndards Method

In the intei'Illll standards Mthod 1 the raticp of the abeorbance for
the known lllixturea of the internal standard ele11111nt C and anal;rte,
8

C , are measured to construct a standard curve. 'lbe concentration
X

of the unknown can be obtained fro• the calibration curve when the

amount of intei'Illll standard added, C8 , to an unknown sample ia

known.

Absorbance ratio in standard mixture

-

Concentration ratio in standard mixture

Absorbance ratio in unknown
Concentration ratio in unknown

or

or

(6.5)
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Internal standardization is norally used to cornet for variations
in nebulizer perforance and fl.ue characteristics. A detailed

study on the selection of an illternal standard in

name

AAS has

been described by Takada and N&llano (:32).

6.4.

Flow Iniection Analo.sue of the Standard Additions Method

'lbls method is used in conjunction with now injection analysis,
where standarde are injected in sequence into the sample carrier
streu (see Chapter :3, Section ).6, llB88 101, Chapter 4, Section
4.1, page 111 and Chapter S, Section 5.1.2). 'lbe concentration
of the injected standard at the peak axiiiiiJl is given by

r:ftd•
p

(6.6)

and the concentration of the &n&lyte in the sa.aple carrier streu

at tM ·peak

IIIIIXiEa is given by

(6.7)

where

cstd.

is the concentration of the standard,

c:

is the con-

centration of the &nalyte in the sample carrier stream, Vi is
the volume injected and V is the volume of the eypothetic&l

llixing chamber.

'lbus, the concentration &t peak maximum is obtained by combining

eqU&tions (6.6) and (6.7) to give

18J
(6.8)

'lhe change in concentration at peak JI&XiliUil, AC, .la given u
B

cp - c.. 'l'herefore.

(6.9)

AC •

D-1 (Catd, - C8 )

(6.10)

•
If absorbance is a linear function of concentration, then,
equation (6.10) becoMe

AA •

(Jr/D)(astd• - C8 )

If c8 td') c 8

••

then

(6.11)

•

Ac)

o

• if c

8

td'( c 8

••

AC

(o

• and if catd.

• c8

••

lt.C • O, 'lhua, a szajb of AC vereua Catd. will intercept

the Catd. axis at c:.

Since the normal use of standard additions method in AAS is to
compensate for interference effects in the sample, in the

now

injection method, the dispersion must be designed so that the
interference effects in the suple stream operate to the appropriate
extent on the injected standards. This can be achieved by cal•
culating the amount of reagent or interferent needed to give a
constant depression to the

~ts

in the sample and in the standard
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(usually top standard) for a chosen dispersion. 'nle relationship
between the relevant parueters for this calculation has been
given in Chapter 5, Section 5.1.2, pege 11f.9, 'lhe

Ul!ll!l

of this method

of calibration was applied successfully in the determination of
calciUII in iron ores (see Chapter 4) and in the determination of
chromiWI in steels (see Chapter 5).

Figure 6,1 and 6.2 show typical peaks observed in the flow injection
analogue of the standard additions method and its associated calibration graph. 'nle concentration of the analyte of the suple is
found fro• the intercept on the concentration axis.

'nle advantages of this aethod have been discussed in Chapter 4 and

Chapter

5.

6,5, Variable Dispersion !'1elibration Met.hod

As pre'lioua}7 mentiont&1dispersion is defined as the ratio of the

concentration of injected anal7te to the concentration of the
peak lii&Xillllll, and, the dispersion may be varied either

bJ' changing

the tube dimensions (i.e., tube length and tube diameter) or

bJ'

changing the volume injected. Although dispersion li!AY also be
varied bJ' changing the pumping rate of the carrier, this is not
reco~~~~~ended

for AJ.S because the performance of the atomic absorp-

tion instrument depends on the aspiration rate of the nebuliser,
Increasing the dispersion bJ' changing the tube dimensions may
reduce the speed of analysis as it requires alteration of the length
or the diameter of the tube in the flow injection system, Changing

0.10

AA

0.00

1 min.
-0.10

Scan
Tube length • 200 cm.

-0.20

Flow rate -

5.95

ml/min,

Volume injected • 50 Jll•

Figure 6.1. Typical chart recording for the now injection standard
addi tione method. The sample contained about 10 ppm chromium
and the injected standards covered the range Q-18 ppm in J

ppm increments.

Absorbance, A

o.o6
o.o4

o.oz

).0

6.0

18.0
12.0
Concentration of Chromium, ppm.

-o.oz
-o.o4

Figure 6.2. A typical calibration plot for the flow injection

standard additions method (AA, change absorbance

-o.o6

vs. Cstd., concentration of st&nda.rd). 'lbe B&lllple
concentration,

c:,

atd
on the C • axis.

-o.oa
-0.10

is obtained from the intercept
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the volume injected is a simple W&'f of V&I7ing the dispersion
and allows the speed of

~is

to be •intained in the now

injection tscbniquea. Another advantage of changing the voluae
injected la that it can be used to construct a calibration curve
from a single concentration of standard. 'l'hia idea of injecting

variable volume at constant concentration has been used by Serbeck
et. a1 (JJ) and Chuang et. a1 (34) to construct the analytical
curve in flame spectrometiT. Although the FIA method was not yet
introduced ey then, both of the11 have used a technique which was
Yei7 similar to FIA. They obtained a linear analytical curve when

a series of volumes of standard was injected into a flowing carrier
stream.

Wben a concentration of standard is injected into a large dispersion
aystsa, which can be achieved either b;r increasing the tube dillBnsiona or b;r using a real lliJcing chaltber, a gradient of concentration
is produced. 'Ibis concentration gradient, which is at the rising

:!arl of the peak, can be used to construct a calibration curve. Tbe
use of small volume injection to obtain a large dispersion is not
recommended because of its lillli ted rising part of the peak it
produces,

6.5.1. Iniection of Yariable Volumes at Constant Concentration
From previous equation (see Chapter J, Section J,l,l., page 84)
the concentration-time profiles is given ey

C •

c: [

1 - exp( -ut/V))

{6.12)
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Provided that the absorbance has a linear relationship with concentration (i.e., this l.s to be detel'llined experimentally),
equation (6.12) can be converted to the for11 of

A • A: [1-

exp(-utjv)]

If a series of volumes of a single concentration is injected

into a

carrier~t

a particular tube dimensions and flow rate,

at peak maxiJIIUIII, t • Vtfu, and equation (6;12) would become

(6.13)

'!be volUIIe of mixing chamber, V, can be calculated fro• the slope

of the linear curve of Vi against ln

Aj'(A!-- A;)

as shown in

Figures 6.Ja and 6,11e., Once the voluae of mixing chaaber, V,
known, the concentration at peak maxiiiiWI,

u

c;, for various volumes

injected can be calculated from equation (6.13) and the absorbanceconcentration relationship at peak maxiiiiWI can be constructed as
shown in 'lll.ble 6.1 and 'lll.ble 6.2 and their respective calibration
curves in Figure 6.3b and Figure 6,4b,

If an anal.yte is injected with known volume

- and at

the same conditions as above, the concentration at peak maxilliUDI
of an anal.yte can be obtained from its absorbance by interpolation

from the calibration graph of

A; versus c;. 'lbe initial concen-

tration of the analyte can be calculated by substituting all the

Absorbance, A;

Volllllll injected, V1

o•.so
0.40

400

O,JO

0,20

0,10

1.00

2.00

J.OO

0.2

0.1

4.00

at tube length 2.6 cm and flow mte 11.5.8 pl/eec.

0.4

Concentration of Mg,

8

ln A8 1(A8 -A )
rrf m p
Figure 6.Ja,. A plot of volume injected, Vi' vs, ln A:/(A:-A~),

O.J

Figure

c8p ,

o•.s
ppm.

....

6,Jb, A plot of absorbance at peak maximum, $
A~, vs, concentration at peak maximum,

s

cP.

B

Absorbance, AP

o.so
0,40

o.zo

0.10

1.00

2.00

J,OO

4,00

0.1

0.5

0.2
B

Concentration of Mg, Cp' ppm,

ln A:i(A:-A:)
Figure 6.4a. A plot of volume injected, Vi' vs, ln A;:I(A:-A;),
at tuba lencth 200 cm and flow rate 115,8 pJJeec.

.....

,'I)

'0

Figure 6.4b. A plot of absorbance at peak maximum
As vs. concentration at peak maximum,
p'
s

cP.
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Table 6.1. The absorbance-concentration relationship at the peak
JUXillllll for various volwaesinjected, at tube length of
2.6 ea and

now

rate of 115.8 )11/sec. for

Concentration,
s

0.5 PPII

Dispersion,

Volume
injected, vi. pl

Absorbance,
As

lJ,J

0.099

o.o66

1Sl

24.8

0.1)8

0.115

4.),5

49.9

0.249

0.20.5

2.44

101.)

0.)61

0,)28

1.,52

149 • .5

0,406

o.:m

1.26

20,5.,5

0.448

0.44)

l.lJ

298.4

0.461

0.478

1.0.5

,501 •.5

0.489

0.497

1.11

0.,501 • A:

o.soo

1001.)

p

cP,

~.

D

ppm

1.00

-

values of c;, Vi and V in equation (6.1J), An exaaple of the
results obtained is shown in Table 6.) for varioue voluaes and
concentrations of standard magnesiUJR.

Its shown in Figures 6.)& and 6.4& , the curves of Vi against

ln Asi(As -As) do not give straight Una at high V.• This is
~

•

p

~

especially true at low dispersion with large volume of injection.
'lbe reason is probably because the diffusion rate of the ana~te

and the carrier is not the same for different volume of injection.

Since the rate of diffusion of the solution is inversely proportional to the square root of its density (which is directly related to concentration), a larger volume of injection would
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represent higher concentration in the stream, thus, slows down
the diffusion rates, and would produce higher signal than expected.

Table 6.2. 'lbe absorbance-concentration relationship at the peak
maximum for various volumes injected, at tube length of

200 cm and flow rats of 115.8 )11/sec. for 8.5 pp11
magnesium solution.

'n

Concentration,
s
Cn' PJIII

1).)

0.035

0.032

16.34

24.8

o.o~

o.o!)l

9.17

49.9

O.lo6

O.lo8

4.84

0.193

0.196

2.67

149.5

0.26o

0.26o

2.01

205.5

0.326

0.317

1.65

o.40J

0.)84

1.36

0.499

0.457

1.14

0.523

0.496

1.05

Volume

Absorbance,
As

injected, vi, pl

101.3

Dispersion,
D

I

298.4

501.5
1001.3

I

But because the residence time of a large volume la longer than
a small volume (large volume of standard fills a longer tube
than a smaller volume of standard) in the flow injection system

before reaching the detector, the end boundary or end put of
the standard would experience more dispersion and diffusion than
the front part of the standard, and thus, reduces the concentration
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and the signal. This is illustrated in Figure

6.5,

Table 6,), An example of the results obtained for various volumes
and concentrations of standard magnesiwa from the

calibration graph of A; versus

8

c;.
Cs , found,

CS

Volume
injected,
vi' Jll

Absor~ce,

49-9

0.018

0.02

0.11

0.1

0.062

o.o6

0,)0

0,)

0,14)

0.14

0.64

0.7

0,0)8

0.04

0,11

0,1

0.119

0.12

0,)1

0,)

0.261

0.25

o.65

0.7

0.070

0.07

0,11

0,1

0.204

0,20

0.)1

0,)

0.4))

0.42

0.66

101,)

205.5

As

&

Ap

C

0

fOlllld

fPoa ~.

11

•• injected,
ppna.

PPII•

PPII

•

0.7

result of this effect, the peaks obtained at large vol\lllle of

injection flatten at their tops as shown in Figure 6.6.

If

&

longer tubs length is used, the difference of residence

time between l*rl (lt) and psrt (') (see Figure 6.5) is negligible
com:l*red to the time it trawl& from the injection point to the
detector and this effect is eliminated, as shown in Figure 6. 7,
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(c)

(a)

(b)

Detector
A) Small sample volume

(a)
Detector
B) large sample volume

Figure

6.5.

Effect of dispersion on large and small volumes of
injection. The total dispersion and diffusion is
IIIUCh higher at tbs end of

tart

(c) than at the front

of part (b) due to the longer residence tie of part

(c) than part (b).

6.5.2. In1ection of Constant Volume

a~

Constant Concentration

If distilled water is used as a carrier stream when injecting an

analyte at known dispersion (i.e., D =

cJ'c; or AJ'A;),

the

initial concentration of the analyte can also be calculated

bJ

multiplying the dispersion value with the concentration at peak
maxiJDUJII obtained from interpolation of the curve A; versue

c:.

From this principle, it is possible to construct a calibration
curve based on the variation of the dispersion, either

bJ changing

Absorbance, A

I

1 min.

I

Scan

Figure 6.6. Effect of sample vo1ume at short tube length (i.e. 2.6 cm), on the shapes of the peak. Yolume injected,
lJ, 25, 50, 100, 1.50, 200, JOO, 500 and 1000 )11•

~
1..1\

Absorbance, A

Scan

1 min.
Figure 6.7. Effect of sample volume at long tube length (i.e. 200 cm), on the shapes of the peak. Volume
injected, lJ, 2.5, 50, lOO, 1.50, 200, JOO, .500 and 1000 pl.
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the volUIIls of injection as above, or by changing the tube di•naiona

or by changing the combin&tion of both. An

ex&~~ple

of a calibration

c:urw constructed from the variation of the dispersion {i.e., by
vaeying the volume and the tube length) is shown in Table 6.4 and
its calibration graph is shown in Figure 6.8. A calibration graph

Table 6.4. An example of a calibration graph for 0.5 ppm magnesiUIII
standard constructed from the variation of dispersion,
based on changing the tube length and volUJIIS injected.

'lolWIIe
injected, Vi

Tube
length,

Dispersion,
D

Absorbance,
As
p

Concent§&tion, C ,
ppm~

..ul

CJI,

24.8

200

9.68

0.054

0.05

lOO

5.20

0.116

0.10

20

J,Jl

0.17?

0.15

lOO

2.91

0.20?

0.17

80

2.,SZ

0.24o

0.20

60

2.22

0.272

0.2J

20

1.99

o.2M

0.25

lOO

l.?J

O.J49

0.29

60

l.J9

o.4J4

o.J5

lOO

1.21

0.498

0.41

60

1.10

0 •.548

0.45

60

1.05

o.m

0.48

49·9

lOl.J

205.5

298.4

based on normal nebulization is also shown for comparison.

A calibration method based on the variation of dispersion is

s

Absorbance, Ap

o.6o
o•.so
0.40

Normal nebulization

O.JO

0.20

0.10

o.oo~~-----------o-.~l---------------o~.2---------------o.~J--------------~o~.4~------------:o.~5
Concentration of magnesium,

c;, P~·.

Figure 6.8. A calibration curve constructed from the variation of the dispersion i.e., by varying the volume
injected and the tube length. For comparison, a calibration curve obtained by normal nebulization
is also shown.

i
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anJfqst,
simple" i.e. , only one standard concentration is needed to con-

.

struct a range of calibration line within the standard selected,
by varying the volume injected or tube dimensions, or the com-

bination of both.

It also gives better precision in

terms of signals obtained and more accurate1 i.e., by reducing
errors in the preparation of etandard 1 than normal method.

6.5.).

Concentration Gradient Formation

If a suitably chosen standard is injected into a water flowing

stre&ll with a real mixing chamber located between the injection
point and the detector, the standard solution is subjected to
a large dispersion and a concentration gradient is formed as a
function of time along the rising part and the falling part of the
peak according to

(6.14)
for the rising part, where t is less than t at the peak maxiiiiUIII

(6.15)
and,

c •

(6.16)

wlW!re V is the volume of miXing cham~r, u is the flow rate and
m

200
C is the concentration at time t,

If absorbance is directly proportional to concentration, the
absorbance-time profile can be converted to the concentration'

time profile. This profile can be used to construct a calibration
curve.

If the various absorbances on the rising part of the peak of the

standard are plotted against time, and the unknown signal is
obtained at the same conditions as the standard, either by direct
nebulization or by injecting a discrete volume, the concentration
of the unknown can be calculated as followsa

i)

The time lminus terror) for the unknown is obtained by
interpolation from the absorbance versus time curve.

ii)

For normal nebulization, the unknown concentration can be
calculated from equation t6.14), where Cstd., u and t being
known.

vm

is obtained by analyeing the absorbance-time profile

of the rising _part of the peak to the steady state signal
according to equation

t

•

-

Vm,ln[Astd,/(Astd, -A)]

(6.17)

u.

A plot of t against ln[A6 td'/(A6 td' - A~ in equation (6,17)
would give a slope of Vmfu.

iii)

For unknown obtained by injection through flow injection
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system, the signal corresponding to the initial concentration
of the unknown must first be calculated by using equation
A:-

A~

[1- exp(-ut/Vm)r\ or A: •

A~.D.

Once A: is known,

its time (minus terror) can be obtained by interpolation
from the same curve and the initial concentration of the
unknown can be calculated by using equation (6.14).

The methods above are illustrated in Figure 6,9, The unknown signal
obtained by injection would probably be under exactly the same conditions as the standard in flow injection system and would represent
the better way than obtainilt« the unknown signal by noru.l nebuliza-

tion. This is because of the difficulty in obtaining the unknown
signal by normal nebulization without disturbing the FIA-AAS system
and at the same time maintaining its settings, especial?-Y

the

aspiration rate to the insti'WII!Int.

Although the method of constructing a calibration graph by using
a gradient forming device has not been tested extensively yet,
some positive results have been obtained (J.5, J6).

Absorbance, A

o.6o

0 • .50

o.4o

I
I

O.JO

---------------------- -------'-"'"--

I
I
I

--y----

0.20

1
I

----------------

I

0.10

I
I

o. 00 t---..-;
..,

~error

0.1

0.2

O.J

0.4
Time, t, Sec.

Volume injected,V ,
1
signal.

Normal nebulimation
signal.

Figure 6.9. Methods of determining the concentration of unknown based on a calibration curve of absorbance vs.
time, by volume injected and normal nebulization.
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Chapter 7

FlDW INJECTION - SOLVENT EXTRACTION TECHNI9.UB

?. A Brief Intr9duction
The use of solvent extraction in AAS as a concentration technique

and to remove the analyte element from potential concomaitant
chemical, physical and other matrix interferences has been
described by Creaser {1), Solvent extraction methods for use with
flame AAS has also been described by Kinrade and Van Loon(2).

Several characteristics, such as the choice of buffer and the
choice of chelating agent have also been described (2).

Allan (J) hu discussed the effect of organic solvent on the
concentmtion of the ato1111 and the teaperature of the

na..

'lbe

extent of increase in sensitivity depends on the types of solvent
used and the atolllizer. Amaoniwa pyrrolidinedithiocarba-.te (APDC)
reagent has been used to complex copper prior to extraction into
an organic solvent {4). Many heavy metals can be chelated with
APDC and extracted into an organic solvent. Methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) or 4-lleteyl-2-pentanone was found to be a satisfactory
solvent for this procedure used with AAS. By using a slll&ll volume
of MIBK, it would be possible to concentrate the element being
determined and increase the sensitivity,

Factors such as acidity and extraction ratio which influence the
extraction efficiency must be equalized between samples and
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standards to eliminate errors due to the solvent extraction
procedure ( 5). 'lbe solubility of MIBK in water, for exaaple, ia
influenced by the acidity.

Subramanian and Meranger (6) have determined several trace metals
in drinking water by solvent extraction with APDC-MIBK and
graphite furnace AAS, Parameters such as the effect of pH of
the aqueous phase prior to extraction, extraction efficiency,

the optiiiiUlll APilC concentration, the length of time needed for
complete extraction and the time-stability of the chelate in the
organic phase have been investigated in detailed (6). lbe deco•posi tion of APDC in aqueous medium has been shown as

and pH dependent. 'lbe complexation efficiency of APilC is consider-

ably influenced by its hydrolytic stability, 'lbe stability of the
APilC co11plex for several metals in the MIBK phase after extraction

from aqueous solution at variuos pH values has also been presented
(7). The use of APilC for the extraction of copper fro11 a wide range
of aqueous solutions into organic solvent suitable for direct AAS
determination has been recommended by the Analytical Methods
Committee ( 8). Copper-APDC complex is readily extracted from aqueous
solution within the range of strongly acidic to pH 10 into polar
organic solvents (8).
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'lbe construction and performance of extraction systea in flow
injection analysis have been described by Karlberg and 'lbelander (9).
'lbe effects of sample dispersion, the length of mixing coil (as
short as possible to prevent dispersion of the injected saaple), flow
rates and the ratio of organic to aqueous phase on the sensitivity
of the method have also been discussed (9). 'Ibis system has been
applied successfully in the determinations of codeine as the picrate
ion-pair in acetylsalicylic acid tablets(lO), vitamin B ('lbiamine)
1
by thiochrome method (11) and extraction constants (12).

Nord and Karlberg (lJ) have designed several membrane phase
separators and have tested these for use in flow injection extraction
manifold. 'lbrse main groupa of phase separators have been described,
n&lllely, the chamber separator which takes advantage of the density
difference only1 the two-material separator, which utilizes the
difference in properties of two different materials and the respective
affinity to the two phases, and the membrane separator, which consists
of a lipophilic membrane that expels the aqueous phase but lets
through the organic phase. Another phase separator with a polyethylene-backed porous PTFE membrane has also been described (1~).

Kina et. al (15) have described the extraction of potassium ions into
1,2-dichloroethane by use of macrocyclic compounds in a simple flow
injection-solvent extraction systea with fluorimetrY. 'lbe aqueous
sample was injected into the flowing organic stream, transported
through the mixing coil, mixed with the carrier stream and the
potassium complex was extracted into the organic phase with
anilinonaphthalene sulphonate (ANS) as counter-ion.
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Bergamin et. al (16) have determined molybdenua in plant uterlal
by a thiocyanate method by using a flow injection-solvent extraction

system with the use of a phase separation challber, 'lbe geoll8try of
the phase separation challber, pumping rates, coil lengtbs, reagent

concentration, salting-out effect and sample volumes havs been
investigated and discussed (16). Lead and cadmium have been determined by Klinghoffer, Jhlzicka. and Hansen (1?) by solvent extraction
with dithizone by using the same principle described by Karlberg
and Thelander (9). Optimum conditions such as pH, type of masking

agents and reagent concentrations for the determination h&vs been
investigated by using a flow injection scanning technique. In this
technique, the pH of the aqueous phase was continuously altered
and a pH profile

to indicate maxiiiUII extraction and the influence

of the 1118tal ion hydrolysis may be obtained by repeated injection
of a S&llple of the

8&118

composition.

Imasaka, Harada and Ishibashi (18) have studied the sensitivity and
the selectivity of the flow injection determination of gallium
with lumogaUion by using solvent extraction-fluorimetry, The
sample aliquot was injected into lumogallion reagent, transported
into the mixing coil, mixed with a stream of isoamJl alcohol
through the extraction coil, and the aqueous and organic segments
were separated by a membrane device before fluorimetric
detection. The effect of pH, reaction and extraction coil lengths,
diverse ions and the transient phenomena in extraction process
have also been examined (18). Careful adjustment of the residence
time was necessary in order to get complete extraction with less
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dispemion of the extract and high injection rate.

A multiple solvent extraction system with FIA has been described
by Shelly et. al (19, 20). 'Die system consisted of three extraction

sections connected one another and when the saaple was injected
into the systea and by reB&IIIpling the proper extraction phase,
three steps were linked together with reagents and solvents added
in confluence at the appropriate points before it was analysed. 'Die
system was optimised by studying the three basic performance
characteristics, i.e., increased sa.mple recovery, increased
reproducibility of recovered sample and decreased analysis time.

'l'be :parameters which affected these characteristics have also been
discussed (20).

Fossey and Cantwell (21) have reported the design of an extraction
system with FIA eaploying a aembrane separator. EquatioDS
relating peak area of the extracted suple to now rates have
been derived and verified (21). 'Die characteristics of the extrac-tion system were studied by using caffeine as a B&llpls ooapoDSnt.
'lhe variations of S&lllple peak area, peak width and peak height
were investigate<l as a function of extraction coil length, saDiple
injection volume and flow rates.

'lhe purpose of this preliminary study is to investigate the
possibility of using a solvent extraction-flow injection system
with AAS. The system design is based on home-made extracting and
sepa.rating chambers and consists of the following components (19)a
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a)

A solvent segmenter - a device that produces alternatiag
segments of two i111111iscible liquids,

b)

An extraction coil - a length of sll&ll diameter tubing

which carries the segmented solvents and promotes transfer
of the extractant from one phase to the othsr,

c)

A phase separator - an apparatus which allows the phases to
separate in such a manner that one or both phases may be
-cecovered,

The system is modified from Nord and Karlberg (22) extraction
system for flue AAS,

Several parameters of ths syste11 were studied using a copper
f

standard solution and the APDC-MIBK method,

?.1. Description of ths Srste•

Figure ?.1 shows the flow injection manifold used with solvent
extraction and AAS. The system consists of peristaltic pwap,
injection valve, mixing coil, home-made displacement bottle for
organic solvent, extracting chamber, extraction coil, separating
chamber, AAS and waste system, The extracting and separating
chambers were made from glass, The extracting chamber of model A
has a volume of 0,50 ml whereas model B has 0.10 ml volume. The
use of ext-cacting chamber model A would produce globules of

Sample

l

APOO
1% w/v

Mixing coil
Extracting coil

Distilled
water

AAS

Waste
Extmcting chamber

Separating chamber

Pump
MIBK~--b'h

_j

Dlstilled.-_.j~~-"=-~-:-1
water

---_- _-.:

- --

Displacement
bottle
a) Extracting chamber
model A.

Figure

7.1.

I
b) Extracting chamber c) Separating chamber
model 'B.

Flow injection manifold used with solvent extraction and atomic absorption
spectrometry,
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organic phase flowing in a discontinuous manner, into the extracting
coil, while the use of extracting chuiber of 11odel B would produce
organic phase flowing continuously into the extracting coil. 'lbe
separating chamber would separate the organic phase fro• the aqueous
phase.

If a volume of sample containing copper is injected into the carrier

stream of APDC, a copper co11plex is form along the mixing coil. 'lbs
complex formed is extracted by the MIBK froa the displacement
bottle through the extracting chiLlllber and extracting coil. The
organic phase containing copper coaplex is separated fro• the aqueous
phase by the separating chaaber before continuously'detected _by AAS.

7.2. Apparatus, Standards and Reagents

a) Appara tua

A peristaltic pump.
~

tubing, 0.,58

m11

i.d., for mixing and extracting coils.
'

.'

A home-made glass extracting and separating chiLlllbers (see Figure 7.1).
A displacement bottle for organic solvent (MIBK).

An injection valve model 201-25 and a plastic syringe.

:

Atomic Absorption Spectrometer.

b) Standards and Reagents

A copper stock solution containing 1000 ppa, in lM nitric acid

'

'
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(BDH Chemical Lillited),
.Auoniwa Pyrrolidinedithocarbuate (APDC), (Fisons SLR grade),

prepa.red by dissolving the appropriate amount with trldistilled
water to make ~ w/v (pH about 5).
4-me't:eyl-2-pentanone( me~lisobutylketone), ( Fisons),

7,3, Procedure

A series of standard copper (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 ppm) was extracted
in a conventional manner into the Kmte with ~ w/v APDC complexing
r&af;Snt as follOWS!

a) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ml of 50

Pia copper solution were transferred

into 5, 50 lll extraction tunnelS.
b) 1 lll of ~ APDC solution was added into each of the tunnels a brownish precipitate coaplex was fonaed.
c) 'lhe copper coaplex was extracted by shaking the funnels for

a few llinutes with 10 lll of Mmte.
d) 'lhe aqueous phase was collected and the organic :tmse was
transferred quantitatively into 25 ml volumetric flask and
diluted to mark with Kmte.

For comparison, a series of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 ppm of aqueous
copper was also prepared,

'lhe aqueous phase, the organic phase and the aqueous copper
solution were aspirated into the flame by conventional nebulization
by following the optimum conditions for copper according to the
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'

instructions manual of the IIIILilUfacturer as followss
wave length -

324. 7

Acetylene

2.00 1/min,

•

!IIIo

Air now rate -

a.o

Burner height •

4.0 unit.

1/llin.

Band 1858 (slit width)

3. 0

lallp current •

•

2 1111,

IIA.

'lbe now injection with solvent extraction system in Figure 7.1
'II&B

tested by injecting the aqueous copper standard and the

extracted copper in the organic phase with the following conditioua
Mixi.Jig coil

•

25

Elttracti.Jig coil •

011.

500 ea.

Extracting chaaber •

IIICClel B.

length of tube from separating chaaber

APDC now rate •

3.3 111/llin.

KIBI now rate •

1,8

to nebulizer • 30 ea,

111/llin.

VolUM of injection •

50 or 1000 )11.

'lbe efficiency of the mixing and the separating coils were

investigated by varyi.Jig their length in the system and by collecting
the aqueous and organic phases and aspirated them into the flame in
the conventional manner.

'lbe influence of volume injected for flow injection-solvent extraction
system

'II&B

investigated by injecting a series of volumes of 10 ppm

copper solution into the system by using extracting chamber' model B
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with mixing coil length 25 ea and extracting coil length 500 cm.

The sbl.pe of calibration graph was also inYestigated by using the

same pe.rameters above by injecting 50 pl of a series of 5, 10, 15,
20, 25 and JO ppa copper solution into the systea. The graph obtained
was compe.rsd with the graph obtained when no separation between
aqueous and organic phases was made, (both of the phases were nebulized into the flame).

7.4. Results and Discussion

Figure 7.2 shows the sensitivity of copper in MJEC by conventional

extraction and by normal nsbulization coape.red with the sensitivity
of the aqueous copper. 'lbe sensitivity is increased by a :factor of
almost two. No absorbance was detected in the

~~queoue

Figure 7.:3 shows the shape of the curves when

50 )11

the copper

Pl&Se.

and 1000 pl of

in the organic phase a:fter extraction were injected

into the flow injection-solvent extraction system. For compe.rison,
a series o:f concentration of copper was also injected into the
solvent extraction system. As shown in Table 7.1, the extraction

it> I.e.

efficiency was found~about
tion method.

75·1' relative to conventional extrac-

Table 7.2 compares the results obtained between

the extracted copper in MD3K and the aqueous copper when injected
into the system.
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Absorbance, A
1.00

Cu in MIBK

0.80

0.70

o.6o

0.,50

0,40

O,JO

0.20

0.10

0.00

2.0

4.0

a.o

10.0

Concentration, ppm.
Figure 7.2. Sensitivity of copper in MIBK compared to aqueous
copper, by normal nebulization.

Abeorbance, A
0.70

o.6o

0 • .50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0,10

o.oo

~2===-----.-!.--------,-1.-------,i
2.0

.o

.o

.o

10.0

Concentration, ppm,
~'l.gure

7.3. The shape of the calibration curves of copper when injected into flow injection-solvent extraction syatea,

Zl9

It would take about 6.5 minutes to complete the whole procedure in
conventional solvent extraction and less than 10 ainutes to
complete the extraction procedure and to obtain the reaulte
by using flow injection systea.

Figure 7,4 compares the shapes of calibration graph by flow
injection-solvent extraction when the aqueous and organic phases
were separated and not separated before they were nebulized into
the flame. It shows that when the organic and aqueous phases were
not separated, the absorbance of copper decreases significantly
J

with high noise level ( RSD ).'1l' compared with l.S' when separation
was made}. 'lbe presence of the aqueous phase has somehow reduced
the efficiency of the nebulizer. 'lhe increase in flow rate when
the waste systea was closed was probably the reason wb1' the reductioil

of the signal occured.

'!able 7.1.

Comparison between conventional extraction and flow
injection-solvent extraction. Vi • .50 )ll•

z

4

6

8

10

0.178

0.397

0 • .549

0.753

o.987

Flow injection-solvent 0.160
extraction, Absorbance

O.Z71

0.433

0•.567

0.643

68.3

78.9

7.5.3

6.5.3

Concentration, PPA•
Conventional extraction, Absorbance.

Extraction Efficiency,

89.9

"
Average extraction efficiency

a

7.5• .5

%.

Absorbance, A
0.70

o.6o

0 • .50

0.40

O,JO

~~------~~--------~~--------~~--------~~--------~~--------~
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0

0,00 _

Concentration, ppm,
Figure 7.4. 'Ihe shapes of calibration graph for copper obtained by flow injection-solvent extraction when the aqueous
and organic phases were separated and when they were not sepuoated before nebulized into the flue,
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Comparison between the extracted copper in KIBX and the

Table 7.2.

aqueous copper when injected into the FI-solvent extraction system. Vi - .50 )ll.•

Concentration, PPII•

2

.
4

6

8

10

Extracted copper

o.o64

o.U5

O.l6J

o.2o6

0.2J5

Aqueous copper

O,OJ4

o.o6o

0.098

0.144

0.199

5J.l

52.2

60.1

69.9

84.7

Extraction efficiency
)C

Average extraction efficiency • 64.0 )C.

Figure

7.5 shows the effect of voluae injected on

the signal of toff~""'

copper. Froa the graph shown it is suggested that the volUJie of
injection needed to reach the steady state signal would be very
large.

i) Extracting chamber - The use of extracting chamber model B
gives several advantages over model A, i.e., in terms of
speed of analysis, the extracting chamber model B would
produce a complete peak bebreen 12 to 15 seconds for the
injection of .50)11 of 10 ppm aqueous copper, whereas model
A would take 24 to JO seconds to produce the same complete
peak; model B would give higher sensitivity than model A

for the same concentration of copper, and results obtained
by using model B shows better precision than results

obtained by using model A. This is because model A would
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Absorbance, A
1,00

o.go

0.89

0.70

0.60

0 • .50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

100

200

300
4oO
500
Volume injected, V., )11.
l.

Figure

IO PP"'
7.5. Effect of sample volume on the signal of/...copper in

flow injection-solvent extraction systea,
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give longer residence tiMe for the copper complex formed in
the mixing chamber than model B due to ita lar«e volUH, and

thus, increase the dispersion.

ii) Ki:xing and Extracting coils - As shown in Table ?.J, the
efficiency of the system depends on the length of the extraction coil, thus, the extracting coil must be chosen to give a
reasonable sensitivity and speed of analysis. The length of
mixing coil is not very critical because the reaction between
copper and APDC is instantaneous, In now injection-solvent
extraction, the reproducibility of the resulte froa the systea
and the speed of analysis

are considered aore illportant than

the efficiency of the systea as long as the

s~

obtained

lies within reasonable liaita.

Table ?,J, Efficiency of the now injection-eolvent extra.ctioa
systea based on the length of the extracting

c. oil·

/... _

Ki:xing coil length • 200 'CJI,, copper concentration •

4

ppm.

Method

.

Conventional solvent extrac-

Absorbance
Organic layer
Aqueous layer

o.oo6

tion
Flow injection-solvent

0,025

0.570

0,014

o.6oo

extraction (200 cm).
Flow injection-solvent
extraction (500 em).
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Seveml advantages of this system over conventional solvent
extraction areJ high speed or analysis, econollical use or
reagents and solvents, simple and reduced manipulation or
extraction glassware,
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OONCLUSIONS

The two main features of flow injection analysis compared with
other types of continuous flow analysis, namely, the absence
of air bubbles between samples and direct injection of sample
into the flowing stream have made this method very versatile
with a high degree of flexibility. It can be coupled to almost
any detection system and any analytical technique such as, solvent

extraction, ion exchange, etc. lhs manifolds are normally robust
and are easily assembled, exchanged or modified for a particular
determination. With a readout time between J to 40 seconds and
with low carry-over, a high sample throughput can be attained. The
absence of air bubbles reduces the pulsation effect caused by the
compressibility of the air, The unsegmented flow in FIA provides
the possibility of adapting the flow pattem according to the
requirements of a particular analysis1 by selecting a slll&l.l, lllediWI
or large dispersion of the sample zone.

lhs combination of flow injection methods with atomic absorption

spectrometry provides a very simple way of introducing samples and
standards into the nebuliser, which gives the same advantages as in
disc~te

nebulization techniques with some additional possibilities

based on using the sample as a carrier streaa,

The effects of high solid content and viscosity of the sample can
be easily reduced, Discrete volumes of sample or reagent can be
injected into the carrier stream and dilution of the sample or
reagent can be easily controlled by controlling the dispersion of
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the system.

The proposed single well-stirred tank (simplified exponential)
model to account for the absorbance-time behaviour and the peak
shape produced by FIA-AAS techniques, leads to the development
of methods of calibration, such as the analogue of standard
additions and reagent additions methods. The applications of the
proposed model to the development of the analogue of the standard

•

additions and reagent additions methods for the determination of
calcium in iron ores and of chrollli.um in steels led to the development of other calibration methods for MS, such as the continuous
dilution gradient concentration method and variable dispersion
method• Both methods ars based on the use of a single concentrated
standard. Resulte obtained by these methods show that the proposed
model is viable for the development of future calibration methods in

now

injection systeu.

1he measurement of the volume of hypothetical mixing chamber based

on the proposed model provides the basis for calculating of several
experimental parameters for prediction purposes. A psrticulsr determination can be easily performed according to its requirements once
these parameters are established for the system.

A system designed for flow injection-solvent extraction with AAS
gives a simple and rapid way of analysing samples that need sepsration by solvent extraction without performing conventional solvent
extraction procedures. The system can be const:'ucted easily and
cheaply based on home-made extracting and separating chambers.
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SOOGESTIONS F9R FU'IDRE WORK

The investigations of the various factors affecting the optimua

performance of atomic absorption spectrometer with flow injection
techniques provide the basis for developing coupled FIA-AAS
instrumentation and for automation of the systea in the future,
'lbe development of an automated system for FIA-AAS requires more
flexible manifolds for variable dispersion from limited to large
to achieve the requirement for a particular analysis with the
possibility

of computer control.

'lbe proposed model may have applicability to other FIA systems in
which the detector volume is not so dominant and so111e consideration
should be given to investigating peak shapes for colorimetric,fluorimetric methods , etc.

FUrther investigation on the proposed model for large dispersion
system in FIA-AAS techniques is needed as shown by the restricted
value of the model for predicting several experimental parameters
at medium and large dispersion. The possibility of combining the
Gaussian model with the proposed model to explain the peak shape
produced at a large dispersion which shows a tendency towards a
Gaussian or slightly skewed shape should be investigated. It may
be also interesting to investigate whether the hypothetical volume
of mixing chamber in the proposed exponential model consists of
one volume or two separate volumes, namely, the volume of the
mixing chamber of the atomic absorption instrument and the volume
of the mixing chamber produced from the flow injection manifold
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as was suggested

in,

equation (J.l.S), Chapter J, page 90.

Another possible application for calibration and prediction purposes
is that by using another proposed exponential model as was given
in equation (6.16), Chapter

6, page 199, which makes use of the

falling !*rt of the peak.

A method of constructing a calibration graph by using a gradient
forming device should be investigated further and this could be
modified so as to form the basis of an automatic calibration method.

'lbe technique of flow injection-solvent extraction syste11 with
atomic absorption instrument

~

be developed further. 'lbe syste11

m&1 be modified or redesigned to suit the specific application on
solvent extraction. Several modifications to extracting and separating chambers can be made for use in the syste11 to increase the
extraction efficiency. Various other factors affecting the sensitivity of the techniques require further study, and the use of these
techniques for separation methods and for direct analysis of samples
may be examined by analysing some real samples.

Other sample pretreatment and clean up procedures such as ionexchange chromatography, electrodeposi tion, etc., could be adapted
to a FIA configuration for use in conjunction with MS to the
analysis.

